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THE SPECIES 
In this chapter I provide descriptions, many other details and photographs of each of the 66 species of 
eucalypt that occur naturally in the study area. Species are arranged alphabetically by scientific name; 
there’s an index to common names at the end of this study. Subspecies are treated within species texts 
except for the two subspecies of E. lockyeri as these might be distinct species. Fifty-two species (plus 
the extra subspecies) are treated at greater length, and 14 species – all rare within, and confined to 
remoter outlying parts of the study area – are treated in somewhat abbreviated form. 

Explanatory notes 

Scientific names  The taxonomy used in this study is based on the national nomenclature of the 
Australian Plant Census with two exceptions. These exceptions and other disparate current usages, 
affecting six species, are summarised in the table below. For discussion and explanations of these, see 
Notes in the relevant species’ text. 

Common names are generally those widely used at a national level. In a few cases I use alternatives that 
I consider more appropriate, or provide a name where none is established. 

Alternative names  Alternative scientific or common names are provided only where these are in 
recent, wide or local use. Note that all Corymbia species formally described before 19954 were then 
attributed to the genus Eucalyptus, but I have not provided these now-dated alternatives. 

Meaning of scientific names I acknowledge Eucalypts. A Celebration5 and EUCLID2 as my primary 
sources. 

At a glance  Key characters that facilitate identification of species in the study area. 

Description  This covers field characters only and is only applicable in the study area – species may 
differ in other areas. I began preparing each species’ description in the field. My notes and subsequent 
texts were then extensively checked against published sources, particularly EUCLID2 and A Field Guide 
to the Eucalypts of the Cape York Bioregion6. Specific measurements are mostly attributable to EUCLID2. 

Recent applications of scientific names for the eucalypts of north-east Queensland. 
Usages different to those employed in this study are highlighted grey. APC – Australian Plant  
Census1. EUCLID – Eucalypts of Australia. 4th Edition2. 

Named used in this text APC1 EUCLID2 Queensland Herbarium3 

C. polycarpa 
C. polycarpa  
& C. ligans 

C. polycarpa  
& C. ligans 

C. polycarpa 

E. acmenoides complex 
E. acmenoides  
& E. mediocris 

E. acmenoides  
& E. mediocris 

E. portuensis  
& possibly also E. mediocris 

E. crebra E. crebra E. crebra 
E. crebra  
& E. drepanophylla 

E. persistens E. persistens 
E. persistens subsp. 
persistens 

E. persistens 

E. tardecidens E. tardecidens 
E. persistens subsp. 
tardecidens 

E. tardecidens 

E. tindaliae E. tindaliae E. tindaliae E. reducta 
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I use non-technical terms as far as possible, sometimes with the botanical term in brackets. For more 
detail of both see the previous chapter about field characters for identification of eucalypts. 

Flowering times have been identified by a combination of my field observations and from dates 
recorded on herbarium collections. My intent is to describe the main flowering time of the species, not 
to cover all eventualities. Whilst it is my experience that each species has a characteristic time of year 
for flowering, differences may exist between populations within the study area that I have not 
detected. (Readers’ reports are welcome.) Importantly, most eucalypt individuals and species do not 
flower every yeare.g. 7 so absence of flowering does not necessarily mean that described times are 
incorrect. 

Habitat  This applies only within the study area. 

Distribution  This text generally has two paragraphs, the first describing distribution within the study 
area and the second the global distribution of the species. ASL means above sea level. An accompanying 
map illustrates distributions within the study area shown as presence (light green) in cells of  
0.1 degrees of latitude and longitude – cells are thus approximately 11.1 x 10.6 km. There are 782 cells 
in the study area. There’s a key map in the Introduction (Fig. 1) naming most of the cities, towns or 
locations indicated by small black circles on the species maps. 

Mapping combines herbarium collection records downloaded from Australia’s Virtual Herbarium8, 
observation records lodged with the Atlas of Living Australia9, my own survey records (also now lodged 
with the Atlas of Living Australia), and a few provided by other observers or obtained from other 
publications. Collection and ALA observation records have been vetted mainly by checking distribution 
outliers. My extensive surveys were structured to fill geographic gaps in coverage within the study area.  

The resulting database contains 16,509 species location records comprising 4,978 unique species x cell 
records. There are an average of 75.4cells per species (range 1 [E. pruinosa] to 349 [C. dallachiana]), 
and 6.4 species per cell (range 0 to 24). Of the 782 cells in the study area, there are eucalypt records 
from 642 (82%). Fifteen cells in the Innisfail area for which there are no eucalypt records may have 
none because they were heavily rainforested prior to European settlement. However, many cells 
especially in western areas have not been surveyed due to limited access; for example, most gaps 
within the mapped range of C. dallachiana are unlikely to be real. 

Similar species  Applies only within the study area. 

Notes  In this section I review issues and papers of interest including taxonomy, biology, ecology and 
uses. For some species, there is very little or even no information. For a few, there is an extensive 
literature. 

Where to find this species  At least one, and usually several accessible locations are provided at which 
you can view the species. Where to find locations are mapped in Appendix 1 with a table cross-
referencing map points to key species texts. 

Conservation status  

 Commonwealth listings follow the Australian Government’s Species Profile and Threats Database8, 
https://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/sprat/public/sprat.pl, as current on 9 May 2020. 

 Queensland listings follow Queensland Herbarium (2020)3. 

 Franklin & Preece (2014)9 is an independent assessment for northern Australia. 

 Fensham et al. (2020)10 is an independent national assessment.  

This is followed by an explanatory paragraph.  

Note that there is no direct measure of decline; the first approximations used by Franklin & Preece and 
Fensham et al. differ markedly in their underlying assumptions and thus strengths and weaknesses. 

https://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/sprat/public/sprat.pl
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Photos  I have attempted to present a photo of each life form or stage: tree, bark, leaves, inflorescence, 
flower buds, flowers, seed capsules, but have missed a few forms or stages mainly for some outlying 
species. All photos are mine except those acknowledged otherwise. 

References 
1 Australian Plant Census, https://biodiversity.org.au/nsl/services/APC; downloaded 2013; eucalypts were 

updated in 2011.  
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Angophora floribunda (Rough-barked Apple) 48 

Angophora:  to bear or carry a vessel or goblet, 

referring to the shape of the seed capsules 

floribunda: profuse flowering 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Grows to about  

20 m; a somewhat spreading tree often with a 

heavy trunk that is erect but not straight and often 

branches heavily and low. Bark Rough to the small 

branches, pale grey or grey-brown, strongly 

furrowed vertically, darker within furrows and 

distinctly pale on elevated parts, neither markedly 

fibrous like a stringybark nor as hard as an ironbark. 

Leaves Crown leaves generally held horizontally or 

facing outwards or sometimes pendant, in pairs 

(opposite) or slight offset (sub-opposite), stalked 

(stalks 6–15 mm long), lance- to broadly lance-

shaped (mostly 2–4 cm wide), mid to dark green 

and slightly shiny above and noticeably paler 

below, rather thin. The veins are feather-like but the 

main side veins are well-spaced (c. 1–1.5 mm apart); 

main side veins are more obvious above the leaf 

than below. Sapling leaves are similar to crown 

leaves or, when very young, may be much wider 

and stalkless, with the base ‘embracing’ the stem. 

Inflorescence Terminal on branchlets, compound; 

perfect clusters (umbels) with 3 or 7 flower buds. 

Flower buds are stalked, approximately globular, 

lacking a cap, obviously ribbed and toothed, often 

covered with short hairs or scales, about 4 by 4 mm 

when mature. Flowers are small, with green sepals 

and 4 or 5 small, rounded, white petals that are 

rather hidden between the white or creamy-white 

stamens and the sepals. Seed capsules are 

distinctively ribbed and prominently but shortly and 

delicately toothed, about 10 mm long by 9 mm 

wide, goblet-shaped with enclosed disc and valves. 

Flowering November to January. 

 

 

 

Habitat Open forest (or often as remnant stands 

on cleared land), most often on elevated volcanic 

(basaltic) plains with deep red earth or on valley 

alluvium, usually growing with Forest Red Gum  

(E. tereticornis) and sometimes other species. 

Distribution Known only from two areas, near 

Ravenshoe (Kaban, Tumoulin, Millstream), and 

Hidden Valley near Paluma (Running Creek at 

Hidden Valley, and Sandy Creek in the adjacent 

Seaview Range). The species is common and at 

times quite dominant on the high volcanic plain at 

Tumoulin (north-west of Ravenshoe), mostly as 

remnant stands in farmland and along roadsides 

but there are also some in the adjacent Tumoulin 

Forest. Elevation: 600 to 1,050 m ASL; most 

common above 900 m. 

The north Queensland stands of Rough-barked 

Apple are quite isolated from the main range of the 

species which is inland from Gladstone to beyond 

Emerald in Queensland, thence south to Dubbo and 

Sydney in New South Wales, with coastal occur-

rence further south to far eastern Victoria. 

AT A GLANCE  Unique among local eucalypts 

in having flower buds with no cap and flowers 

with petals (they’re small and white). Seed 

capsules are ribbed and toothed. Crown leaves 

are paired, stalked and darker green on one side 

than the other. A medium tree with thick, 

furrowed, rough bark that is dark in furrows and 

pale on elevated parts. It is known only from 

near Ravenshoe and at Hidden Valley, where it 

mostly grows on volcanic or alluvial plains. 

Angophora floribunda ROUGH-BARKED APPLE 
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Similar species Though it doesn’t stand out from a 

distance, Rough-barked Apple is distinct upon closer 

examination even from bark alone, though it may 

take a little time to get your eye in for that. Bark is 

like that of a stringybark but without the fibres, with 

pale high areas between furrows. Note also paired, 

stalked leaves darker on one side, unique flower 

buds, flower and seed capsules, along with the 

specific habitat and limited distribution. 

Notes The floral biology of this species has been 

described in exceptional detail including 

information on anatomy and the rapid 

development of anthers, pollen, ovules and seed
1
. 

The flowers provide pollen for honey-bees
2
 and 

flying-foxes
3
. The timber is of little value due to 

prevalence of gum veins
3
. In inland south-east 

Queensland, many large old trees of this species 

died during a prolonged drought
4
. 

REFERENCES  
1 Prakash N. 1969. A contribution to the life history of 

Angophora floribunda (Sm.) Sweet (Myrtaceae). 

Australian Journal of Botany 17: 457-469. 
2 Parry-Jones KA, Augee ML. 1992. Movements of grey-

headed flying foxes (Pteropus poliocephalus) to and from 

colony site on the central coast of New South Wales. 

Wildlife Research 19: 331-339. 
3 Boland DJ et al. 1984. Forest Trees of Australia. 

Thomas Nelson Australia & CSIRO: Melbourne. 
4 Schmidt M et al. 2015. Multi-resolution time series 

imagery for forest disturbance and regrowth monitoring in 

Queensland, Australia. Remote Sensing of Environment 
158: 156-168. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 Ravenshoe area  From Ravenshoe, take the 

Tumoulin Road for about 8.5 km then turn 

left into Kaban Road and follow it for 4.1 km 

to the junction with Williams Road. If you 

come from Herberton (Old Kaban Road) or 

from the northern end of Kaban Road off 

the Tumoulin Road, it is 0.4 km towards 

Ravenshoe from the junction of the Kaban 

and Old Kaban Roads. The rough-barked 

trees in the remnant stand opposite 

Williams Road are predominantly Rough-

barked Apple, though tucked in among them 

are some Herberton Ironbark (E. atrata), 

Gum-topped Box (E. moluccana) and Pink 

Bloodwood (C. intermedia). The smooth-

barked tree, quite common at this site, is 

Forest Red Gum (E. tereticornis). There’s a 

deal more Rough-barked Apple further 

along the Kaban Road towards Ravenshoe. 

 Hidden Valley near Paluma  From Paluma, 

take the Ewan-Paluma Rd to Hidden Valley 

(partly unsealed) for about 22 km, stopping 

at the bridge over Running River (pull off to 

the right just before the bridge over the 

main channel). The floodplain forest is a fine 

stand of Forest Red Gum (E. tereticornis) with 

several Rough-barked Apple among them  

– look for furrowed bark and slender, paired 

leaves. The other rough-barked tree here 

which might cause confusion is Sweet 

Honey-myrtle (Lophostemon suaveolens),  

a relative of eucalypts which has broader 

leaves alternating along the stems but 

somewhat crowded towards the end of  

the branchlets. On rises either side of the 

floodplain there are fine stands of Gum-

topped Box (E. moluccana). 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

Crown 

leaves. 
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                         Above: crown leaves are in pairs or nearly so (left) and paler below than above (right). 

 

       

 

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – not assessed 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Near Threatened 

The species is widespread and abundant 

outside the study area. Fensham et al. 

estimated a decline of 23%, qualifying it as 

Near Threatened under IUCN criterion A2b. 

Within the study area, the Ravenshoe area 

population has been extensively cleared, 

persisting predominantly on roadsides and  

as remnant trees in paddocks. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

Bark of Rough-barked 

Apple is fibrous and 

furrowed, somewhat 

resembling that of a 

stringybark but pale. 

Epicormic shoots (regrowth from trunk), taking 

the stalkless, broad form of leaves of small 

saplings. These are coloured because they are 

new growth. 
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                    Flower buds are unique among study area eucalypts in lacking a cap (above left), but flowers  

                    have prominent stamens (above right) like other eucalypts.  
 

                   

                The inflorescence of Rough-barked Apple is compound, i.e. branched (above left). Unlike other study  

                area eucalypts, the flowers have both sepals (green) and petals (white), though the petals are small 

                and hidden under the stamens (above right). 

 

        

Seed capsules of Rough-barked Apple have delicate teeth 

projecting from the rim. These capsules are not yet mature 

as the valves have not developed fully. 



Corymbia abergiana (Range Bloodwood) 52 

Corymbia:  corymb; describing the corymb-like 

structure of the bloodwood inflorescence 

(somewhat resembling a head of cauliflower) 

abergiana:  Ernest Aberg (1823–1907), a medical 

doctor who planted eucalypts in Argentina 

Range:  refers to the species’ preference for uplands 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Rarely more than 

10 m tall. It often has several spreading trunks, and 

if single-trunked it is rarely straight. Bark Mostly 

rough, thick or fairly thin, grey or brown or some-

times slightly yellowish, in soft easily removed 

flakes or chunks often about 5 cm long by 2 cm 

wide, transitioning to smooth, pale, dull grey bark 

on outer branches c. 2–5 cm diameter. Leaves 

Broadly lance-shaped or sometimes merely lance-

shaped, thick, leathery and rather stiff; to 15 cm 

long and 5 cm wide, occasionally larger; shiny and 

dark green above and markedly paler (mid-green) 

below; feather-veined but with the main lateral 

veins spaced 1 to 3 mm apart, more obvious on the 

upper side; long-stalked (1.3–4 cm) and held facing 

dark-side up or outwards. Sapling leaves similar but 

held horizontal and less-tapered (broader) towards 

the tip. Inflorescence Terminal on branchlets, 

compound, large, the inflorescence branches being 

heavyset (5 mm diameter or more); perfect clusters 

(umbels) with seven, or rarely three, flower buds. 

Flower buds Unusual in colour and shape, green or 

yellow-green at the base and red above, about  

15 mm long by 10 mm wide when mature, stalkess 

or an occasional bud stalked, thickened at the base 

compared to other bloodwoods, rough-textured; no 

cap scar. Flowers creamy-white, usually with a 

yellowish centre but occasionally this is pink or red. 

Seed capsules Thick-walled (obviously so), to 3 cm 

long by 2.5 cm wide, without a neck or flared rim 

and at times almost straight-sided, stalkless or 

nearly so. Flowering July to September or October. 

 

Habitat Hard and often rocky elevated sites – 

almost always on rhyolite or granite – in areas with 

a moderate to fairly high rainfall. The species may 

form low woodland or low open woodland but 

often occurs as scattered individuals or in small 

stands set amongst taller dry open forest. 

Distribution Range Bloodwood is mainly confined 

to higher parts of the ranges west of the coast 

range. It occurs in a narrow band from near 

Walkamin (Walsh’s Bluff) and Speewah (Dinden 

State Forest) south to Paluma, but is reasonably 

common only from Walsh’s Bluff through the 

Herberton Range to south of Ravenshoe, and 

between Paluma and Hidden Valley. A low-

elevation near-coastal stand occurs along the walk 

to Attie Ck Falls near Cardwell. Elevation: 130 to 

1,150 m ASL; mostly above 700 m but down to 

about 300 m on the coastal side of the Paluma 

Range (where it is uncommon) and 130 m near 

Cardwell. 

AT A GLANCE  A small rough-barked 

bloodwood of higher drier ranges notable for  

its glossy leaves that are broad, thick and stiff, 

and its large, thick-walled, stalkless seed 

capsules. The robust, bi-coloured, almost-

stalkless flower buds are unique. Often multi-

trunked and spreading. 

Corymbia abergiana RANGE BLOODWOOD 
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Range Bloodwood is endemic to north Queensland, 

known only as indicated on the map (the map 

includes several records marginally beyond the 

study area boundary near Hidden Valley). 

Similar species Range Bloodwood is a distinct 

species with broad, shiny, thick and stiff leaves 

markedly darker on the upper side, large stalkess 

flower buds, and thick-walled seed capsules. It is 

the only bloodwood in the study area to have 

stalkless buds and capsules. At Hidden Valley, 

Shiny-leaved Bloodwood (C. lamprophylla) also 

has shiny leaves (they’re narrower and thinner) and 

thick-walled seed capsules (they’re much smaller; 

rarely more than 1.8 cm long by 1.4 cm wide), and 

its flower buds are stalked and also much smaller. 

In the absence of flower buds or seed capsules, 

Range Bloodwood might be confused with 

unusually stunted Pink Bloodwood (C. intermedia). 

Range Bloodwood has thicker leaves that are held 

more stiffly, and the side veins more widely spaced. 

Notes The flower buds and seed capsules of Range 

Bloodwood are unusual among bloodwoods. 

Consistent with this uniqueness, genetic analyses 

suggests that Range Bloodwood may be the sole 

survivor of a lineage that branched off from other 

bloodwoods 20–30 million years ago
1
, making it 

potentially one of the most ancient single-species 

lineages among all eucalypts. Among north 

Queensland eucalypts, only Gympie Messmate  

(E. cloeziana) represents a more ancient single-

species lineage. 

 

 

The elevational distribution of Range Bloodwood, 

with records at lower elevation near Paluma, is a 

possible variation on the ‘Massenerhebung effect’ 

observed in tropical rainforest
2
 and its north Qld 

fauna
3
, in which elevational limits are lower on 

outlying peaks than in the species’ central 

distribution. The effect is attributed to less heat 

retention and greater exposure to wind, reducing 

temperatures on outlying peaks. 

 Herberton  Corner of Herbert and Newell 

streets. From Atherton, enter Herberton and 

turn right off the main road into Herbert St 

(opposite to, and at the far end of the 

Historic Village). Newell St is the first road 

on the right of Herbert St. A remnant group 

of three Range Bloodwoods are on the 

upperside nature strip facing Newell St  

30 m from the corner. Other eucalypts: 

there’s a fine pair of Lemon-scented Gums 

(C. citriodora) across the road at the corner. 

The forest across Herbert St (private land) 

contains many Lemon-scented Gums and 

mediocris form White Mahogany (E. acmen-

oides complex), with Herberton Ironbark  

(E. atrata), Granite Ironbark (E. granitica), 

Pink Bloodwood (C. intermedia), and Lockyer’s 

Peppermint (E. lockyeri subsp. lockeryi) 

close by. In the forest there’s also a solitary 

specimen of Rustyjacket (C. peltata) which  

I assume has been planted though it is  

an odd place for a planting. 

 Cardwell (an atypical, low-elevation site). 

Walking trail to Attie Ck Falls. Scattered 

individuals occur here as small, spreading 

trees under tall Gympie Messmate (E. cloe-

ziana); see that species for site details. 

 Paluma  Take the Ewan Paluma Rd towards 

Hidden Valley for about 4 km to the turnoff 

to Lake Paluma, then a further 12.3 km 

(unsealed road) to extensive gravel pits on 

a rise. There’s a number of fine Range 

Bloodwoods just before and beyond the 

gravel pits close to the road on the right. 

Also present are the mediocris form of 

White Mahogany (E. acmenoides complex), 

a few Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket (C. leich-

hardtii), and several ironbarks at least one 

of which appears to be Granite Ironbark  

(E. granitica). There’s many more Range 

Bloodwoods along this road. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Above: variations to rough bark. 
 

 

Above: leaves on small saplings. 
  

   

Crown leaves are positioned with the dark side facing up or outwards. 

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Range Bloodwood has a restricted distribution 

and is not common even there, but there are 

no appreciable threats and it is unlikely to 

qualify as threatened on rarity alone. Its rocky, 

elevated habitat mostly precludes exposure to 

land-clearing, and its poor form precludes 

priority as a forestry tree. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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Above: the large, crowded, two-coloured flower buds of Range Bloodwood are unusual. 

 

   

Above: normal flowers (left) and an uncommon flower form with reddish centres (right). 

                                                                     

Seed capsules of Range Bloodwood 

are distinctively large, thick-walled 

and stalkless or nearly so. 



Corymbia citriodora (Lemon-scented Gum) 56 

citriodora:  lemon-scented, referring to the pleasing 

scent of oils released when a leaf is crushed 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches The trunk is usually 

straight, smooth and unbranched or sparingly 

branched on at least the lower third of tree height, 

becoming thick-trunked and gnarled only on the 

very oldest of trees. Often 10–15 m tall, but can 

reach 25 m. Bark is smooth throughout, often 

dimpled, varying in colour seasonally and between 

trees, often pink. Newly exposed bark is silky 

smooth and pink, pink-orange, pale yellow or 

sometimes an intense ochre-salmon. It fades to dull 

off-white or grey-white with age before turning 

grey, then red-brown, as it is shed. Patches of 

salmon or green are occasionally present. After 

severe fire, scorched bark develops a tiled pattern. 

Leaves Crown gracefully weeping, often sparse or 

patchy. Leaves held pendant, alternating along the 

branchlets, lance-shaped often with a long fine tip 

and somewhat curved, mid-green, slightly glossy, 

the same colour on both sides, often 12 to 18 cm 

long, mostly less than 2.5 cm wide but often much 

narrower. Veins not very obvious, arranged feather-

like but with gaps of 1 to 2 mm between side veins, 

the side veins connected by a lattice of finer veins, 

and there is an intramarginal vein just inside the 

margin. On seedlings and very small saplings, 

leaves and stems are bristly or at least rough to 

touch and stems are often pink. These leaves are 

usually fairly narrow but at times up to 8 cm wide, 

much darker green on one side than the other, with 

the leaf stalk attached to the leaf underside not the 

base (peltate). On medium saplings (mostly less 

than 1 m tall), leaves are often 3 or 4 cm wide and 

held horizontally, whilst leaves on taller saplings 

resemble crown leaves. Leaves at all stages are 

strongly lemon-scented when crushed. Inflorescence 

In leaf axils, compound; perfect clusters (umbels) 

have three buds. Flower buds to 10 mm long when 

mature, lacking a cap scar until shortly before the  

 

 

 

flower opens. Cap rounded or with a small conical 

peak. Flowers white. Seed capsules are urn- or 

barrel-shaped, generally 10 to 15 mm long by  

10 mm wide, with a rough and often  warty surface, 

a descending disc and three enclosed valves. 

Flowering mostly January to March, but quite a few 

trees flower in May and June. 

Habitat Lemon-scented Gum occurs on well-

drained and mostly skeletal and infertile soils  

– granites, Hodgkinson formation metasediments 

and rhyolite – but also at times on colluvial and 

alluvial soils, and on red soils of volcanic origin but 

probably only where these are less fertile or 

skeletal. It co-occurs with a wide variety of other 

eucalypt species, especially White Mahogany  

(E. acmenoides complex), forming woodlands and 

dry open forests. 

Distribution Lemon-scented Gum occurs on drier 

ranges and western slopes along the north–south 

length of the study area, but patchily in the south 

and even more patchily in the north. It is most 

abundant in the Herberton, Irvinebank and Mount 

Garnet area with the main block of records  

 

AT A GLANCE  Notable for its smooth trunk 

that seasonally turns strikingly pink, the citronella 

fragrance of its leaf oils, its graceful crown of 

fine, pendant leaves, and warty urn-shaped seed 

capsules. An attractive small to medium, upright, 

often slender tree usually in drier ranges. 

Corymbia citriodora LEMON-SCENTED GUM 
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extending from the Valley of Lagoons in the south, 

inland to near Forty Mile Scrub and Petford, north 

to Davies Creek and Dinden State Forest, and 

perhaps more or less continuously further north to 

the dry slopes of the Windsor and Mt Carbine 

Tablelands (north-west of Mt Molloy). Other 

records in the south are from: south-west of 

Bluewater, Mt Fox to Hidden Valley, and in the 

Valley of Lagoons near the southern boundary of 

the study area. Additional records in the north are 

from Bonny Glen Station and Mt Janet south-west 

of Lakeland, and near Kings Plain. Elevation: 400 to 

1,150 m ASL. 

 

The study area is the northern limit for this species. 

It occurs widely in eastern Queensland, extending 

south to far north-eastern New South Wales. 

Similar species With its smooth bark (often pink) 

and lemon-scented foliage, Lemon-scented Gum is 

distinctive. The bark of Pumpkin Gum  

(E. pachycalyx) can appear pink-orange, Gilbert 

River Ghost Gum (C. gilbertensis) often has a faint 

pink blush to the smooth bark, and occasional 

individuals of Dallachy’s Ghost Gum (C. dallachiana) 

can be quite pink, but their leaves are not lemon-

scented. Note distributions and different foliage, 

flower buds and seed capsules. Pumpkin Gum can 

occur in close proximity to Lemon-scented Gum in 

the Watsonville – Irvinebank area; it generally has a 

more gnarled trunk and irregular canopy of coarser, 

broader leaves, the inflorescence is simple (often in 

pairs), and seed capsules have a prominent disc and 

valves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When bark colour has faded, Lemon-scented Gum 

might be confused with Forest Red Gum 

(Eucalyptus tereticornis). The latter species often has 

a nondescript stocking of rough bark, is generally 

heavily branched, lacks lemon-scented foliage, and 

its seed capsules have a prominent disc and valves. 

The only other eucalypt in the study area with 

strongly lemon-scented leaves is the Lemon-

scented Ironbark (E. staigeriana), a species with 

dark, rough bark whose range does not overlap 

with Lemon-scented Gum. 

Small saplings and seedlings, with leaves and stems 

that are rough or bristly and leaf stalks that may be 

attached to the leaf underside (peltate), are very 

similar to those of Cadaghi (C. torelliana) – the two 

species are quite closely related. To distinguish 

them, look for taller saplings or mature plants 

nearby – Cadaghi has a distinct stocking and its 

leaves are often broader and darker on one side. 

Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket (C. leichhardtii) and 

 Davies Creek  Turn off between Kuranda 

and Mareeba. Unsealed road, narrow and 

winding in places. Lemon-scented Gum is 

common in dry forest along the road into 

Davies Ck, and there are a few fine 

specimens among the many White 

Mahogany (E. acmenoides complex) trees  

at the Davies Creek Falls carpark. See the 

latter species for more site details. 

 Herberton  Lemon-scented Gum is 

abundant and readily located in the dry 

eucalypt forests around the town, for 

example at the Mining Museum carpark 

and next to the carpark of the Herberton 

Historical Village. See E. lockyeri subsp. 

lockyeri for more detail of the Mining 

Museum carpark site. For an additional 

Herberton site, see C. abergiana. 

 Ravenshoe  The car park at Millstream 

Falls. The other smooth-barked tree there-

abouts is Forest Red Gum (E. tereticornis). 

Also see E. shirleyi for a site nearby on the 

highway. 

 Other locations  Watsonville (west of 

Herberton) – common in area – see  

C. ellipsoidea, C. leichhardtii, C. rhodops; 

Silver Valley - see C. trachyphloia; Hidden 

Valley near Paluma – see E. shirleyi. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Rustyjacket (C. peltata) are also quite closely 

related and also have peltate, bristly sapling leaves 

but very different bark on the mature tree. 

Seed capsules of Lemon-scented Gum resemble 

those of bloodwoods but often have a warty 

surface and the valves are not so deeply enclosed. 

The inflorescence arises from the base of leaf stalks 

or on older branchlets from which leaves have 

fallen, whereas those of bloodwoods are nearly 

always terminal on branchlets. 

Notes A form of Lemon-scented Gum in southern 

Queensland and northern New South Wales lacks 

the lemon scent. Opinions differ as to whether this 

warrants description as a separate subspecies or 

even species (sometimes referred to as C. variegata). 

As a consequence, study area populations are 

sometimes referred to as C. citriodora subsp. 

citriodora. 

Lemon-scented Gum is closely related to two 

species of spotted gum not found in the study area 

(C. maculata, C. henryi). Their closest relatives, in 

turn, are Cadaghi (C. torelliana) and more distantly 

yellowjackets in the genus Corymbia. Collectively, 

this group of species is sister to ghost gums and 

ghost gum allies such as Moreton Bay Ash  

(C. tessellaris).  

Flowering time in Lemon-scented Gum is known to 

be under strong genetic control but may vary 

between populations
1
. 

The shedding (peeling) of old bark is a striking 

annual event in this species, exposing vividly 

coloured new bark. Around Herberton this occurs 

mostly from October to January, but might occur at 

other times elsewhere. 

Especially after rain that follows a hot, humid but 

dry spell, the air is fragrant for some distance with 

the wonderful and characteristic scent of this 

species (a phenomenon known as petrichor). Even 

dry leaves can be strongly scented. The scent 

comes from the citronellal component of its 

essential leaf oil, Lemon-scented Gum being the 

richest and most economical source of citronellal in 

the world. Concentrations in extracted oil vary from 

about 40% to over 90%, though in a few 

provenances from African plantations the main 

constituent is the monoterpine cineole instead
2
. The 

oil, or extracted components of it, is highly 

regarded as a perfume, especially as air freshener, 

and in the manufacture of cosmetics and 

aromatization of cleaning products such as soap 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

and detergent
2
. It is also reported to be soothing 

and relaxing and to have a variety of medical 

applications
3
 including the treatment of asthma

4
 

and stomach ulcers
5
. Other uses of the oil – or 

potential uses being investigated – are diverse. It 

has demonstrable value as a cleaning agent and 

disinfectant, as an anti-bacterial and anti-fungal 

agent against a wide range of species, and for 

control of insects, ticks and mites. It may prove 

useful as a herbicide
2
. Monoterpenes extracted 

from the leaves are the base for one of the few 

mosquito repellants not to include DEET that have 

been approved (as of 2006) by the U.S. Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention
6
. The oil is 

produced commercially in large volumes 

particularly from plantations in China, Brazil and 

Guatemala. 

Due to its rapid, straight growth and hard and 

strong timber that works easily, Lemon-scented 

Gum is highly regarded as a hardwood timber both 

in Australia and overseas. Timber is obtained both 

from plantations and native forests in south-east 

Queensland
7
, but in the study area it rarely grows 

large enough to provoke commercial interest. 

Whereas in north Queensland it rarely exceeds  

20 m height, in cultivation elsewhere it commonly 

exceeds this
8
, and in native forests in the south of 

its range it has been recorded as reaching 50 m
9
. 

However, stands around Herberton were heavily cut 

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – not assessed 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

A widespread and common species. Fensham 

et al. estimated a decline of 19.7% presumably 

based on land clearing in southern parts of its 

range, just under the threshold for Near 

Threatened. In the study area, its preference for 

poorer soils in sub-inland areas has precluded 

widespread clearing. However, a number of 

localised regional ecosystems in the study area, 

notably Regional Ecosystems 7.3.48. 7.5.3 and 

7.8.17, are rated as Endangered or Of Concern 

because of various combinations of rarity, 

clearing and weed invasion. In these it occurs 

on better soils in combination with Pink 

Bloodwood (C. intermedia) and White 

Mahogany (E. acmenoides complex; listed as  

E. portuensis in Regional Ecosystem descriptions). 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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for the tin-mining industry in the early years of 

European settlement. In Australia it is, or has been 

used in bridge contruction, framing, flooring and 

manufacture of cases and tool handles
10

. In Brazil it 

is used for furniture, building, charcoal, firewood, 

rails, poles and fence posts
8
. Aborigines used the 

wood for clubs
11

. 

In a few Australian locations south of its natural 

range, Lemon-scented Gum has ‘gone feral’, 

establishing wild populations from planted trees
9
. 

   

Above: Lemon-scented Gum often has a slender, upright 

form, but older trees may be gnarled. 
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Bark varies seasonally: peeling (left); freshly exposed (centre) and old (right). 

https://apps.lucidcentral.org/euclid/text/intro/index.html
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Above: the graceful crown consists of slender, pendant leaves that are the same colour on both sides. 

 

                                                                                          
 

   

Side veins on the leaves of Lemon-scented Gum 

are not very obvious. 

 

Lerp (sugary coating) of young 

(nymph) psyllids, probably of the Spotted  

Gum Psyllid (Eucalyptolyma maideni).  

Lemon-scented Gum is particularly prone  

to infestations of this species, the lerps  

of which are up to 8 mm long. 

Seedlings have bristly 

stems and peltate leaves 

(far left), whereas the 

leaves of taller saplings 

(near left) are 

intermediate in form 

between these and crown 

leaves. 
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Above: flower bud caps may be rounded or pointed. 

 

   

Above: seed capsules of Lemon-scented Gum have a warty surface. 

 

                

Left: bark exposed to 

intense fire becomes 

tiled, the tiles eventually 

being shed. ‘Normal’ 

bark can be seen higher 

on the left side of the 

trunk (far left). 
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Populations along the coast from Cardwell south have 

been referred to as C. maritima 

clarksoniana:  John Clarkson (1950- ), botanist based 

on the Atherton Tablelands since 1979 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Usually a single-

trunked tree 6–15 m tall, the trunk upright but 

somewhat sinuous and often branched heavily at 

less than half tree height. Branchlets are often 

weeping. In some areas with more favourable 

conditions such as alluvial soils or higher rainfall, it 

can grow as much as 25-m tall with a more upright, 

higher-branching trunk and less weeping canopy. 

Bark rough to the small branches or, rarely, smooth 

and pale on branches less than 2 cm diameter. 

Rough bark is grey or grey-brown or occasionally 

brown, with red-brown underbark, comprising 

rather thin but firmly held flakes though 

occasionally thicker and chunky especially on 

saplings. Leaves Usually with an open, weeping 

crown, but on favourable sites the crown can be 

dense and neat. Crown leaves are held pendant or 

sometimes facing outwards, lance-shaped and 

about 10–15 by 1–3 cm, coarsely and obviously 

feather-veined, darker green on one side than the 

other, the upper (darker) side somewhat shiny and 

mid- to darkish green with the central vein 

prominent and pale yellow. Sapling leaves are 

similar to crown leaves or broader, to 5 cm or more 

wide. Inflorescence terminal on branchlets, 

compound, large; perfect clusters (umbels) with 

seven flower buds. Flower buds on stalks about  

5 (3–10) mm long, ovoid or distinctly pear-shaped, 

dull green, yellow-green or dull yellow, at times 

tinged or spotted rosy, about 9 mm long by 6 mm 

wide when mature, the surface slightly rough and 

sometimes scaly, lacking a cap scar. Flowers white. 

Seed capsules Urn-shaped, often bulbous and with 

a short but well-defined neck, plain green or 

yellow-green when fresh, often about 18 mm long 

by 12 mm wide but rather variable in size (e.g.  

 

 

12–25 mm long); length to width ratio 1.1 to 1.8. 

Flowering March to June. 

Habitat Occurs as a component of woodlands and 

drier open forests, and at times the fringes of 

rainforests usually of the drier type, on plains and 

slopes on almost every conceivable geological 

substrate. It is most common on alluvial, colluvial 

and basalt plains and, where soil is reasonably 

developed, on Hodgkinson formation metasedi-

ments and granite slopes. It is absent from higher 

elevations and from wet and moist sclerophyll 

forest. On alluvial plains it occurs mainly on older, 

less fertile and/or drier (western) sites. It also occurs 

on rhyolitic, sandstone and limestone substrates, 

but much less commonly. 

Distribution Widely distributed and often 

abundant on the tablelands, western slopes, in the 

north-west, and along parts of the coast. It is absent 

from areas of higher rainfall along the coast and 

ranges, scarce at higher elevations regardless of 

rainfall, and occurs only sporadically in the far west 

AT A GLANCE  A nondescript, fully-rough-

barked bloodwood with a unique combination 

of seed capsules that are bulbous, flower bud 

caps with a rough surface, and leaves that are 

somewhat darker on one side. Often small, with 

a crooked trunk and weepy, open crown of 

feather-veined leaves. Widespread. 

Corymbia clarksoniana CLARKSON’S BLOODWOOD 
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and south-west of the study area. On the coastal 

lowlands it occurs in three areas: from Cooktown to 

Cape Tribulation, Port Douglas to Walsh’s Pyramid, 

and south from just south of Tully. It occurs on 

some southern coastal islands as far north as 

Bedarra, including Hinchinbrook, Goold and Herald. 

Elevation: from near sea level to 960 m ASL but 

uncommon above 800 m ASL. 

 

Clarkson’s Bloodwood occurs throughout the 

eastern half of Queensland north to the islands of 

Torres Strait, extending south a little way into 

northern New South Wales. 

Similar species  

 eastern areas: Pink Bloodwood (C. intermedia) 

 northern areas: Melville Island Bloodwood 

(C. nesophila) 

 western areas: Long-fruited Bloodwood  

(C. polycarpa) 

 north-western areas: Hyland’s Bloodwood  

(C. hylandii) 

 can superfically resemble Molloy Red Box (E. 

leptophleba), with which it often intermingles 

Clarkson’s Bloodwood is usually quite readily 

identified especially when flower buds and/or seed 

capsules are present and often even without them, 

yet identification can also be quite problematic 

particularly in marginal parts of its range. 

Distinguishing it from other fully rough-barked 

bloodwoods can sometimes be problematic and 

useful characters are described in the following 

paragraphs. 

Pink Bloodwood. The definitive difference is in the 

flower buds, which are shiny in Pink Bloodwood. 

Seed capsules of Pink Bloodwood are generally 

smaller (but with some overlap in dimensions), less 

bulbous, and usually flecked red-brown when fresh 

(capsules of Clarkson’s Bloodwood are green when 

fresh). Pink Bloodwood is generally a taller, 

straighter, high-branching tree with thicker, 

chunkier bark and a denser crown of leaves that are 

darker and glossier on one side, often broader (to  

5 cm), and not held weepy. However, in higher, 

drier locations such as around Herberton, Pink 

Bloodwood can be a smaller, sparser tree with 

narrower leaves, and reproductive material may be 

needed to confirm identification. Further, in coastal 

areas especially from Cardwell south, and also some 

inland alluvial systems, Clarkson’s Bloodwood can 

grow erect, taller and with a fuller crown. 

Differences in bark can be quite obvious but vary 

with tree age and are not consistent across a range 

of sites. Among bloodwoods, these two species are 

not very closely related
1
, and they evidently rarely if 

ever hybridise
2
. When they occur in immediate 

proximity, Clarkson’s and Pink Bloodwood 

occasionally intermingle but mostly occur adjacent, 

with Clarkson’s Bloodwood upslope on drier, less 

fertile ground. 

Melville Island Bloodwood differs from Clarkson’s 

Bloodwood in having smaller flower buds that are 

smooth, much smaller seed capsules (6–10 mm 

wide), narrower crown leaves and very different 

leaves on smaller saplings – heart-shaped and with 

a rough surface. It is a much finer-leaved tree with a 

neater crown. 

Long-fruited Bloodwood. Capsules of Long-

fruited Bloodwood are more barrel-shaped, often 

more elongate, and lack a well-developed neck. 

Though the flower buds of Clarkson’s Bloodwood 

are somewhat rough and scaly, those of Long-

fruited Bloodwood are much more so. Long-fruited 

Bloodwood is generally taller, with a neater, denser 

crown of narrower leaves and more tightly held, 

chunkier, leaden-coloured bark, but in some inland 

alluvial systems (e.g. Walsh River at Dimbulah), 

Clarkson’s Bloodwood takes on this form and 

reproductive parts may be needed to confirm 

identity. The two species are very closely related, 

intergrading in a number of areas especially west 

and south of Forty Mile Scrub. See under  

C. polycarpa for more details of intergradation. 

Hyland’s Bloodwood has smooth bark on the 

smaller branches (to about 2 cm diameter), a trait 
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only occasionally associated with Clarkson’s 

Bloodwood. The bark of Hyland’s Bloodwood is 

often much thicker, more corky and browner than 

that of Clarkson’s Bloodwood, but this is not always 

so. Flower buds are smooth in Hyland’s Bloodwood 

but somewhat rough-textured in Clarkson’s 

Bloodwood. Sapling leaves are often much 

narrower in Hyland’s Bloodwood, and flower buds 

and seed capsules usually smaller, but there is some 

overlap in these dimensions. Where the two species 

occur in proximity, Hyland’s Bloodwood occupies 

harsher, rockier sites. 

From a distance, Clarkson’s Bloodwood can 

resemble Molloy Red Box, and the two often occur 

together (extensively so on the plains around 

Mareeba and along the coast from Cairns to Port 

Douglas). However, closer examination should 

reveal many differences, perhaps the most obvious 

being that Molloy Red Box has larger leaves that 

are not at all glossy and are the same colour on 

both sides. Reproductive parts are very different. 

Notes Clarkson’s Bloodwood has a complex and 

chequered taxonomic history, and the currently 

accepted definition embraces considerable diversity 

of vegetative form. It was described as Eucalyptus 

clarksoniana in 1987
3
, with local trees being 

previously known as Eucalyptus polycarpa. At the 

same time as the transfer of bloodwoods to 

Corymbia, the population that occurs on coastal 

plains south from Tully was described in 1995 as a 

distinct species, C. maritima, on the basis of thicker, 

glossier leaves and more scaly seed capsules
4
. 

However, this distinction is not now accepted either 

nationally or by the Queensland Herbarium
5,6

, and 

that population is treated as part of Clarkson’s 

Bloodwood in this study.  

I have observed Clarkson’s Bloodwood that are 

straighter-trunked and with a less-weeping, neater 

and denser canopy – resembling C. polycarpa in 

vegetative traits – in two areas: near Cardwell, and 

on the alluvial plain of the Walsh River and its 

tributaries in the Dimbulah district. Similar trees on 

higher eastern parts of the Undara basalt plain 

south from Forty Mile Scrub are almost certainly 

intermediates between Clarkson’s and Long-fruited 

Bloodwood (C. polycarpa). Intergradation with the 

Long-fruited Bloodwood has been independantly 

reported
4
. This is discussed in more detail in the 

Notes for the latter species. 

Clarkson’s Bloodwood and the woodlands in which 

it occurs have been the subject of a series of  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

detailed studies in areas to the south of the study 

area by Paul Williams, Rod Fensham, Anthony 

O’Grady and their collaborators. In many respects, 

Clarkson’s Bloodwood exemplifies the demography 

of tropical savanna eucalypts. Mature trees cope 

well with all but the most intense fires by 

resprouting from epicormic buds, though canopy 

fire suppresses seed production
7-9

. It lacks a 

persistent seed-bank in either the canopy or soil, 

and seed fall is timed to coincide with the onset of 

wet season rain. Seedlings emerge in infrequent 

major events where seed falls on ground recently 

burnt and this is followed by high rainfall
7
. 

Seedlings do not cope well with fire in their first dry 

season
10

. 

 Mareeba  The fine corridor of remnant 

trees along the Kennedy Highway 

extending south from Mareeba to the 

Mareeba Airport and intermittently beyond, 

is predominantly a mix of Clarkson’s 

Bloodwood and Molloy Red Box (E. 

leptophleba) in varied proportions. For an 

example location, see C. dallachiana. Also 

at Davies Ck – see C. citriodora, and 

Mutchilba – see C. confertiflora. 

 Captain Cook Hwy north of Cairns  The 

species is common in the drier forest close 

to the coast north of Palm Cove and around 

Wangetti, often with the superficially similar 

Molloy Red Box (E. leptophleba) and the 

dissimilar Moreton Bay Ash (C. tessellaris). A 

specific location is at the north end of the 

divided road 4 km north-west of Ellis Beach. 

 Palmer River  Junction of the Mulligan Hwy 

and the road to the Historical Maytown 

Ruins (White Creek Road). This is about 96 

km north-west from Mount Molloy. Trees 

around the beginning of White Creek Road 

are almost entirely Clarkson’s Bloodwood 

(C. clarksoniana). There are a few look-alike 

Molloy Red Box (E. leptophleba) among 

them. See also the text for E. chartaboma as 

that species occurs 1.2 km from here. 

 other locations  Mt Carbine area – see E. 

chlorophylla; Cooktown Botanic Gardens – 

see E. brassiana; Cardwell – see E. 

acmenoides complex. 

 for an on-site comparison with C. 

intermedia, see locations for that species. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Compared to co-existing ironbark and box 

eucalypts, Clarkson’s Bloodwood had deeper roots 

and higher survival rates through severe 

drought
11,12

. Measurements made in August (mid-

dry season) suggest that Clarkson’s Bloodwood was 

relying exclusively on groundwater at 7 to 10 m 

depth when other associated trees including Poplar 

Gum (E. platyphylla) were making extensive use of 

soil moisture obtained at shallower depths
13,14

. 

Aborigines in the Hopevale area north of Cooktown 

removed bark in sheets from Clarkson’s Bloodwood, 

heating it to flatten them for use as a surface for 

paintings
15

. 

On the coastal plain from Tully to just south of 

Ingham, Clarkson’s Bloodwood is a key component 

of the habitat of the endangered Mahogany Glider 

(Pataurus gracilis)
16

, providing den sites (tree 

hollows)
17

 and food in the form of nectar and/or 

pollen, sap and lerps obtained from its leaves
18

. 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – not assessed 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Clarkson’s Bloodwood is widespread and 

common. Within the study area, many of its 

occurrences are in areas not currently subject 

to land clearing, but with notable exceptions 

particularly around Mareeba and on the coastal 

plain south of Tully. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

A more upright 

specimen of 

Clarkson’s 

Bloodwood with 

a neater canopy. 

This is on the 

coastal plain 

between Cardwell 

and Tully. 

https://apps.lucidcentral.org/euclid/text/intro/index.html
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Bark variants (left & centre).      Clarkson’s Bloodwood has terminal inflorescences and the leaves are usually pendant (right). 

 

                     

                   Above: leaves are somewhat darker on one side, but not as much so as some other bloodwoods. 

 

    

Flower buds of Clarkson’s 

Bloodwood are dull green or 

yellowish with a rough surface. 

Their pear-shape is typical of 

many bloodwoods. 
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Among bloodwoods, seed capsules of Clarkson’s Bloodwood are often particularly bulbous. 

Typical of most bloodwoods, 

flowers are arranged in large, 

showy inflorescences at the end 

of branchlets. 
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Also known as Cabbage Gum 

confertiflora:  crowded flowers, referring to the large 

flower clusters 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright to 

somewhat spreading tree to 15 m (sometimes a 

little more). The upper trunk and branches are 

sinuous. Outer branchlets may be stiff or 

pendulous. Bark Half-barked. The stocking of 

rough bark typically extends 1 to 2 m up the trunk 

but can be less or more. It is usually strongly tiled 

and light grey-brown, but can be flaky and/or 

blackish. The transition to smooth bark above is 

usually abrupt. The smooth bark appears white 

from a distance; it is pale grey or whitish or cream-

yellow in patches, sometimes with a pink or bronze 

blush or patches. Leaves Often briefly deciduous, 

this being followed by leaf flush in about 

September to October. Canopy appears coarse due 

to stiffly held, broad, ± stalkless leaves. Crown 

leaves are paired or sometimes a little offset, 

stalkless or with a stalk less than 5 mm long, 

variable in shape including heart-shaped and with a 

rounded or pointed tip, often 4 to 10 cm wide and 

about twice as long as broad. They are covered with 

fine bristles making them rough to touch. New 

growth is fresh green or sometimes reddish-purple; 

this fades to dull green with age. Leaves are the 

same colour on both sides. Sapling leaves can be 

similar to those of the adult, or more rounded 

and/or larger, and the branchlets on younger plants 

are bristly. Inflorescence These appear profusely on 

last season’s leafless branchlets or sometimes at the 

base of the new season’s flush of leaves. The 

structure is complex with multiple clusters (umbels) 

each with seven or perhaps more buds when 

perfect, multiple clusters arising from the one point 

or close by due to foreshortened branching and 

which, combined with long individual bud stalks, 

produces the appearance of an ‘exploding’ semi-  
 

 

 

globular aggregation 5 to 10 cm across which 

usually contain many more than seven buds. 

Adjacent inflorescences are often crowded, yielding a 

massed display of flowering. Flower buds Dark 

green with the caps turning yellowish before being 

shed, pear- or almost diamond-shaped with a 

rounded or slightly pointed cap shorter than the 

base, the entire structure about  

6 mm long by 4 mm wide when mature, on stalks  

7 to 30 mm long; cap scar present. Flowers are 

profuse, delicate and creamy-white. Seed capsules 

are held on long stalks; they are thin-walled (easily 

crushed between fingers), wine-glass or barrel-

shaped (more or less) with the disc and valves deepy 

enclosed, often about 1 cm long and a little narrower 

than long. Flowering late September to November. 

Habitat Areas with lower and/or more seasonal 

rainfall, in a variety of landscape settings. It often 

occurs at the upper limit of watercourse vegetation 

or in rocky stream beds (being replaced by River 

Red Gum E. camaldulensis on moister sites), but is 

also quite frequent in woodland and open 

woodland on hills with fragmented rock and in 

other landscape settings including basalt and 

limestone plains. The species is relatively tolerant of 

infertile soils with a poorly-drained sub-soil
1
. 

AT A GLANCE  A half-barked tree with 

smooth white bark at least on the branches, and 

a coarse crown of broad, paired, stiff, stalkless 

or nearly stalkless, non-shiny green leaves that 

are a little rough to touch. Seed capsules are 

papery. The rough bark on the trunk is often 

strongly tiled. Widespread in western areas. 

Corymbia confertiflora BROAD-LEAVED CARBEEN 
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Distribution Widespread in the west and far north 

though patchily so. Eastern limits (from north to 

south) are: near Black Mountain (towards 

Cooktown), Palmer River Roadhouse, Mt Carbine, 

Mutchilba (on the road from Mareeba to 

Dimbulah), just west of Irvinebank, Forty Mile Scrub 

and Lynd Junction. It usually occurs as scattered 

individuals or in small stands, but can be locally 

abundant. Elevation: mostly 100 to 650 m ASL, 

occasionally down to 50 m near Cooktown and up 

to 850 m at Undara. 

 

Its occurrence is generally mutually exclusive at a 

regional or local level to that of Moreton Bay Ash 

(C. tessellaris), which is a close but distinct relative 

and ecological analogue occupying generally cooler 

and higher-rainfall areas. However, in the Chillagoe 

area the two species occur intermingled and 

hybrids occasionally occur (see Notes). 

Broad-leaved Carbeen occurs across the monsoonal 

north of Australia in drier, mostly inland areas as far 

west as the east Kimberley region in Western 

Australia. 

Similar species Broad-leaved Carbine is distinctive 

with its combination of bark and leaf traits. 

Moreton Bay Ash (C. tessellaris) has similar bark 

but is a graceful, taller tree with narrow leaves. In 

the far west near Georgetown, it occurs in similar 

areas to Large-leaved Cabbage Gum (C. grandifolia), 

and the latter species also has broad leaves which 

may be paired. Large-leaved Cabbage Gum lacks 

the tiled stocking of bark characteristic of Broad-

leaved Carbeen, its leaves are shiny and borne on 

stalks 5 mm or longer, and it lacks the profuse 

flowering of Broad-leaved Carbeen. 

Other species with stalkless, paired crown leaves 

that are rough to touch – Rough-leaved 

Bloodwood (C. setosa) and Rustyjacket (C. peltata) 

– have rough bark all the way up the trunk and 

branches. 

Notes Broad-leaved Carbeen is one of three 

eucalypt species in the project area that are 

deciduous (the others are Poplar Gum [E. platyphylla] 

and occasionally Dallachy’s Ghost Gum [C. dallachiana]). 

It is best described as brevi-deciduous (leaf 

exchanging), shedding its leaves shortly before it 

puts on a flush of new leaves (often along with 

flower buds) in about late September, with leaf 

flush not dependant on the onset of rain. 

The name confertiflora (as Eucalyptus confertiflora) 

formerly described a broader cluster of north 

Australian trees, with C. disjuncta, C. pauciseta and 

C. dendromerinx split off in 1995 on the basis of 

variation in a range of leaf characters and length of 

flower bud stalks
2
. This has not, however, affected 

the naming of trees in the study area. Corymbia 

disjuncta, which occurs on Cape York Peninsula, is 

the only other of these in Queensland. 

Centred broadly on the Chillagoe area, scattered 

trees are the product of hybridisation between 

Broad-leaved Carbeen and Moreton Bay Ash  

(C. tessellaris). These were formally named as a 

species in their own right
2
 but are now understood 

as hybrids bearing the name Corymbia x 

chillagoensis – the only formally named hybrid 

eucalypt in the study area. Like both parents, the 

trunk has a stockinged base with smooth, pale bark 

above. Like Broad-leaved Carbeen, the crown leaves 

are opposite or nearly so, but they are much 

narrower – less than 2.5 cm wide – and lance-

shaped, more like those of Moreton Bay Ash. 

There’s one beside the walking track between 

Balancing Rock and Royal Arch Cave in the 

Chillagoe-Mungana National Park (on the left as 

you walk from Balancing Rock, before you cross 

Chillagoe Creek). 

The leaves of Broad-leaved Carbeen had higher 

levels of each of nine nutrients than co-occurring 

evergreen eucalypts
3
. This is as expected for a 

deciduous species with short-lived leaves. However, 

it did not withdraw a higher percentage of these 

nutrients from the leaves prior to leaf drop than did 

the evergeen species. One probable consequence 

of higher nutrient levels is that its leaves are 
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particularly prone to insect damage
4 

especially late 

in the dry season
5
 when it is growing new leaves. 

Leaves of Broad-leaved Carbeen did not vary in 

levels of closure of stomata (pores on leaf 

underside) across a rainfall gradient (closing 

stomata reduces water loss) but at quite a few sites 

it was the species with highest levels of closure
6
. 

Flowers of Broad-leaved Carbeen produce more 

nectar at night when they are pollinated by flying-

foxes
7
. Honeyeaters and lorikeets also often feed at 

the flowers
8
 and might also effect pollination. 

Ash from the bark was used by Northern Territory 

Aborigines as chewing tobacco
9
. 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Broad-leaved Carbeen is widespread and 

abundant across northern Australia 

predominantly in areas not currently much 

exposed to land clearing. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

 Mutchilba (between Mareeba and 

Dimbulah)  From Mareeba, proceed down 

the Burke Development Road about 35 km 

towards Dimbulah (5.0 km past the Walsh 

River bridge) to the Algoma Road turnoff 

on the left. There are several Broad-leaved 

Carbeen near the railway crossing, with 

more on the other side of the main road 

250 m further along. Other eucalypts 

present are: four other mostly smooth-

barked trees – Poplar Gum (E. platyphylla), a 

few Dallachy’s Ghost Gum (C. dallachiana), 

Moreton Bay Ash (C. tessellaris), and red 

gums that are most likely subspecies 

simulata of the River Red Gum (E. 

camaldulensis); and two fully rough-barked 

trees – Molloy Red Box (E. leptophleba) and 

Clarkson’s Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana). 

 Undara  The stockinged trees 6.3 km along 

the entrance road from the Gulf 

Development Road are Broad-leaved 

Carbeen. When I visited, saplings were also 

evident with rough-textured leaves, almost 

like fine sandpaper. Also present: Common 

Red Bloodwood (C. erythrophloia) and 

Narrow-leaved Ironbark (E. crebra). Broad-

leaved Carbeen also occurs around the 

Resort buildings. 

 Chillagoe  See C. dallachiana, C. terminalis. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Broad-leaved Carbeen typically has an 

abrupt transition from tiled rough bark  

to smooth bark. 

The coarse crown (far left) 

consists of stiffly held, broad, 

± stalkless leaves that are 

usually paired (near left). 

 

 

 

 

 

Smaller saplings  have 

broader leaves and bristly 

stems (below). 
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Flower buds of Broad-leaved Carbeen are 

held in crowded, complex, semi-globular 

inflorescences, often on leafless branchlets. 

A profusion of flowers (below). 

Broad-leaved Carbeen is a ghost gum, and like other 

ghost gums  its capsules are thin-walled, prompting  

the name ‘paper fruits’. Those of Carbeen are notably  

long-stalked. 
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dallachiana:  John Dallachy (1804-1871), superinten-

dent at the Melbourne Botanical Gardens and col-

lector of plants especially in central and north 

Queensland
1,2

. Dallachy collected the type specimen 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright, single-

trunked tree to 20 m tall, often slender-trunked but 

with substantial, sinuous branches often emerging 

at or a little below half the height of the tree. 

Branchlets, and often also smaller branches, are 

weeping. Bark Smooth throughout (often with 

small dimples), or commonly with an ill-defined 

short sock of reddish or brown rough bark, 

sometimes with red scales scattered well up the 

trunk. In a few locations it has a well-defined dark-

grey sock extending 0.5–1.5 m up from the base. 

The smooth bark is usually off-white or with light-

grey patches – appearing quite white from a 

distance – but sometimes it is pink or occasionally 

lime-green (the latter perhaps when wet). Leaves 

Crown leaves are mostly alternating along the 

branchlets, sometimes sub-opposite, usually 

pendulous, lance-shaped, about 15–20 by 2–3 cm, 

at times with wavy margins, the same colour on 

both sides, non-shiny or slightly shiny mid-green, 

though in sunlight the canopy as a whole can 

appear quite shiny. The mid-vein is yellow and 

prominently raised on both sides; side veins are 

fairly obvious and at about 45° to the mid-vein, 

well-spaced; an intra-marginal vein is quite distinct 

away from the leaf edge. Sapling leaves are paired 

(opposite) on small individuals, otherwise 

alternating along the branchlets. They are of similar 

colour but much wider and often longer than crown 

leaves, occasionally as large as a dinner plate but 

more often about 20 cm long by 10 cm wide, held 

stiffly (not pendulous), and the intramarginal vein 

can be 4 mm or more from the leaf margin. The 

crowns of a few trees are composed of leaves stiffly  

 

 

held and midway in size between crown and sapling 

leaves; these are intermediate leaves and are 

possibly the result of prior crown loss to fire or 

insects. Some trees are briefly deciduous in about 

October or November and these and other trees 

often flush bright red new growth soon after. 

Inflorescence This can be challenging to interpret. 

It is a small, crowded aggregation of flower buds 

which may comprise a simple cluster (umbel) of 

three or seven buds when perfect, or may be 

compound but condensed because the branches 

are scarcely longer than the individual bud stalks 

and not readily distinguishable from them. 

Inflorescences develop on last season’s branchlets 

either in leaf axils, or frequently along leafless 

branchlets arising where leaves have been shed. 

Leafless branchlets can appear to be an 

inflorescence up to about 50 cm long with bud 

clusters on short side branchlets, but when 

examined closely it becomes clear that the main 

branchlet is much older than the small 

inflorescences. Flower buds are stalkless or on 

AT A GLANCE  A graceful tree with smooth 

whitish bark and a crown of weeping branchlets 

and leaves. Leaves can appear shiny. Seed 

capsules are papery. It is an upright, slender-

trunked tree that often has reddish flakes of 

rough bark at the trunk base. Some individuals 

flush bright red new growth in about October.  

It is very widespread in woodlands west of the 

main range but also occurs to the coast in places. 

Corymbia dallachiana DALLACHY’S GHOST GUM 
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stalks to 3 mm long, pear-shaped, 6 mm long by  

5 mm wide when mature, smooth, green or whitish, 

with a cap scar and a rounded cap. Flowers white. 

Seed capsules are shortly stalked, lightly woody  

– almost papery – more-or-less cup-shaped or 

cylindrical with a slightly in-turned rim and the disc 

and valves deeply enclosed or the valves sometimes 

reaching the rim, about 11 mm long by 8.5 mm 

wide. Flowering October, November (occurs with 

the flush of new leaves). 

Habitat A frequent but minority component of 

open woodlands and woodlands especially in the 

drier west of the study area, and sometimes in drier 

open forests further east. Dallachy’s Ghost Gum 

occurs in association with a wide variety of other 

eucalypts, almost always as scattered individuals or 

in small groups. Within its ‘zone’ it occurs on almost 

every available parent material and landscape 

position but is very much more frequent on plains 

and low undulating hills, and on metasedimentary, 

colluvial, alluvial, granitic and basaltic parent 

materials. Absent from wetter and high-elevation 

forests. 

Distribution Very widespread inland and on the 

lower western slopes of the main ranges – it is the 

most widespread of all eucalypts in these drier 

areas. Patchiness in the west on my map likely 

reflects a paucity of survey rather than absence, 

except that it is largely replaced by another ghost 

gum – Large-leaved Cabbage Gum (C. grandifolia)  

– in a small area around Georgetown. It reaches the 

coastal plain in the far north near Cooktown, in the 

far south where it occurs north to about 15 km 

south of Ingham, and with isolated additional near-

coastal records from Wujal Wujal and north of Palm 

Cove. There is an easterly extension of the central 

part of its range to near Julatten and Speewah. 

Elevation: from near sea level almost to 900 m ASL, 

at higher elevations most often near Undara and 

rarely near Wondecla. 

Dallachy’s Ghost Gum occurs only in Queensland, 

from near Coen on Cape York Peninsula south to 

Gladstone and inland to Longreach. 

Similar species Once familiar with Dallachy’s Ghost 

Gum, it is distinctive with its striking pale bark often 

with reddish scales near the base, and graceful 

weeping crown. In western areas where it is most 

common it is often the only gum tree apart from 

River Red Gum (E. camaldulensis) which is along 

creek and river lines. Its thin-walled seed capsules 

(these can be crushed with fingers) identifies it as a  

 

ghost gum, and amongst ghost gums it is 

distinguished by its graceful crown of weeping 

leaves, the habit of flowering with a strong flush of 

new growth late in the dry season (shared with 

Broad-leaved Carbeen, C. confertiflora), and 

absence of a well-defined stocking of rough bark. 

Occasional aberrant trees and stands create 

identification challenges. In the Newcastle Range 

WSW of Einasleigh and occasionally elsewhere, 

Dallachy’s Ghost Gum can have fine leaves and a 

well-defined stocking and might be confused with 

Moreton Bay Ash (C. tessellaris). If in doubt, look 

for the following features of Dallachy’s Ghost Gum: 

canopy that is darker green and shinier, wider sap-

ling leaves, and leaves with more widely-spaced veins. 

Trees with a crown of stiffly-held, broader 

‘intermediate’ leaves (see Description) can be 

perplexing but are similar only to Large-leaved 

Cabbage Gum (C. grandifolia). The latter species 

occurs in the study area only on harsh sites in the 

far west towards and around Georgetown, and has 

crown leaves as much as 8 cm wide (considerably 

wider than any crown leaves I have seen on 

Dallachy’s Ghost Gum) and smooth bark right to 

the ground. As a further possible complication, 

where they occur together (e.g. Newcastle Range 

on Talaroo Station) my observations suggests that 

some hybridisation occurs. Possible hybridisation of 

these species has been previously reported
3,4

.  

It may also be that the harsh sites occupied by 

Large-leaved Cabbage Gum are stressful for 

Dallachy’s Ghost Gum, resulting in canopy loss and 
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subsequent re-growth with intermediate leaves. The 

definitive difference is the inflorescence, which in 

Large-leaved Cabbage Gum is more elongated, and 

seed capsules which are on individual stalks 7–26 

mm long (1–6 mm in Dallachy’s Ghost Gum). Flower 

buds and seed capsules of Large-leaved Cabbage 

Gum are often a deal larger than those of Dallachy’s 

Ghost Gum, but there is some overlap in size ranges 

especially with capsules (see C. grandifolia for 

details). 

Notes When John Dallachy collected the type 

specimen on Mt Archer near Rockhampton in 

January 1863 he recorded that he “had to cut down 

the tree/ I was sorry to do it”
6
 presumably to collect 

leaves and flowers. 

Dallachy’s Ghost Gum was originally described as a 

variety of Moreton Bay Ash (as Eucalyptus tessellaris 

var. dallachiana) and was sometimes also known as  

a variety or subspecies of other ghost gum species. 

However, Moreton Bay Ash is not especially closely 

related – Dallachy’s Ghost Gum is closer to Large-

leaved Cabbage Gum (C. grandifolia)
3
, and possibly 

Papuan Ghost Gum (C. papuana)
5
 of northern Cape 

York Peninsula and New Guinea. In 1995 it was 

elevated to full species status on the basis of a 

number of characters including generally non-

powdery bark and large sapling leaves
3
. 

Like some other ghost gums including Broad-

leaved Carbeen (C. confertiflora) and Papuan Ghost 

Gum, Dallachy’s Ghost Gum often sheds leaves 

(sometimes all of them) late in the dry season and 

promptly re-shoots, flowering at the same times as 

it re-shoots (though it doesn’t flower every year) 

but flowering along the older branchlets. Annual 

shedding of bark often also occurs at this time and 

can be quite striking. 

Notwithstanding seasonal leaf shed, Dallachy’s 

Ghost Gum retains its graceful canopy even during 

severe drought. I have observed it looking ‘fresh as 

a daisy’ even when co-occurring Cullen’s Ironbark 

(E. cullenii) and Mt Carbine Box (E. tardecidens)  

– both hardy species of challenging sites – were 

severely drought-stressed, the latter evidenced by 

them having much dead foliage. The drought-

hardiness of Dallachy’s Ghost Gum has also been 

noted in a formal study
7
. 
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 Mareeba  By the Fire and Emergency 

Services building in the park that includes 

the Mareeba Heritage Museum and Visitor 

Centre beside the main road from Atherton 

to Mareeba (Byrnes St). There are more 

than half-a-dozen Dallachy’s Ghost Gum in 

this area, and when I examined them they 

were showing a variety of leaf forms from 

fine and pendulous to quite coarse. The 

other smooth-barked eucalypt present is 

Poplar Gum (E. platyphylla). The rough 

barked eucalypts are a mix of Clarkson’s 

Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana) and Molloy 

Red Box (E. leptophleba). 

 Undara  Undara turnoff on the Gulf 

Development Road. Also present: Narrow-

leaved Ironbark (E. crebra), Common Red 

Bloodwood (C. erythrophloia) and Molloy 

Red Box (E. leptophleba). 

 Chillagoe  Balancing Rock carpark, 

Chillagoe-Mungana National Park. In the 

middle of the carpark, with a particularly 

fine specimen on the edge. Other eucalypts 

within sight include Cullen’s Ironbark (E. 

cullenii), Broad-leaved Carbeen (C. 

confertiflora) and Molloy Red Box (E. 

leptophleba). 

 other locations  Mt Carbine area – see E. 

chlorophylla; Kennedy Development Road 

– see E. orgadophila. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Vulnerable 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Dallachy’s Ghost Gum is widespread, common 

and present in reserves, but has also been 

subject to extensive land-clearing mainly well 

to the south of the study area. Franklin & Preece 

estimated a decline of 34%, qualifying it as 

Vulnerable under IUCN criterion A2b. Fensham 

et al. estimated a decline of 16.5%, short of the 

20% threshold for listing as Near Threatened. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

                                                                           

   

Dallachy’s Ghost Gum often has  

red scales of rough bark at the  

base of the trunk. In this case  

(left),there’s a lot of scales. 

 

 

 

Unusual bark (right):  

probably a combination of ?annual  

bark shedding, and wetness greening  

the freshly exposed bark. 

Crown leaves are slender and held pendant (left). 

Sapling leaves held horizontal and broader than crown 

leaves – they can be broader even than these (below). 
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Though in this case (left) the tree has remained leafy, bud clusters (umbels) have developed on a terminal leafless branchlet 

older than the clusters. Flowers (centre) and the thin-walled seed capsules (right). 

                                 

                                Brilliant red flushes of growth appear on some Dallachy’s Ghost Gums late  

                                in the year. 
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ellipsoidea:  referring to the ellipsoid shape of the 

seed capsules 
 

 

Description Trunk & branches A slender, erect or 

somewhat spreading tree to 15 m (sometimes a 

little taller) with one or several trunks. Bark Half-

barked, the gradual transition to smooth occurring 

on the upper trunk to medium branches. Rough 

bark on well-grown trees is rather thick, comprising 

flaky tiles a little longer than wide and mostly 1 to  

2 cm long. Tiles are grey-brown, fawn or slightly 

silvery on the upper surface but often peel to reveal 

rich maroon or shades of pink, orange or yellow so 

that trunks typically comprise a mosaic of colours 

with bright colours as highlights. The progressive 

transition to smooth bark is orange-red, while the 

smooth bark is creamy-white, pink or grey. Younger 

trees and saplings have more extensive rough bark 

that can be especially thick and corky. Leaves in the 

crown are lance-shaped, about 14 x 1.7 cm, non-

shiny, rather-pale green, the same colour on both 

sides or slightly darker on one side. Veins are 

feather-like, the side veins often not obvious. 

Sapling leaves are similar to crown leaves. 

Inflorescence terminal on branchlets, compound, 

fairly large; perfect clusters (umbels) comprise 

seven buds. Flower buds green or yellowish, 

smooth, shiny, about 4.5 mm wide when mature, 

wider towards the tip (obovoid or pear-shaped), 

lacking a cap scar, the cap rounded or sometimes 

with a small peak. Flowers creamy-white. Seed 

capsules ellipsoid, about 16 mm long by 12 mm 

wide, usually with a narrow neck, the opening 

typically less than half the capsule diameter. 

Flowering January & February. 

Habitat woodlands on sandy or gritty soils (or clays 

with obvious elements of sand or grit) that are 

often pale-coloured, on plains or slopes or among 

boulders on hills. Soils are most often of granitic  
 

 

 
 

origin, but a variety of other soil types are occupied 

including those on colluvial, ferricrete and metase-

dimentary surfaces. Sand Red Bloodwood occurs in 

mixed stands with a variety of other species of 

lighter infertile soils including Leichhardt’s 

Yellowjacket (C. leichhardtii) and Queensland 

Woollybutt (E. chartaboma). 

Distribution Sand Red Bloodwood is most abundant 

in the centre of the study area from Chillagoe and 

Dimbulah in the north, east to Watsonville, and 

south to near Forty Mile Scrub and Undara. 

Scattered records elsewhere include: along the 

rocky slopes of the Barron River and tributaries near 

Walkamin; the Featherbed Range NE of Chillagoe; 

the Palmerville area; O’Brien’s Ck Gemfield; and the 

Newcastle Range. Elevation: 260 to c. 1,000 m ASL, 

mostly 400 to 900 m. 

Sand Red Bloodwood is endemic to north 

Queensland. It is almost confined to the study area, 

with a just a few small occurrences further north 

and south. 

Similar species Very similar in general appearance 

to other red bloodwoods (Common Red Bloodwood 

C. erythrophloia, Western Red Bloodwood 

AT A GLANCE  A half-barked bloodwood 

with non-shiny green leaves which are the same 

colour on both sides, and ellipsoid seed capsules 

with a distinct neck and narrow opening. The 

rough bark on at least the lower trunk is often 

flaky and strongly tiled, the tiles peeling to 

reveal red underbark, but on younger trees can 

be thick and corky. It is a small to medium tree 

of woodlands on pale sandy or gritty soils. 

Corymbia ellipsoidea SAND RED BLOODWOOD 
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C. pocillum), to both of which it is closely related. It 

is distinguished from them by having more ellipsoid 

seed capsules (proportionately longer and 

narrower) with a proportionately narrower opening. 

Capsules are generally larger than those of Western 

Red Bloodwood and narrower than those of 

Common Red Bloodwood as illustrated below. 

Though often quite distinct, intergradation between 

the species is also quite common so it isn’t always 

possible to attribute red bloodwood capsules to a 

species; at O’Brien’s Ck Gemfield all three appear to 

intergrade. 

Sand Red Bloodwood might also be confused with 

Desert Bloodwood (C. terminalis) but has much 

smaller seed capsules than that species (15–35 mm 

long in Desert Bloodwood), and the flower buds of 

Sand Red Bloodwood are smooth and much smaller 

than the rough buds of Desert Bloodwood. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes The only published reference to the species 

apart from taxonomic works appears to be mention 

of its occurrence in granitic landscapes north of 

Mount Garnet intermingled with Leichhardt’s 

Yellowjacket (C. leichhardtii)
1
. 

REFERENCES  
1 Anthony MS et al. 2019. A flora and fauna survey of the 

Wyndham Sandy Creek Nature Refuge near Mt Garnet in 
north Queensland. North Queensland Naturalist 49: 1-13.

 Undara  Around the Resort buildings, 

where it grows mainly in association with 

Queensland Woollybutt (E. chartaboma), with 

some Broad-leaved Carbeen (C. confertiflora) 

and Narrow-leaved Ironbark (E. crebra). For 

comparison, Common Red Bloodwood 

occurs along along the Resort entrance 

road (so too, occasionally, does Sand Red 

Bloodwood) – see C. erythrophloia for an 

exact location. In the Undara area these two 

red bloodwoods are quite distinct and 

occupy different habitats. 

 for an intergrade stand (with Common Red 

Bloodwood, C. erythrophloia): Watsonville 

Pioneer Cemetry  10.5 km W of Herberton. 

From the crossroad windmill in Watsonville, 

proceed 850 m along the road towards 

Irvinebank, then turn into the unsealed road 

to the Pioneer Cemetry (500 m in). Red 

bloodwoods are common along the cemetry 

access road. Other eucalypts present 

include Gympie Messmate (E. cloeziana), 

White Mahogany (E. acmenoides complex), 

Narrow-leaved Ironbark (E. crebra) and 

Lemon-scented Gum (C. citriodora). 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

 

Typical capsules  

of three closely 

related red 

bloodwoods. 

The scale bar 

depicts 10 mm. 
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              Above: crown leaves. 
 

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Though restricted in range, Sand Red 

Bloodwood is locally abundant and most 

unlikely to qualify as threatened on rarity alone. 

Its range and soil preferences mean it is not 

currently much exposed to land clearing for 

agriculture but may occasionally be exposed to 

clearing for mining operations. The species is 

not well represented in conservation reserves 

(Franklin & Preece). 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

                    

     

Above, left to right: two forms of rough bark, the second a 

younger tree; flower buds. 

Below, left to right: flowers; the ellipsoid seed capsules. 
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Also known as Gum-topped Bloodwood 

erythrophloia:  red bark 

 

Description Trunk & branches Of variable form, 

an upright or spreading tree commonly 8–15 m tall 

but sometimes more, often heavily branched. Bark 

Rough-barked below and smooth-barked above, 

the point and abruptness of the transition varying 

immensely; can be smooth-barked on the upper 

trunk or only on those branches less than about 8 cm 

diameter; on saplings, smooth bark may be even 

more confined. Rough bark is classically in squarish 

thin tiles of about 1.5 x 1.5 cm, brown or grey above 

and deep red or orange-brown beneath with 

scattered tiles falling and revealing the bright 

colours. However, the bark can be thick, corky and 

almost furrowed (especially on saplings) or non-

descriptly thin and scaly. Rough and/or scaly bark 

on the branches can be quite red. Smooth bark is 

cream or yellowish-orange, and at times with red 

scales or flakes especially near the transition to 

rough bark. Leaves Crown leaves held pendant, 

alternating along branchlets, stalked, lance-shaped, 

variable in size (often 10–15 cm long by 1.5–3 cm 

wide), mid-green, not shiny, the same colour on 

both sides or slightly darker on one side, finely and 

obscurely feather-veined. On small saplings only, 

the leaves are considerably broader than crown 

leaves. Inflorescence Terminal on branchlets, 

compound, large; perfect clusters (umbels) contain 

7 flower buds. Flower buds are widest towards the 

tip (obovoid or pear-shaped) with a rounded cap 

(may have a small conical tip) and no cap scar, 

about 8 mm long by 6 mm wide when mature, 

smooth and shiny. Flowers creamy-white. Seed 

capsules are stalked, urn-shaped or globular, with 

no obvious disc or valves, about 16 mm long by  
 

 

                 

13 mm wide with the opening generally ½ to ¾ the 

diameter of the capsule. Flowering January to mid-

March. 

Habitat Common Red Bloodwood forms open 

woodlands or woodlands intermingled with a wide 

variety of other eucalypt species in seasonally dry 

areas, being particularly frequent in mixed stands 

with either Narrow-leaved Ironbark (E. crebra) or 

Cullen’s Ironbark (E. cullenii). It occurs on a variety 

of well-drained but often heavier soils derived from 

almost every conceivable parent material, most 

frequently (in diminishing order) from granites, 

basalt, metamorphic, metasedimentary and rhyolitic 

parent materials. Though a feature of basalt plains 

in seasonally dry areas (e.g. Undara), it is scarce on 

the higher-rainfall Atherton basalt with just a hand-

ful of records near Mareeba. 

AT A GLANCE  A small (sometimes medium) 

bloodwood, common in many pastoral districts, 

notable for having: 

 smooth bark on at least the smaller 

branches, often much more; 

 rough bark often in neat tiles, with some 

tiles deep red and some orange; 

 non-glossy leaves that are more or less the 

same colour on both sides; and 

 seed capsules that are globular to ovoid, 

with the opening often ½ to ¾ of the 

capsule diameter. 

 

Corymbia erythrophloia COMMON RED BLOODWOOD 
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Distribution The species occurs widely though 

somewhat patchily in the west of the study area and 

is locally abundant in places. Its northern limits are 

Palmerville and Lakeland Downs. It occurs 

sporadically east to Mount Molloy, the western 

foothills of the Lamb Range (Emerald Creek Falls, 

Tinaroo Creek Road) and Innot Hot Springs (Archers 

Ck), and more consistently east to Forty Mile Scrub 

and Lynd Junction. Though mostly absent from the 

northern Valley of Lagoons, it is common in the 

south towards Greenvale and east from there to Mt 

Fox, rarely near Hidden Valley. There is a 1966 

record from Herald Island north of Townsville, but 

no records on the coastal plain or adjacent slopes. 

Elevation: occurs from near sea level to 900 m ASL, 

mostly from 200 to 800 m. 

 

Common Red Bloodwood occurs widely in eastern 

Queensland from the study area south to Gympie 

and inland to near Carnarvon Gorge. 

Similar species Very similar in general appearance 

to other red bloodwoods (Sand Red Bloodwood  

C. ellipsoidea, Western Red Bloodwood C. pocillum) 

and not reliably distinguished from them without 

seed capsules, though location and habitat may be 

suggestive. It has proportionately wider seed 

capsules (more globular or urn-shaped) with a 

wider opening than Sand Red Bloodwood, and 

capsules are considerably larger and generally with 

a narrower opening than those of Western Red 

Bloodwood (illustrated below). Common Red 

Bloodwood often has less rough bark than Sand 

Red Bloodwood, with broader leaves and more 

rough bark than Western Red Bloodwood, but 

these differences are far from absolute. In regions 

where red bloodwoods co-occur, Sand Red 

Bloodwood is generally associated with sandier 

sites while Western Red Bloodwood occupies 

harsher sites than Common Red Bloodwood, the 

species often appearing to comprise quite distinct 

adjacent populations. However, trees with seed 

capsules intermediate between red bloodwood 

species are quite common, and at the O’Brien’s Ck 

Gemfield all three appear to intergrade in the one 

population. 

Common Red Bloodwood might also be confused 

with Desert Bloodwood (C. terminalis), but the 

former has much smaller flower buds and seed 

capsules, and flowers earlier in the year (in the later 

wet season whereas Desert Bloodwood flowers in 

the mid dry season). The flower buds of Common 

Red Bloodwood are smooth and glossy whereas 

those of Desert Bloodwood are rough to touch and 

not glossy. 

Other bloodwood species have either rough bark 

extending to the small branches, or leaves that are 

glossy or nearly so on the darker side and are much 

paler on the other, or both. 

 

Typical capsules  

of three closely 

related red 

bloodwoods. 

The scale bar 

depicts 10 mm. 
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Notes The close relationship between Common, 

Sand and Western Red Bloodwoods, with my obser-

vations suggesting both ecological separation and 

morphological intergradation, is both interesting 

and challenging. This suggests that the species 

evolved from a common stock when populations 

became isolated, possibly during ice ages, before 

the warmer and wetter interglacial periods such as 

the present allowed them to come back into 

contact. 

Compared to co-occurring Narrow-leaved Ironbark 

(E. crebra) and a variety of co-existing savanna and 

vine-thicket species, Common Red Bloodwood has 

exceptionally high survival rates during severe 

drought
1,2

. 

Clearing of woodlands featuring Common Red 

Bloodwood and Narrow-leaved Ironbark increased 

pasture production but decreased pasture quality 

because the trees had a beneficial effect on soil 

nutrients
3
. Removal of these trees may have 

negative implications for soil in the long-term, the 

consequences of which have not been adequately 

assessed
3
. 

REFERENCES  
1 Fensham RJ et al. 2003. Effects of fire and drought in  

a tropical eucalypt savanna colonized by rain forest. 

Journal of Biogeography 30: 1405-1414. 
2 Rice KJ et al. 2004. Patterns of tree dieback in 

Queensland, Australia: the importance of drought stress 

and the role of resistance to cavitation. Oecologia 139: 

190-198. 
3 Jackson J, Ash AJ. 1998. Tree-grass relationships in 

open eucalypt woodlands of northeastern Australia: 

influence of trees on pasture productivity, forage quality 
and species distribution. Agroforestry Systems 40: 159-176. 

  

 Undara  At the junction of the Gulf 

Development Road and the road into the 

Resort (see C. dallachiana for site details), 

and perhaps better along the road to the 

Resort at the turnoff to Kalkani Crater (5.4 

km in). Also present at the latter location: 

Narrow-leaved Ironbark (E. crebra) and 

Molloy Red Box (E. leptophleba). Both sites 

have basalt soils. Sand Red Bloodwood (C. 

ellipsoidea) also occurs in the area but as a 

quite distinct species on granite outcrops 

and granitic colluvium; see that species for 

details. 

 other locations  Tinaroo Creek Road (SE 

from Mareeba) – see E. lockyeri subsp. 

exuta; O’Brien’s Ck Road NW of Mt 

Surprise – see C. grandifolia. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Vulnerable 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Common Red Bloodwood is widespread and 

indeed common as its name suggests. Within 

the study area it has only small exposure to 

land clearing, but further south clearing has 

been extensive such that Franklin & Preece 

estimated a decline of 43%, qualifying it 

strongly for listing as Vulnerable under IUCN 

criterion A2b. Fensham et al. estimated a 

decline of 14%. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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        Above (left to right): two rough bark variants; gradual transition to smooth bark. 

 

     

Above (left to right): leaves are the same colour on both sides, or nearly so; inflorescence are at the end of branchlets. 
 

          

Below (left to right): flower buds, flowers in mass display beyond 

foliage; seed capsules that distinguish the species. 
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In the study area this is a rare species of remote parts 

Short description A ghost gum with a short 

stocking (up to 1.5 m, often much less) of rough 

tiled bark at the base of the trunk, and smooth 

whitish bark above that often has a faint pink blush 

(sometimes the bark is bright pink-orange). Crown 

foliage is stalked and non-shiny grey-green. It often 

consists of two types of leaves on the same tree: 

short, ovate to elliptical, finely sandpapery (juvenile 

or immature) leaves often in pairs; and longer, 

lance-shaped, smooth (adult) leaves often 

alternating along the branchlets. The papery seed 

capsules are particularly small, 5–10 mm long by  

5–8 mm wide. 

Occurrence Small stands occur scattered in the 

south-west of the study area particularly in the 

Newcastle Range west of Einasleigh, and around 

the base of sandstone range at Cobbold Gorge. 

Also occurs north of Georgetown, on Talaroo and 

Bolwarra Stations, and in Bulleringa National Park. 

Grows on or at the base of rock outcrops (usually 

sandstone, sometimes ironstone or rhyolite) and 

often occurs with Newcastle Range Bloodwood  

(C. serendipita). 

 

Similar species With at least some leaves being 

short and broad and having a sandpapery texture, 

Gilbert River Ghost Gum is likely to be confused 

only with Broad-leaved Carbeen (C. confertiflora). 

It differs in having stalked leaves (at least 3 mm  

 

             

long) and smaller seed capsules on shorter 

individual stalks – there is some overlap in capsule 

size (6–12 mm wide in Broad-leaved Carbeen) but 

stalks are 4–10 mm long in Gilbert River Ghost Gum 

and 10–35 mm long in Broad-leaved Carbeen. 

Other diagnostic differences include frequent 

presence of some lance-shaped leaves alternating 

along the branchlets in Gilbert River Ghost Gum, 

and the stiff, broad-leaved canopy, usually more 

extensive bark stocking, and larger, showy 

inflorescence of Broad-leaved Carbeen. 

Other ghost gums or their allies that occur in the 

range of Gilbert River Ghost Gum are Dallachy’s 

Ghost Gum (C. dallachiana), Large-leaved 

Cabbage Gum (C. grandifolia) and Moreton Bay 

Ash (C. tessellaris). All should be readily distin-

guished by differences in foliage as well as bark and 

capsule size. However, note that Dallachy’s Ghost 

Gum sometimes also has a pink blush to the 

smooth bark and a short (usually not-so-well-

defined) stocking of rough bark. The pink trunk of 

Lemon-scented Gum (C. citriodora) – usually 

smooth to ground level – should cause no 

confusion because the species’ ranges do not 

overlap and both foliage and reproductive 

characters are very different. 

Corymbia gilbertensis GILBERT RIVER GHOST GUM 
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 Canyon Resources Reserve  Between 

Forsayth and Einasleigh. Requires extensive 

driving on unsealed roads; not open in the 

wet season. There is a Gilbert River Ghost 

Gum in Wúndu camp, 8 m in from the 

entrance to campsite 1, and there are 

several more in the general area. The 

adjacent trees are Newcastle Range Box  

(E. provecta), while the large bloodwood  

is Long-fruited Bloodwood (C. polycarpa). 

Queensland Woollybutt (E. chartaboma)  

is prevalent nearby. 

 Cobbold Gorge  When I did the Gorge 

Tour, there was a fine specimen on the 

walking section as one climbs on to the 

sandstone, along with several specimens of 

Newcastle Range Bloodwood (C. serendipita). 

 Forsayth district, North Head Road  

Warning – this is a very remote site on an 

unsealed road that is unlikely to be passable 

in the wet season. From Forsayth, take the 

road towards Cobbold Gorge and the 

Agate Creek gemfield, turning right on to 

the North Head Road at about 25 km. 

Proceed for c. 17 km along this road. About 

300 m after crossing the Robertson River, 

the first few of quite a number of large 

specimens will be seen over the next 

several kilometres. Look out for Newcastle 

Range Bloodwood (C. serendipita) and 

many other eucalypts as well. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

Gilbert River Ghost Gum 

has a short stocking of 

rough bark at the base of 

the trunk (previous 

page), and smooth bark 

above that is usually 

whitish with a pink blush 

(upper left), but 

occasionally bright pink-

orange (lower left). 

Seed 

capsules are 

thin-walled, 

typical of 

ghost gums 

except 

particularly 

small (left). 

Crown leaves (above  

and left) are grey-

green and of two 

types; the broader 

leaves are 

sandpapery whereas 

lance-shaped leaves 

are smooth. 
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Also known as Cabbage Gum 

grandifolia:  large-leaved 

The study area subspecies is C. grandifolia subsp. 

grandifolia. 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches A spreading tree 

rarely exceeding 12 m and often much less, usually 

single-trunked, trunk often crooked, becoming 

stout and heavily branched with age. Bark smooth 

throughout (emerges ‘clean’ from the ground), 

strikingly white from a distance, whitish on closer 

examination. Leaves Crown leaves alternating or 

paired along branchlets, held stiff or some leaves 

pendant, short-stalked (5–20 mm long), typically 

about 15 cm long by 5 cm wide but ranging from  

3 to 8 cm or more wide, somewhat rounded or 

broadly tapering, leathery, mid-green and often 

shiny, the same colour both sides. Main side veins 

are obvious, well-spaced, at about 45° to the mid-

vein, looping together at ends, with numerous fine 

interconnections. Sapling leaves rounded, much 

broader (11–14 cm); on smaller saplings the leaves 

are bristly and held on bristly stems. Inflorescence 

On older branchlets behind the leaves, compound, 

with 3 or 7 buds per perfect cluster (umbel), but 

short internodes complicate interpretation. Flower 

buds are on stalks 8–25 mm long, with a cap scar 

present, about 11 mm long by 8 mm wide when 

mature, the cap rounded or shortly peaked. 

Flowers creamy-white. Seed capsules are on stalks 

7–26 mm long, are papery, cup-shaped or cylindri-

cal with no obvious disc or valves, 10–17 mm long, 

8–14 mm wide. Flowering November to December. 

Habitat Low open woodlands, often on rises with 

skeletal soils of low fertility, occurring as scattered 

trees most often among numerically dominant 

Georgetown Box (E. microneura). Geologically, 

occupied sites are mainly on ancient magmatic or 

laval (granite, dacite etc.), or metamorphic parent 

materials. 

Distribution Centred on Georgetown in the far 

south-west of the study area, occurring south to  
 

 

 

Flat Creek Station, north to Vanlee Station and east 

to near O’Brien’s Creek camping area on Mt 

Surprise Station. Elevation: 260 to 550 m ASL. 

 

Three subspecies of Large-leaved Cabbage Gum 

have been described. Collectively, they range across 

northern Australia from the study area west almost 

to Broome in Western Australia. The study area 

subspecies, grandifolia, which is known from the 

study area west through the Top End of the 

Northern Territory to the Western Australian border. 

Similar species Distinctive. Lacks the stocking of 

rough bark possessed by Broad-leaved Carbeen 

(C. confertiflora); additionally, the leaves of Large-

leaved Cabbage Gum are green (often glossy) and  

clearly stalked. Dallachy’s Ghost Gum has pendant,  

AT A GLANCE  With a white trunk smooth to 

the ground and broad, green (often glossy), 

short-stalked leaves, Large-leaved Cabbage Gum 

is distinctive. It is a small or very small ghost 

gum of harsh sites in the Georgetown district. 

Corymbia grandifolia LARGE-LEAVED CABBAGE GUM 
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narrow crown leaves and is generally a more erect, 

taller tree of more favourable sites; it also often has 

some scaly bark at the base of the trunk that is 

absent from Large-leaved Cabbage Gum. 

Confusion with Dallachy’s Ghost Gum can arise 

when the crown of the latter comprises reversionary 

shoots – shoots with sapling-like leaves that arise 

following damage or defoliation – as these leaves 

can be broader and more stiffly held. In my 

experience this happens fairly often but these 

leaves are never more than 4 or 5 cm wide whereas 

those of Large-leaved Cabbage Gum are often 

wider. Individual flower buds and seed capsules of 

Dallachy’s Ghost Gum are short-stalked (1–6 mm 

long), whereas on Large-leaved Cabbage Gum 

these stalks are 7–26 mm long. Dallachy’s Ghost 

Gum has much smaller mature flower buds (about  

6 mm long by 5 mm wide) and somewhat smaller 

seed capsules (about 11 mm long by 8.5 mm wide). 

A tree with a canopy of reversionary shoots is 

unlikely to flower. The two species don’t generally 

occur together, but where they do, e.g. northern 

Newcastle Range on Talaroo Station, observation 

suggests they may hybridise. A zone of possible 

intermediacy between these species has also been 

reported south of Normanton, well west of the 

study area
1
. 

Notes Large-leaved Cabbage Gum is a member of 

the ghost gum group of eucalypts and shares with 

them, among other traits, papery seed capsules and 

complex, unevenly compound inflorescences. 

Across northern Australia, Large-leaved Cabbage 

Gum often occurs on lower-lying sites that may be 

poorly drained and it is often associated with Long-

fruited Bloodwood (C. polycarpa)
1-4

. This is quite 

different to its occurrence in the study area.  

I speculate that it may be competitively displaced 

from such sites in the study area by Dallachy’s 

Ghost Gum (C. dallachiana) which does not occur 

further west in Large-leaved Cabbage Gum 

‘heartland’. 

Large-leaved Cabbage Gum is reported to be 

seasonally deciduous
1,2

, presumably briefly or 

perhaps facultatively (some trees do, some don’t) in 

the form of leaf exchange associated with flowering 

and emergence of new leafy shoots very late in the 

dry season. It has been in full leaf when I have 

examined many trees in both June and late 

October. If a facultative, brevi-deciduous leaf-

exchanger, this would be similar to some other 

ghost gums and allies including Dallachy’s Ghost 

Gum and Broad-leaved Carbeen (C. confertiflora). 

REFERENCES  
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 Georgetown (towards Mt Surprise)  

Junction of Gulf Development and Routh 

Roads. This is 12.2 km west of Routh Quarry 

and 12.7 km east from Georgetown (main 

cross-road). There’s at least five Large-

leaved Cabbage Gums scattered among the 

dominant Georgetown Box (E. microneura). 

 O’Brien’s Ck Road, NW of Mount 

Surprise  There’s a number of fine 

individuals by the road up to 0.5 km either 

side of the telecommunications tower 

which is 1.1 km before the camp. 

Associated eucalypts are Common Red 

Bloodwood (C. erythrophloia) and 

Georgetown Box (E. microneura). 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – species and local 

subspecies both Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – species is Least Concern 

In the study area, Large-leaved Cabbage Gum 

occurs on infertile soils in the pastoral zone so is 

rarely subject to land clearing. Its range across 

northern Australia is also mostly in the pastoral 

zone not currently subject to land clearing. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

https://apps.lucidcentral.org/euclid/text/intro/index.html
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Large-leaved Cabbage Gum mostly 

has a crooked trunk, but is 

occasionally erect and straight-

trunked as in photo at left. 

 

Bark is smooth over the entire trunk 

and branches (right). 

 

 

 

 

Leaves are broad but variably so, 

and often glossy (below). 

Flower bud caps may be rounded, or peaked as in this photo (left). 

Large-leaved Cabbage Gum is a ghost gum and its seed capsules are thin-walled, almost papery (centre, right). 
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hylandii:  Dr Bernie Hyland (1937- ), botanist 

specialising in rainforest plants, based in  

Queensland’s Wet Tropics 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Of variable form. 

Can be poorly formed, twisted and no more than 5-m 

tall, or upright, slender and sparse, or well-formed 

but low-branched and spreading, to ten or more 

metres tall. Bark is rough on all but branches up to 

2–3 cm diameter or sometimes more. Rough bark is 

thick, often finely tiled to the point of appearing 

corky but on other trees it may be flaky, grey-

brown, brown or sometimes chocolate brown with 

light brown or somewhat reddish underbark. 

Leaves Crown leaves are held pendant or 

somewhat stiffly. They are stalked, alternating along 

branchlets, lance-shaped, 1 to 2.5 cm wide and 

typically about six times as long as broad (usually 

less than 8 x), non-shiny or slightly glossy, fairly 

dark green on one side and somewhat lighter on 

the other, feather-veined, somewhat leathery. 

Leaves on small saplings may be shorter and 

narrower than crown leaves, and more shiny. 

Inflorescence terminal on branchlets, compound, 

fairly large; perfect clusters (umbels) consist of  

7 flower buds. Flower buds are smooth, stalked, 

more or less pear-shaped, 5–7 mm long by 3–5 mm 

wide; there is no evidence of a cap scar as is typical 

of bloodwoods; the cap has a low, rounded profile, 

or is slightly peaked. Flowers creamy white. Seed 

capsules are stalked and urn-shaped, with a short 

but usually distinct neck and a rim that is narrower 

than the body of the capsule, averaging about 14 

mm long by 10 mm wide (range 10–18 by 8–12 mm). 

Flowering few records; possibly late March to July. 

Habitat Occurs in low woodland on skeletal 

gravelly slopes and rises mostly on Hodgkinson 

Formation metasediments, often growing with  
 

 

 

Cullen’s Ironbark (E. cullenii) and/or Mt Carbine Box 

(E. tardecidens). 

Distribution Confined to the north-west of the 

study area, but not well-defined because some of 

the herbarium records included on the map are 

almost certainly misidentifications (see Notes). Its 

main occurrence is in the Desailly and Byerstown 

Ranges
1
, for example along the Mulligan Highway 

between Mt Carbine and Lakeland.
 

It certainly 

occurs south-east to near Almaden, Thornborough 

(between Dimbulah and Mt Mulligan), and almost 

to Mount Molloy, and north-west to Jowalbinna. 

Elevation: unclear; probably mostly below 550 m ASL. 

Hyland’s Bloodwood is endemic to north 

Queensland and is mostly confined to the study 

area; however, it may extend beyond it a little to the 

north-west and north
2
. 

Similar species Hyland’s Bloodwood is most likely 

to be confused with Blotchy Bloodwood  

(C. stockeri subsp. stockeri) and Clarkson’s 

Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana). 

Compared to Hyland’s Bloodwood, Blotchy 

Bloodwood is most consistently distinguishable by 

its narrower, glossier leaves (often less than 12 mm  

AT A GLANCE  A small, often poorly-formed 

bloodwood with thick, rather corky and finely-

tiled grey-brown bark usually on all but the 

smallest branches. Crown leaves are mostly  

1–2 cm wide, less than eight times as long as 

broad, and non-shiny or only slightly shiny. 

Flower buds and seed capsules are rather small. 

A tree of seasonlly dry and harsh sites in the 

north of the study area. 

Corymbia hylandii HYLAND’S BLOODWOOD 
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wide and 8–10+ times longer than wide), and the 

more graceful and often substantial form of the 

latter. Blotchy Bloodwood often has more extensive 

smooth bark (less so on saplings), and thinner more 

scaly/flaky rough bark, but these features are less 

reliable. Sapling leaves of Blotchy Bloodwood can 

be extremely glossy, and those on very small 

saplings may have rounded tips and bristles on the 

underside of the main vein as well as on the stem, 

features absent from Hyland’s Bloodwood. Seed 

capsules of Blotchy Bloodwood are often speckled 

but those of Hyland’s Bloodwood are not. Blotchy 

Bloodwood often has a whitish coating on newly-

formed flower buds that is not present in Hyland’s 

Bloodwood, but this wears off as they develop. 

Mature flower buds are generally longer in Blotchy 

Bloodwood (7–8 mm long; 5–7 mm in Hyland’s 

Bloodwood). In some areas (see text for C. stockeri), 

the flowers of Blotchy Bloodwood have red throats, 

a trait not known in Hyland’s Bloodwood. These 

comments notwithstanding, the distinction between 

these two species isn’t always clear and I suspect 

intergradation occurs in some areas. 

Clarkson’s Bloodwood usually has rough bark to the 

small branches but I have occasionally seen it with 

smooth bark on branches to 2 cm diameter. 

Clarkson’s Bloodwood generally has thinner, more 

coarsely flaky rough bark, and often has broader 

leaves (to 3 cm wide in the crown and even more 

on saplings). Clarkson’s Bloodwood has larger 

flower buds and seed capsules but there is some 

overlap in size range. A definitive difference is that 

the flower bud caps of Clarkson’s Bloodwood are a  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

little rough (scurfy) whereas those of Hyland’s 

Bloodwood are smooth and somewhat shiny. 

Notes Hyland’s Bloodwood has a chequered and 

confusing taxonomic history relative to Blotchy 

Bloodwood (C. stockeri), and to this day there is 

reasonable doubt about the identity of the type 

specimen
3
. It was originally described in 1987 (as 

Eucalyptus hylandii) in a manner that appears to 

include elements of what is now known as  

C. stockeri although that species was described at 

the same time
4
. A more convincing, narrower 

definition was provided in 1994
5
. The following year 

it was transferred to the new genus Corymbia and a 

new subspecies peninsularis described
6
, that 

subspecies subsequently being transferred to  

C. stockeri
1
. (This is a shortened version of a long 

saga!) Some doubt remains about its correct 

delimitation relative to Blotchy Bloodwood, 

although typical Hyland’s Bloodwood is very 

different to typical Blotchy Bloodwood. 

Hyland’s Bloodwood is one of only about six 

species of eucalypt – all of them bloodwoods – re-

corded as having rhizomes
4
, though it is possible 

that this observation applies to a mis-identified 

Blotchy Bloodwood (which is also one of the six). 

Rhizomes are horizontally-growing organs, usually 

  

 Mulligan Hwy WNW of Mt Carbine  

Travel 32.7 km from Mt Carbine to an 

extensive open gravelled area on your left 

(it is 4.3 km past Bob’s Lookout). The blood-

woods in and around this clearing are 

Hyland’s Bloodwood. The ironbark is Cullen’s 

Ironbark (Eucalyptus cullenii), the mallee-like 

box is Mt Carbine Box (E. tardecidens), and 

the smooth-barked eucalypt is Dallachy’s 

Ghost Gum (C. dallachiana). 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Hyland’s Bloodwood is moderately common 

within its somewhat restricted range. Its 

occurrence mostly on rocky rises in northern 

pastoral areas means it is scarcely exposed to 

land clearing. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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and in this case below-ground, which are capable of 

producing both leafy shoots and roots and thus of 

clonally developing into independent plants. 

REFERENCES  
1 Bean AR. 2002. Two new combinations in Corymbia 
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   Above: Rough bark can be corky (left). Leaves are often held pendant (centre), and are a little darker on one side (right). 

 

     

Hyland’s 

Bloodwood 

is a small 

tree of 

harsh sites. 

Photo:  

Deb Bisa. 

Flower buds have a smooth surface (left). 

The inflorescence is at the end of 

branchlets (below). 

Seed capsules are fairly small but 

otherwise typical of bloodwoods (right). 

https://apps.lucidcentral.org/euclid/text/intro/index.html
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intermedia:  leaf oils are intermediate between those 

of C. gummifera and C. eximia, bloodwoods that 

do not occur in the study area 

Pink:  the colour of the wood 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright tree 15 

to 35 m tall, usually straight-trunked, rarely small 

and misshapen on harsh sites at high elevation. 

Bark is rough to the small branches, dull brown or 

grey-brown over pale red-brown, variable in 

structure corresponding in part to the age of the 

tree. The bark of younger trees tends to be held in 

thick longitudinal, non-peeling chunks (often about 

10 by 1 cm) forming longitudinal fissures that 

sometimes resemble stringybarks from a distance – 

but the bark is not fibrous. Bark on larger trees can 

be thinner, scaly-flakey in tiles often about 3 x 3 cm, 

greyer and at times peeling to reveal the pale red-

brown underbark. Leaves Dark green and almost 

glossy above, much paler below, often held more or 

less horizontal or facing outwards, usually in fairly 

dense clumps creating at least patchy shade. They 

are lance-shaped, often broadly so, remaining 

broad for much of their length before tapering to a 

point, typically about 14 x 3.5 cm though smaller on 

drier sites (range 1.3 to 4 cm wide), arranged 

alternately along branchlets. Leaves are densely 

feather-veined, with the side veins at a particularly 

wide angle to the mid-vein though often not 

obvious. Sapling leaves are similar to those of the 

canopy. Inflorescence Terminal on branchlets or 

sometimes also in axils of outer leaves, compound, 

often large; seven flower buds per perfect cluster 

(umbel). Flower buds green, yellow or cream, with 

smooth caps, about 5 mm in diameter when 

mature; no cap scar. Flowers white. Seed capsules 

bloodwood-type, urn-shaped, widest below the 

middle, with at most only a small, unflared neck, the 

opening markedly smaller than the diameter; about 

15 mm long by 12 mm wide; the green surface 

usually speckled brown when fresh. Flowering  

 

 

December to mid March, evidently earlier on the 

coastal lowlands than the Tablelands. 

Habitat Pink Bloodwood usually occurs in moist 

open forest, but also as a canopy emergent over 

rainforest particularly along rainforest fringes and in 

areas with poorer soils, and occasionally in 

woodland. It grows in mixed-species stands with a 

wide variety of other eucalypts, perhaps most 

frequently with Forest Red Gum (E. tereticornis) and 

the red mahoganies (E. pellita and E. resinifera). It 

grows on a wide variety of soils on well-drained 

sites including coastal sands (though not where 

exposed to salt) and coastal alluvial plains in higher 

rainfall areas, granitic, rhyolitic and metasedi-

mentary (mainly mudrock) slopes and ranges, and 

elevated basaltic, colluvial and alluvial plains. In 

drier areas it is confined to more fertile and water-

retentive soils. 

Distribution Occurs widely and in localised abun-

dance along the coast, ranges and tablelands. It 

mainly occurs in higher rainfall parts within about 

80 km of the coast, and also in somewhat lower 

rainfall at higher elevation (e.g. Herberton) where it is 

AT A GLANCE  An erect, medium to tall 

forest bloodwood with rough, chunky or tiled 

bark to the small branches, and a patchily dense 

canopy of leaves that are markedly darker on 

one side than the other. Flower buds are smooth, 

and fresh seed capsules are urn-shaped and 

spotted with red-brown freckles. 

Corymbia intermedia PINK BLOODWOOD 
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especially common. It occurs on many continental 

islands including Fitzroy, Dunk, Goold, Hinchinbrook, 

Palm group and doubtless others. It is uncommon 

further from the coast, occurring infrequently 

through the northern Valley of Lagoons as far west 

as the lava flow at and south of Forty Mile Scrub. 

Elevation: 0 to 1,220 m ASL. 

 

Pink Bloodwood occurs along the east coast of 

Australia from just north of Cooktown to near 

Forster in New South Wales. 

Similar species Through most of the study area, 

Pink Bloodwood is the only bloodwood to occur in 

moist, taller eucalypt forests, the exception being 

Melville Island Bloodwood (C. nesophila) in the far 

north such as around Rossville. The leaves of Pink 

Bloodwood have much greater contrast in colour 

on either side than those of Melville Island 

Bloodwood, and are often broader (max. 2.8 cm 

wide in Melville Island Bloodwood). Flower buds 

and seed capsules of Melville Island Bloodwood are 

smaller, and the leaves on small saplings are very 

different. 

At the drier limit of its occurrence including poorer 

soils along the coast, drier mid-elevation ranges 

and, at local scales, on drier and/or less fertile 

slopes, Pink Bloodwood is ‘replaced’ by Clarkson’s 

Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana) on less favourable 

sites. The two species can occur in proximity, for 

example Pink Bloodwood near creeklines and 

Clarkson’s Bloodwood on the adjacent slope. Both 

are fully rough-barked with leaves darker green on 

one side. When they occur close by, Pink 

Bloodwood is generally a taller, straighter tree, and 

has a better-formed canopy – in contrast the 

canopy of Clarkson’s Bloodwood is generally sparse 

and the leaves and branchlets drooping. Pink 

Bloodwood has a greater contrast in colour 

between sides of the leaves, and its leaves are often 

broader. The most definitive character is that the 

flower buds of Pink Bloodwood have smooth caps, 

whereas those of Clarkson’s Bloodwood are a little 

rough. The seed capsules of Clarkson’s Bloodwood 

lack red-brown speckling and are typically a little 

larger, more bulbous and with a somewhat flared 

neck and wider opening. There are also differences 

in the bark (generally thicker, more furrowed and 

more tightly held, and often browner, in Pink 

Bloodwood), but as bark varies between sites and 

with age of trees this should be interpreted with 

considerable caution until one is very familiar with 

both species. 

  

 Atherton  Pink Bloodwood is the most 

abundant rough-barked eucalypt in forests 

and remnant vegetation around Atherton. 

One of many locations is the Tablelands 

Rail Trail opposite the end of Wylie Street. 

From the roundabout at the junction of 

Main Street and Robert Street, take the 

Herberton Road for 200 m, then turn right 

into Wylie Street. Pink Bloodwood is the com-

mon eucalypt on the upper edge of the 

Priors Creek riparian rainforest across the 

Rail Trail, with Forest Red Gum (E. tereticornis) 

also quite common. Other eucalypts present 

include at least one each of Moreton Bay 

Ash (C. tessellaris), Granite Ironbark (E. 

granitica) and Cadaghi (C. torelliana – the 

latter may have been planted or be feral). 

 Gillies Hwy, Heales Lookout  This is  

23.5 km from the Bruce Hwy at Gordonvale, 

and 10.3 km from the Lake Barrine turnoff. 

Pink Bloodwood and White Mahogany  

(E. acmenoides complex) are the eucalypts 

here. The stringy-barked tree with smaller, 

less pendant leaves than White Mahogany 

is Turpentine (Syncarpia glomulifera), a 

close relative of eucalypts; look for the 

capsule clusters fused together (like a little 

imaginary space ship). 

 other locations  Ravenshoe – see E. resinifera; 

Paluma – see E. resinifera; Tully area – see 

E. pellita 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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In tall forests, Pink Bloodwood may bear a 

surprisingly strong superficial resemblance to the 

red mahoganies (E. pellita and E. resinifera), all 

having furrowed, thick bark and broad, horizontally-

held leaves darker on one side. Mixed stands of 

Pink Bloodwood and one or the other red 

mahogany are frequent. The red mahoganies have 

fibrous rather than chunky or scaly bark, the 

feather-veined leaves have a greater gap between 

side-veins with some cross-connections between 

them, and flower buds and seed capsules are quite 

unlike those of Pink Bloodwood. 

In drier open forests high in the ranges (e.g. around 

Herberton), Pink Bloodwood can be a small tree 

and may occur close to Range Bloodwood  

(C. abergiana). Range Bloodwood is usually a 

crooked tree and has thick, leathery leaves and 

unusually large and more-or-less stalkless flower 

buds and seed capsules. 

The capsules of one other bloodwood – Blotchy 

Bloodwood (C. stockeri) are often speckled. Blotchy 

Bloodwood is a smaller tree of harsher sites with 

smooth bark on at least the smaller branches and 

slender leaves. 

Notes Though widespread in eastern Australia, 

there are only snippets of information about the 

ecology and biology of Pink Bloodwood. Compared 

to a number of other eucalypts, it is not very 

tolerant of salt in the soil
1
 and forms hollows at a 

relatively small size
2
. In south-eastern Queensland, 

the frequency of low-intensity fires, including no 

fire, had no effect on diameter growth
3
. Also in 

south-eastern Queensland, the short stature of Pink 

Bloodwood on coastal headlands compared to 

those in less-exposed forests has a genetic basis
4
. 

At a near-coastal site between Innisfail and Tully in 

north Queensland, the soil seedbank sampled 

under mixed rainforest and eucalypt forest with 

Pink Bloodwood contained no eucalypt seed
5
. 

Short-lived seed banks may be typical of eucalypts.  

Koalas (Phascolarctos cinereus) eat the leaves of 

Pink Bloodwood, though its importance in their diet 

varied between studies
6,7

. It isn’t known whether 

this eucalypt is eaten by the sparse population of 

Koalas in the study area. In north-eastern New 

South Wales, Squirrel Gliders (Petaurus norfolcensis) 

incise the species to promote gum production as a 

source of food
8
. Glider incisions have also 

occasionally been observed on Pink Bloodwood in 

north Queensland and these are also thought to be 

the work of Squirrel Gliders
9
. 

 

Pink Bloodwood has been logged for its timber in 

the study area and elswhere. Subject to de-sapping, 

it is durable in the ground, being used for fence 

posts, in mines and for construction of bridges
10-12

. 

Its proneness to gum veins limits its value as sawn 

timber, but it is sometimes used in general 

construction such as building frames. 

Chemicals known as intermediones have been 

identified in the flowers of Pink Bloodwood and 

show potential for control of the malarial parasite 

Plasmodium falciparum
13

. 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – not assessed 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Pink Bloodwood is a very widespread and 

common species. Its occurrence across a range 

of landforms in higher-rainfall areas means it is 

exposed in places to land clearing. It is also 

subject to logging in production native forests. 

Fensham et al. estimated a decline due to 

clearing of 14%. Within the study area it is well-

represented in conservation reserves. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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 Above: bark variants (left and centre); the canopy of Pink Bloodwood (right) casts full, or at least patchy shade. 

 

   

The ‘penniveined’ or feather-like leaf vein 

arrangement is typical of bloodwoods 

(right). 

 

 

Leaves of Pink Bloodwood are of 
variable width but consistently much 
darker on one side (below). 
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Flowering is obvious and attractive (above left). 
Only the upper half of these Pink Bloodwoods are evident as they emerge  

above a rainforest understorey in Russell River National Park (above right). 
 

   

Seed capsules are usually freckled with brown spots (left) and the freckling often remains evident even on dried 
capsules (right). 

Inflorescences are at the end of 

branchlets and flower buds have 

a smooth surface (left). 

 

 

Showy flower clusters (right). 
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In the study area this is a rare species of remote parts 

Short description A small bloodwood with shiny 

new leaves (sometimes older leaves are shiny as 

well) and notably thick-walled capsules. Bark is 

rough on the trunk and main branches, chunky but 

often soft and friable, and smooth on small 

branches. Leaves are lance-shaped, much darker on 

one side than the other, and feather-veined. Flower 

buds are smooth, with a shape typical of most 

bloodwoods. Seed capsules are usually stalked, 

thick-walled, urn-shaped, about 15 mm long by  

12 mm wide, lacking a distinct neck. Grows on 

harsh sites in the far south of the study area. 

Occurrence Known in the study area only at Hidden 

Valley west of Paluma, and in the Lynd Junction  

– Conjuboy Station – Greenvale area. It usually occurs 

in woodlands or open woodlands amongst Shirley’s 

Ironbark (E. shirleyi) and other eucalypts of harsh 

sites often including either C. leichhardtii or C. peltata, 

both of which are yellowjackets. 

 

 

 

Similar species At Hidden Valley it might be 

confused with Range Bloodwood (C. abergiana), 

both species having thick-walled seed capsules. 

Shiny-leaved Bloodwood differs in having narrower, 

less leathery leaves (frequently more than 3 cm 

wide in Range Bloodwood), smaller seed capsules 

(in Range Bloodwood these are usually more than 

20 mm long by 18 mm wide) that are usually 

stalked (stalkless or nearly so in Range Bloodwood), 

and Shiny-leaved Bloodwood has much smaller, 

stalked and smooth flower buds. 

Further west it might be confused with Long-

fruited Bloodwood (C. polycarpa) or Clarkson’s 

Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana). It differs from these 

most definitively in having smooth flower buds and 

seed capsules with thickened walls.  

Corymbia lamprophylla SHINY-LEAVED BLOODWOOD 

 Lynd Junction  11.2 km north on Kennedy 

Development Road. See C. peltata for details. 

 Hidden Valley near Paluma  See E. shirleyi 

for site details. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Rough bark is thick, soft 

and friable (left). 

 

 

 

 

 

Crown leaves are glossy 

(right) and new growth 

can be quite shiny  

(below left). 

Leaves are much darker on one side (above). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A feature of Shiny-leaved Bloodwood  

is that the capsules are noticeably  

thick-walled. 
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Also known as Yellowjacket, and formerly as 

Eucalyptus peltata subsp. leichhardtii 

leichhardtii:  Ludwig Leichhardt (1813–1848), who was 

the first European to encounter this species (see Notes) 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Often a crooked 

and spreading multi-trunked tree to less than 10 m 

tall, but sometimes an upright tree to 15 m. 

Branches are often crooked and the branchlets are 

pendant. Bark Rough on the trunk and most or all 

branches, but can be peeling to smooth on 

branches less than 4 cm diameter. Rough bark is 

thick, softly flaky and orange, yellow, yellow-brown 

or, more rarely, brown. Leaves Crown leaves held 

pendant, lance-shaped, finely pointed, often to 16 by 

2 cm, the same colour on both sides, mid-green or 

grey-green, non-shiny or sometimes slightly glossy. 

The side veins are obscure, the intramarginal vein 

more obvious and slightly inside the margin. 

Occasional trees with broader leaves in the crown 

may represent persistence of, or regression to 

earlier-stage (intermediate) leaves, but in some 

areas there are small populations of intermediates 

between this species and Rustyjacket (C. peltata) 

(see Similar species). Sapling leaves vary greatly with 

the stage of shoot development. On young, hairy 

shoots the leaves are triangular to rounded, and the 

stalk joins the midrib rather than the base (peltate). 

On older saplings, leaves resemble crown leaves but 

are broader and can sometimes be quite large. 

Inflorescence Robust with primary inflorescence 

branchlets to 3 mm diameter, terminal on 

branchlets, compound, with secondary branchlets 

rigidly at a wide angle to the primary branch. 

Flower buds are densely packed; seven per perfect 

cluster (umbel). Flower buds On stalks about 2 mm 

long, approx. egg-shaped, wider towards the tip, 

yellow-green with a whitish, rubbery surface below 

the cap, about 8 mm long by 6 mm wide when 

mature. Cap scar present; cap flat or rounded or 

slightly peaked, turning yellowish before being 

shed. Flowers cream or white. Seed capsules  

 

 

Resembling those of bloodwoods, with the disc and 

valves ‘hidden’ within, barrel- or urn-shaped or 

round, about 12 mm long by 10 mm wide. 

Flowering late December to March. 

Habitat Forms woodlands to low open woodlands 

in association with a variety of other eucalypts on 

infertile soils (often sandy loams) that are most 

often of granitic origin but may also be derived 

from ancient volcanics (rhyolite and similar) or 

those of metasedimentary origin, or on colluvial or 

infertile alluvial sediments. 

Distribution Occurs in two discrete areas. The most 

extensive extends from Dimbulah and Lappa south 

to Mount Garnet and near Forty Mile Scrub, and 

east to Watsonville and Ravenshoe, with outliers 

north to the Featherbed Range, Mt Mulligan and 

the Hann Tableland, west to Chillagoe and 

Almaden, and south near Gunnawarra. The second 

area is in the south, from Mt Fox through Hidden 

Valley to the hills behind Bluewater. Elevation: 370 

to 1,000 m ASL; mostly above 500 m. 

Small populations of trees intermediate between 

this species and Rustyjacket (C. peltata) occur along 

and near the Kennedy Highway from Sugarbag  

AT A GLANCE  A yellowjacket (thickly flaky, 

orange to brown bark) with lance-shaped crown 

leaves the same non-shiny green on both sides. 

It is a small tree, fairly common on poor soils. 

The flowers and seed capsules are often prolific 

in robust, compound, terminal inflorescences. 

Corymbia leichhardtii LEICHHARDT’S YELLOWJACKET 
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Yards to Forty Mile Scrub, at Mt Fox, and in the hills 

around Forestry Road south-west of Bluewater in 

the extreme south-east of the study area. These are 

included as C. leichhardtii in the accompanying 

map. See photo below, and Similar species and 

Notes for more information. 

Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket occurs from the study 

area south to Carnarvon Gorge in central 

Queensland. 

Similar species The species often with yellowjacket 

bark that overlaps most extensively with 

Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket is Brown Bloodwood  

(C. trachyphloia). Brown Bloodwood has smaller 

leaves that are darker on one side, smaller flower 

buds and seed capsules, much narrower leaves on 

small saplings (although sapling leaves are 

hairy/bristly and peltate in both species), and the 

flower buds of Brown Bloodwood lack a scar at the 

base of the cap. 

In the Paluma to Hidden Valley area, Leichhardt’s 

Yellowjacket occurs near and even with Paluma 

Range Yellowjacket (C. leptoloma). The latter is 

readily recognised by having glossy leaves that are 

much darker on one side. 

Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket is closely related to 

Rustyjacket (C. peltata) but differs obviously in 

having smooth, lance-shaped crown leaves whereas 

Rustyjacket has mostly opposite, broad, rough 

crown leaves. The range of the two species in the 

study area does not overlap. However, 

intermediates between them, displaying both leaf 

forms, occur in three localities in the study area as  

 

described under Distribution, all of which are close 

to stands of Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket but not Rusty 

Jacket. 

The other yellowjacket in the study area is 

Queensland Yellowjacket (E. similis). Flower buds 

and seed capsules of the latter are borne in simple 

clusters arising from the base of leaf stalks, whereas 

those of Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket are compound 

and borne at the end of the branchlets. The crown 

leaves of Queensland Yellowjacket are a little darker 

on one side (same colour in Leichhardt’s 

Yellowjacket), and small saplings of Queensland 

Yellowjacket are not hairy, nor do they have peltate 

leaves. The range of the two species in the study 

area does not overlap except in the Chillagoe 

district where both species are rare. 

Notes The pioneering explorer Ludwig Leichhardt, 

for whom this species was named, was an avid 

botanist and plant collector
1-3

. In the diary from his 

1844-45 expedition through parts of central 

Queensland never before visited by Europeans, he 

refers to Rusty Gums; some of these records have 

unequivocally been attributed to what is now 

 Watsonville (west of Herberton)  From 

the Watsonville crossroad (windmill), 

proceed along the road to Irvinebank for 

6.3 km (much of it unsealed) to the Hales 

Siding / Stannary Hills turnoff. Leichhardt’s 

Yellowjacket is the common tree around 

the junction, along with Gympie Messmate 

(E. cloeziana). Also present are Lemon-

scented Gum (C. citriodora), Forest Red 

Gum (E. tereticornis) and a red bloodwood 

(could be C. ellipsoidea or C. erythrophloia; 

had no seed capsules when I examined it). 

 Ravenshoe to Mount Garnet and beyond  

There are numerous but scattered occur-

rences along the Kennedy Hwy. A good 

location is 10.6 km beyond Mount Garnet 

near Return Ck; see E. exserta for site details. 

 other locations  Silver Valley – see C. 

trachyphloia; Hidden Valley near Paluma – 

see E. shirleyi and C. abergiana for two sites. 

 trees intermediate between this species and 

Rustyjacket (C. peltata) can be found at 

several locations along the Kennedy Hwy 

between Sugarbag Yards and Forty Mile 

Scrub; see E. persistens for a specific location. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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known as C. leichhardtii
2
. He may even have 

collected a specimen, but if so it was lost in an 

accident
2
. It wasn’t until 1906 that the species was 

formally described. 

Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket was for a period known as 

Eucalyptus peltata subsp. leichhardtii, sometimes 

generating confusion over the range of C. peltata 

(Rustyjacket) as we now know it. In spite of a major 

difference between Rustyjacket and Leichhardt’s 

Yellowjacket in the crown leaves, they are closely 

related. The genetic difference between retention of 

juvenile leaves into the crown (paedomorphy; 

Rustyjacket), and development of adult leaves 

(Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket) can be caused by as little 

as a single switch gene. Stands of intermediates 

were previously known as C. dimorpha or 

Eucalyptus peltata subsp. dimorpha
4
. Intriguingly, in 

the study area stands of intermediates occur near 

stands of Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket but remote from 

those of Rustyjacket, suggesting they may be a 

legacy of long past co-occurrence – ghost 

populations – though other explanations are 

possible. 

The essential oil in the leaves of Leichhardt’s 

Yellowjacket have high levels of α-pinene, a feature 

shared with other yellowjackets (C. peltata,  

C. leptoloma) in the study area
5
. 

REFERENCES  
1 Dowe JL. 2005. Ludwig Leichhardt's Australian plant 

collections, 1842-1847. Austrobaileya 7: 151-163. 
2 Fensham RJ et al. 2006. This disastrous event 
staggered me: Reconstructing the botany of Ludwig 

Leichhardt on the expedition from Moreton Bay to Port 

Essington, 1844-45. Cunninghamia 9: 451-505. 
3 Fensham RJ. 2013. For the sake of science: Ludwig 

Leichhardt as botanist and ecologist. Memoirs of the 
Queensland Museum, Culture 7: 599-620. 
4 Brooker MIH, Bean AR. 1991. A revision of the yellow 

bloodwoods (Myrtaceae: Eucalyptus ser. Naviculares 

Maiden). Austrobaileya 3: 409-437. 
5 Brophy JJ et al. 1998. The essential oils of the yellow 

bloodwood eucalypts (Corymbia, section Ochraria, 

Myrtaceae). Biochemical Systematics and Ecology  
26: 239-249.

 

 

Bark of Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket is often distinctively 

orange (above), but it can also be yellow or brown. 

  

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket is moderately 

widespread in north Queensland and locally 

quite common. Within the study area, its mid-

western distribution in pastoral districts and 

occurrence on poor soils means it is not much 

exposed to land clearing, but it is poorly 

represented in conservation reserves within the 

study area. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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          Above: crown leaves (left) are very different to those on small saplings (right). 

 

                            

   

Flower buds (above left), flowers (above right), and seed capsules (left  

and below) of Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket are densely packed in robust 

inflorescences at the end of branchlets. 
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Crown foliage of C. leichhardtii x C. peltata intermediate.  Intermediates occur in 

discrete stands apart from either parent species, and their foliage is highly variable. 
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leptoloma:  narrow border, referring to the slightly 

downturned edge of the leaves (this is not obvious) 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright tree to 

about 20 m tall but often less. Bark is rough to the 

small branches, thickly flaky with a spongy feel, the 

flakes often arranged vertically with furrows in-

between, outer bark greyish fawn to pale yellow, 

underbark orange-ochre and frequently exposed 

especially in furrows. Leaves Crown dense. Crown 

leaves usually alternating along branchlets, long-

stalked (often 2–3 cm long), lance- to quite broadly 

lance-shaped with an elongate, tapering, often 

curved tip, often about 15–18 cm long by 3–4 cm 

wide, shiny, rather dark green above, mid-green 

and non-shiny below. Veins arranged feather-like 

but side veins are well-spaced (about 1 mm apart), 

quite obvious on the dark side, less so on the 

underside, the intramarginal vein obvious several 

millimetres from the leaf margin. Sapling leaves 

resemble crown leaves in colour but are much 

broader (5–10 cm wide) and may be heart-shaped 

at the leaf base. Inflorescence terminal on 

branchlets, compound, robust; perfect clusters 

(umbels) crowded, with 7 flower buds. Flower buds 

short-stalked or stalkless, about 7 mm long by 5 mm 

wide when mature, green or yellowish often with a 

white rubbery coating, tapering out from a narrow 

base to the broader cap base; cap short with a short 

peak or rounded, as wide or even a little wider than 

the base; cap scar present. Flowers creamy-white. 

Seed capsules stalkless or nearly so, broadly barrel-

shaped, about 10 mm long by 10 mm wide, the disc 

descending from the rim and the valves well below 

the rim. Flowering rarely recorded. I observed the 

later stages of flowering in late July. 

Habitat mostly occurs as scattered individuals, only 

occasionally as small stands, in the mid-storey of 

tall open forest of Pink Bloodwood (C. intermedia)  
 

 

 

Paluma Range Yellowjacket (paler stems) growing under 

Small-fruited Red Mahogany (E. resinifera). 
 

and Small-fruited Red Mahogany (E. resinifera) (at 

the drier end of this forest type), and in open forest 

growing with White Mahogany (E. acmenoides 

complex). Sometimes occurs in woodland growing 

with Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket (C. leichhardtii) and 

Range Bloodwood (C. abergiana). Soils are derived 

from granite. 

Distribution Paluma Range Yellowjacket occurs 

only in the far south of the study area above 

Hidden Valley, from west of Paluma to the Seaview 

Range, where it is restricted to moister forests on 

granite in a limited elevation range. Even within this 

limited range it occurs sparsely. Over 80% of the 41 

available records are from a 5 km section of the 

AT A GLANCE  A yellowjacket (thick, soft, 

flaky, yellow bark) with a full crown of broad, 

glossy leaves much darker green on one side. 

Flower buds and seed capsules are in robust 

inflorescences terminal on branchlets. It is an 

upright small to medium tree known only from 

parts of the Paluma and Seaview Ranges near 

Paluma and Hidden Valley. 

Corymbia leptoloma PALUMA RANGE YELLOWJACKET 
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Ewan–Paluma Road between Paluma and Hidden 

Valley (doubtless partly reflecting access), but even 

there it is infrequent. Elevation: 760 to 960 m ASL, 

mostly 800 to 900 m. 

 

Paluma Range Yellowjacket is found only within the 

study area and very marginally beyond it, with all 

known records included on the accompanying map. 

Similar species The glossy leaves that are much 

darker on one side readily distinguish it from 

Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket (C. leichhardtii; non-

shiny leaves the same colour on both sides) with 

which it sometimes co-occurs. Yellowjacket features 

including the orange-ochre underbark and shape of 

the flower buds distinguish it from other glossy-

leaved eucalypts that occur in the area (mainly 

Range Bloodwood, C. abergiana). 

Notes Genetic analyses
4
 suggests that Paluma 

Range Yellowjacket has been separated for at least 

three and possibly as much as eight million years 

from its closest relatives – Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket 

(C. leichhardtii) and the yellowjacket C. aureola that 

occurs near Mackay 400 km to the south-east. In 

eucalypt evolutionary history, that’s a high level of 

distinction. 

The essential oil in the leaves of this species has 

high levels of α-pinene, a feature shared with some 

other corymbiforme yellowjackets including  

C. leichhardtii and C. peltata in the study area and 

also C. aureola
5
. 

REFERENCES  

1 Rigel Jenson, personal communication to DCF. 
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Arts. 2008. Approved Conservation Advice for Corymbia 
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3 Calvert G et al. 2005. Rare and Threatened Plants of 
the Townsville Thuringowa Region. Coastal Dry Tropics 
Landcare Inc.: Townsville. 
4 Thornhill AH et al. 2019. A dated molecular perspective 

of eucalypt taxonomy, evolution and diversification. 
Australian Systematic Botany 32: 29-48. 
5 Brophy JJ et al. 1998. The essential oils of the yellow 

bloodwood eucalypts (Corymbia, section Ochraria, 
Myrtaceae). Biochemical Systematics and Ecology  

26: 239-249. 

 

 

  

Yellowjacket 

bark (left), 

and bark with 

crown leaves 

(below). 
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Commonwealth – Vulnerable 

Queensland – Vulnerable 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Vulnerable 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Near Threatened 

Paluma Range Yellowjacket has a very restrict-

ed range within which it is sparsely distributed. 

Most records (36) are on the Hidden Valley 

pastoral lease; five are from either the Paluma 

State Forest or the Mt Zero–Taravale Sanctuary 

managed by the Australian Wildlife Conservancy, 

the latter area supporting a few stands of the 

species as well as scattered individuals
1
. It has 

been rated as threatened primarily because of 

its very restricted range although the official 

conservation advice
2
 isn’t clear about the 

reasons for this rating. Franklin & Preece 

estimated its Exent of Occurrence to be 138 km
2
, 

insufficient for listing, but suggested that its 

Area of Occupancy may be less than 20 km
2
, 

which would qualify it as Vulnerable based on 

rarity alone under IUCN Red List criterion D2. 

Fensham et al. estimated its Extent of 

Occurrence to be 437 km
2
 and its Area of 

Occupancy to be 32 km
2
. Discrepant estimates 

of Extent of Occurrence have arisen through 

inclusion by Fensham et al. of a record which 

erroneously extends the distribution due to 

incorrect coordinates. It is also quite possible 

that the species would qualify as Vulnerable or 

even Endangered on small population size 

alone (IUCN criterion D1). Clearing of vegeta-

tion in the area is controlled under Qld legisla-

tion
1
 with threats including “destruction of 

habitat for infrastructure, agriculture or mining; 

and disturbance of habitat by timber harvest-

ing” and possibly “road widening and mainte-

nance activities along the Paluma–Hidden 

Valley road”
2
 and changed fire regimes

3
. A more 

thorough assessment of its status and whether 

it is regenerating successfully is warranted and 

should be given high priority. Its taxonomic 

distinctiveness emphasizes this priority. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

 Paluma  Take the Ewan–Paluma Road to-

wards Hidden Valley for about 12.3 km to 

the Chicks Road turnoff on right. Walk back 

along the main road for 200 m. There are two 

small groups of Paluma Range Yellowjacket 

beside the road on the opposite side to 

Chicks Road; also a sapling nearer Chicks 

Road. Also present are Pink Bloodwood  

(C. intermedia), Small-fruited Red Mahogany 

(E. resinifera), and the stringy-barked 

Turpentine (Syncarpia glomulifera) which is 

closely related to eucalypts. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

 

 

  

Leaves are 

shiny (top left) 

and darker on 

one side 

(middle left), 

unlike those of 

Leichhardt’s 

Yellowjacket. 

Flower buds and 

flowers (left) and 

seed capsules (right) 

are similar to those 

of  Leichhardt’s 

Yellowjacket. 
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nesophila:  island-loving, referring to the abundance 

of the species on a number of islands off the north 

coast of Australia 

Melville Island is offshore from Darwin in the 

Northern Territory 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright, 

straight-trunked tree typically 15–20 m tall, 

sometimes more. Branches are often confined to 

the upper half of the tree; those arising from lower 

down are often slender and strongly ascending. 

Bark is rough throughout, strongly and evenly tiled, 

the tiles often as small as 1 x 1 cm but can be larger 

especially on older trees, thick and rather chunky on 

saplings but becoming thin on old trees, grey or 

grey-brown on the surface with red-brown to 

scarlet underbark exposed in places, sometimes 

dark red on the surface especially on saplings, 

smaller trees and upper branches. Leaves Crown 

leaves held pendant, mostly alternating along 

branchlets, stalked, lance-shaped, typically about 

10–15 cm long by 1–1.8 cm wide (sometimes to  

2.8 cm wide), fresh-looking mid-green, slightly to 

obviously darker on one side, feather-veined but 

the side veins faint. The form of sapling leaves 

depends markedly on the stage of sapling 

development. Below about 40 cm tall, leaves are 

often held stiffly in stalked pairs on bristly stems, 

with the stalk joining the underside of the leaf 

(peltate), and are heart-shaped or oval with a 

tapered tip (ovate) and a short point, up to 8 cm 

wide, bristly on the surface, non-shiny green and 

darker on the side held facing up, with obvious, 

widely-spaced side veins. At about 40 cm to 1 m 

height, saplings have leaves that are of transitional 

form (intermediate leaves), alternating or sub-

opposite along the smooth branchlets, often 

broadly lance-shaped or ovate, up to 20 cm long by  

 

 
 

5 cm wide but can be smaller, held stiffly, somewhat 

darker on the upper side, smooth, feather veined 

with the side veins much more obvious than those 

on crown leaves. Above about 1 m in height, 

saplings have leaves that may be of intermediate 

form or much more like crown leaves. 

Inflorescence terminal on branchlets, compound, 

with seven flower buds per perfect cluster (umbel). 

Flower buds smooth but not particularly shiny, 

more-or-less pear-shaped, about 6 mm long by  

4 mm wide (up to 7 x 5 mm) when mature, lacking a 

cap scar. Flowers creamy-white. Seed capsules are 

urn- or barrel-shaped with no obvious disc or 

valves, about 12 mm long by 8 mm wide (up to 15 x 

10.5 mm), unusually thin-walled for a bloodwood, 

almost resembling those of a ghost gum. 

Flowering May to July or August. 

Habitat Strongly associated with Darwin 

Stringybark (E. tetrodonta) in taller woodlands or 

open forests, but Melville Island Bloodwood can 

also be found growing with a number of other 

species including Poplar Gum (E. platyphylla), 

Clarkson’s Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana), Cape York 

Red Gum (E. brassiana) and Molloy Red Box  

AT A GLANCE  A fully rough-barked blood-

wood notable for its fine, fairly dense canopy of 

fresh-looking, green, pendant leaves, and for its 

small flower buds and seed capsules. Leaves of 

small saplings are non-shiny, broad, and rough 

to touch, utterly unlike the crown leaves and 

distinctive among bloodwoods. Melville Island 

Bloodwood is a neat, upright tree of medium 

height that is locally common in far northern parts 

of the study area particularly around Cooktown. 

Corymbia nesophila MELVILLE ISLAND BLOODWOOD 
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(E. leptophleba). Most often it occurs on sands, 

sandy-loams or other lighter soils which are often 

of metasedimentary or alluvial origin. 

Distribution Occurs in the north of the study area 

as far south as the Bloomfield River and Lakeland 

Downs areas. It is generally of sparse occurrence 

but is locally common in the Cooktown district, near 

Rossville, in the valley of the Bloomfield River, and 

along the valley of the Little Laura River south-west 

of Laura. Elevation: from near sea level to 560 m 

ASL, but mostly below 250 m. 

 

Melville Island Bloodwood occurs disjunctly across 

northern Australia in higher rainfall areas close to 

the coast, including many islands, notably in the 

north Kimberley of Western Australia, the Tiwi 

Islands, Cobourg Peninsula and Gove (Nhulunbuy) 

in the Northern Territory, and on Cape York 

Peninsula including the Torres Strait Islands and 

Weipa and thence south to the study area. 

Similar species Within the study area, Melville 

Island Bloodwood co-occurs with two other blood-

woods that are rough-barked to the small branches 

and have leaves darker green on one side, 

Clarkson’s Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana) on drier 

and/or less fertile sites, and Pink Bloodwood  

(C. intermedia) in the ranges around Rossville. The 

leaves of Clarkson’s and especially those of Pink 

Bloodwood are more distinctly darker and shinier 

on one side, and are often broader than those of 

Melville Island Bloodwood. Both Clarkson’s and Pink 

Bloodwood have larger flower buds and larger, 

proportionately broader, solid-walled seed cap- 
 

 

sules, but there’s overlap in dimensions with  

Melville Island Bloodwood. Neither Clarkson’s or 

Pink Bloodwood have the broad, peltate, bristly 

leaves of small sapling Melville Island Bloodwoods. 

While all three species have red-brown underbark, 

deep scarlet underbark and occasional dark red 

overbark are distinctive features of Melville Island 

Bloodwood. Clarkson’s Bloodwood is generally a 

smaller, more crooked-trunked tree with a sparser 

and ‘un-neat’ canopy and, more definitively, the 

flower buds of Clarkson’s Bloodwood have a slightly 

roughened surface (smooth in Melville Island 

Bloodwood). The leaves of Pink Bloodwood are 

usually held horizontally or facing outwards. 

Melville Island Bloodwood has similar-sized and -

shaped flower buds and seed capsules to those of 

Blotchy Bloodwood (C. stockeri) and Hyland’s 

Bloodwood (C. hylandii), both of which might 

occur in proximity to it in elevated areas. The latter 

two species have smooth bark on at least the 

smaller branches, and are smaller or more 

spreading trees. Hyland’s Bloodwood is a tree of 

particularly harsh, elevated sites. 

  

 Cooktown  Corner of Charles and 

Parkinson Streets (along the road to the Mt 

Cook trailhead, just past the Endeavour 

Christian College). Other eucalypts here are 

Cape York Red Gum (E. brassiana) and one 

each of Cullen’s Ironbark (E. cullenii) and 

Moreton Bay Ash (C. tessellaris). 

 Hopevale area (outside study area): see  

E. phoenicea. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Melville Island Bloodwood is widespread and 

abundant across northern Australia and quite 

well represented in conservation reserves. In 

more settled areas such as near Cooktown 

there is some exposure to land-clearing, and 

outside the study area it is a prime component 

of tall woodlands and open forests on the 

lateritic plateaus that are extensively mined for 

bauxite (Weipa and Gove
1,2

) and cleared for 

agro-forestry on Melville Island. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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Notes Given the extent of clearing for mining and 

agro-forestry (see Conservation status), there is 

surprisingly little species-specific literature about 

Melville Island Bloodwood. On the high rainfall but 

seasonally dry lateritic plateaus at Weipa in 

Queensland and Gove and Melville Island in the 

Northern Territory, the species grows tall, reaching 

30 m, and often occurs in strong association with 

Darwin Stringybark and, on Melville Island, also with 

Darwin Woollybutt (E. miniata). 

Saplings have particularly large and convoluted 

lignotubers compared to co-occurring eucalypts
3
. 

Stem growth occurs mainly in the wet season
4
. 

On northern Cape York Peninsula where the species 

grows considerably larger and taller than in study 

area, Melville Island Bloodwood has been logged 

commercially for use in general construction
5
. 

REFERENCES  
1 Eggleton RA, Taylor G. 2008. Effects of some 
macrobiota on the Weipa Bauxite, northern Australia. 

Australian Journal of Earth Sciences 55: S71-S82. 
2 Gould SF. 2012. Comparison of post‐mining rehabilita-
tion with reference ecosystems in monsoonal eucalypt 

woodlands, northern Australia. Restoration Ecology 20: 

250-259. 
3 Mucha SB. 1979. Estimation of tree ages from growth 

rings of eucalypts in northern Australia. Australian 
Forestry 42: 13-16. 
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The underbark can be  

red-brown (right) to scarlet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The crown of Melville Island 

Bloodwood is fine, fresh-looking 

and neat (left and left below). 

Crown leaves 

are darker  

on one side. 
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Leaves on saplings less than about 1-m tall (left and centre) are very different from crown leaves, the strong contrast being 

unusual amongst study-area bloodwoods. Those on taller saplings more nearly resemble crown leaves though may be held 

horizontal (right). 

 

     

Flower buds are more-or-less pear-shaped and typical of bloodwoods (left), but they along with flowers (centre) and seed 

capsules (right) are small compared to most bloodwoods. The seed capsules are so thin-walled that they might be confused 

with those of a ghost gum. 
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In the study area this is a rare species of remote parts 

Short description A yellowjacket (thickly flaky, 

orange or yellow bark) with crown and sapling 

leaves that are more-or-less rounded, often rough 

to touch, mostly in pairs but stalked, the stalk 

joining the underside of the leaf several milimetres 

or more from the leaf base (peltate). A very small to 

small, spreading tree of harsh sites in the south-

west of the study area. Flower buds and seed 

capsules are in large, compound inflorescences 

terminal on branchlets. 

Occurrence In the study area it is locally abundant 

on harsh rises and footslopes in the Newcastle 

Range between Einasleigh and Forsayth. It also 

occurs on a few harsh rises to the north of Lynd 

Junction. 

 

Forms intermediate between Rustyjacket and 

Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket (C. leichhardtii) occur 

between Forty Mile Scrub and Sugarbag Yards, near 

Mt Fox, and in the hills behind Bluewater; ‘pure’ 

Rustyjacket does not occur at these locations. 

Intermediate forms appear on the map for  

C. leichhardtii; see that species for more detail. 

 

 

Similar species Unmistakeable with the combina-

tion of yellowjacket bark and more-or-less paired, 

rounded stalked, peltate leaves. It often co-occurs 

with Shirley’s Ironbark (E. shirleyi) and Rough-

leaved Bloodwood (C. setosa) which are also very 

small trees with rounded, paired leaves; Rustyjacket 

differs obviously from them in having stalked leaves 

and yellow or orange bark. Note however that 

Shirley’s Ironbark has somewhat yellowish, flaky 

bark when young. 

Trees with a mix of rounded and lance-shaped 

leaves are likely to be intermediate between this 

species and Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket  

(C. leichhardtii) – see note above – or they might be 

Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket with shoots that have 

reverted to intermediate stage in response to 

damage or defoliation. 

Corymbia peltata RUSTYJACKET 
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     Bark (above) is thick, softly flaky and yellow or orange. 

 Lynd Junction  Kennedy Development 

Road, 11.2 km north of Lynd Junction. 

Coming from the north (Forty Mile Scrub), 

this is 7.2 km south of the entrance road to 

Surveyor Mine. There is a pull-off area on 

the west side (on left as you head north). 

The most obvious trees here are Rustyjacket 

with its orange bark and Shirley’s Ironbark 

(E. shirleyi) with black trunks and blue-grey 

leaves. Tucked away amongst Shirley’s 

Ironbark are a number of the small Rough-

leaved Bloodwood (C. setosa). The taller 

multi-trunked trees behind the Rustyjackets 

on the west side of the road are Shiny-

leaved Bloodwood (C. lamprophylla), which 

is rare in the study area. Over the fence on 

the west side, the small grey-barked trees 

are Charters Towers Box (E. persistens); there 

are some by the road 0.9 km towards Lynd 

Junction. 

 between Forsayth and Einasleigh   

See E. similis. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

   

   

Both crown and sapling leaves of 

Rustyjacket are almost orbicular 

with the stalk attached to the 

underside. Leaves are non-shiny 

grey-green or green (far left) but 

may be colourful on young shoots 

(near left). 

 

 

Flower buds (below left) and seed 

capsules (below) are in large 

inflorescences at the end of 

branchlets. 
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pocillum:  a small goblet or cup, referring to the seed 

capsule which is fairly small for a bloodwood and 

smaller than those of this species’ closest relatives 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Often less than 10 m 

tall but sometimes more, developing a stout trunk, 

substantial branches and a spreading form with 

age. Bark Rough usually for 2–5 m of the trunk and 

lower branches, grading into smooth above. 

Younger trees have more extensive rough bark 

often extending to fairly small branches of tall 

saplings. Rough bark is often irregularly and thinly 

flaky but can show a strong tiled pattern, and is 

brown to grey-brown over cream, red-brown or red 

underbark, the underbark much exposed. Smooth 

bark is pale, often creamy-coloured with a hint of 

orange or salmon, and with scattered flakes of 

rough bark. Leaves Crown leaves are fine and 

weeping, often quite graceful, stalked, lance-

shaped, often about 12 cm long by 1.2 cm wide but 

can be up to 3 cm wide, non-shiny pale green or 

slightly grey-green, nearly the same colour on both 

sides, feather-veined but the side veins obscure. 

Sapling leaves are broader and a little longer, often 

about 2.5 cm wide; otherwise similar to crown 

leaves. Inflorescence terminal on branchlets, 

compound, quite large; perfect clusters (umbels) 

with seven flower buds. Flower buds usually 

smooth and shiny (sometimes a little rough at early 

stage of development), about 5.5 mm long by 5 mm 

wide when mature, lacking a cap scar. Flowers white. 

Seed capsules are about 12 mm long by 10 mm 

wide, globular with a wide mouth, with a short or an 

obvious neck. Flowering most records are in 

February. 

Habitat Occurs in low woodland and low open 

woodland with a variety of other eucalypt species. 

Where it is most abundant in the far south-west it 

frequently occurs with Georgetown Box  

(E. microneura). It occupies well-drained sites on  
 

 

 

plains, slopes and low hills, or at times elevated 

among boulders. Soils are mostly infertile, often 

gritty or gravelly or shallow over rocks. These are 

derived from a range of parent geologies, especially 

metamorphics, rhyolite and granite; the species also 

occurs on less fertile colluvium and alluvium. Where 

stands of the closely related Common Red 

Bloodwood (C. erythrophloia) occur nearby, 

Western Red Bloodwood occupies more elevated 

and harsher sites than the former. 

Distribution Western Red Bloodwood is abundant 

in the far west of the study area around 

Georgetown and Forsayth. It also occurs, though 

much more sparsely, further north and north-east 

to Bellevue Stn north of Chillagoe, Dimbulah and 

Mount Garnet. Elevation: 230 to 700 m ASL, 

occasionally to 900 m. 

Western Red Bloodwood is endemic to north 

Queensland, known only from the study area and 

west to Normanton and towards Burketown. 

Similar species Western Red Bloodwood is closely 

related to Common Red Bloodwood  

 

AT A GLANCE  A half-barked bloodwood 

with non-shiny green leaves the same colour on 

both sides and small, globular seed capsules 

with a distinct neck and wide opening. It is a 

small tree of woodlands, common from 

Georgetown south and scattered in some other 

pastoral areas. 

Corymbia pocillum WESTERN RED BLOODWOOD 
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(C. erythrophloia) and Sand Red Bloodwood  

(C. ellipsoidea) and can be distinguished reliably 

from them only by the seed capsules (illustrated 

below). Capsules of Western Red Bloodwood are 

noticeably smaller and generally have a wider 

mouth (more than ¾ the diameter of the seed 

capsule). Flower buds are somewhat smaller, 

especially shorter. There are differences in 

vegetative traits but with much overlap between 

species, Western Red Bloodwood tending to 

develop a stouter trunk and spreading form with 

more extensive smooth bark and finer, more 

weeping foliage. Many stands are quite distinct 

even when Common Red Bloodwood is growing in 

proximity, but intergradation between the three red 

bloodwoods is also fairly common and not all trees 

can be attributed to a species even when capsules 

are available – see C. erythrophloia for more detail. 

In general appearance, Desert Bloodwood  

(C. terminalis) also resembles Western Red 

Bloodwood and may not be distinguishable without 

reproductive parts. Desert Bloodwood has much 

larger flower buds and seed capsules, and its flower 

buds have a rough surface. Both species are 

common around and to the south of Georgetown 

but Desert Bloodwood mostly occurs on alluvial 

soils near creeklines and Western Red Bloodwood 

on more elevated sites. 

Western Red Bloodwood might also sometimes be 

confused with Newcastle Range Bloodwood  

(C. serendipita). The latter species has finer leaves 

that are darker green on one side, seed capsules 

that are more urn-shaped or ellipsoid, and is 

generally a more erect, taller tree lacking red in the 

bark. Newcastle Range Bloodwood is confined to 

sandstone and ironstone outcrops, habitats rarely 

occupied by Western Red Bloodwood in the study 

area. 

Notes Western Red Bloodwood is one of a number 

of woody plant species that landholders report to 

have increased (vegetation thickening) in recent 

decades
2
. 

REFERENCES  
1 Ford AJ. 2010. Preliminary Assessment of the Floristic 
and Vegetation Values of “Gilbert River” and “Rungulla” 
Stations. CSIRO: Atherton. 

2 Lankester A. 2006. Landholder Experiences and 
Perceptions of the Extent, Onset and Causes of Woody 
Vegetation Change: Northern Gulf Scoping Study. 

Report to the Tropical Savannas CRC. 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Ally_Lankester 

  

 

Typical capsules  

of three closely 

related red 

bloodwoods. 

The scale bar 

depicts 10 mm. 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Ally_Lankester
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Western Red Bloodwood occurs in remoter 

pastoral districts on poorer soils and is thus 

unlikely to be exposed to substantial land 

clearing in the foreseeable future. It is moder-

ately widespread and common within its range. 

It is poorly represented in conservation reserves, 

though the acquisition in 2016 and subsequent 

declaration of Rungulla and Littleton National 

Parks (both outside the study area) has 

improved the situation
see 1 for Rungulla

. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

 Georgetown  Gulf Development Road, on 

the rise on the south side, 6.7 km east of 

Georgetown (main crossroads) (i.e. towards 

Mount Surprise); park with care. Seed cap-

sules suggest these trees are Western Red 

Bloodwood perhaps with a slight influence of 

Common Red Bloodwood (C. erythrophloia). 

The other eucalypt present is Georgetown 

Box (E. microneura). 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

     

   

Rough bark can be non-descriptly 

scaled (far left) or tiled like other red 

bloodwoods, and transitions gradually 

to smooth bark on the branches (above 

and near left). 
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Leaves are held pendant (above left), are ± the same colour on both sides, and have feather-like venation (above right). 

 

   

Flower buds (left) and seed capsules (right) are smaller than those of Common Red Bloodwood. 
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Includes Corymbia ligans – Short-fruited Bloodwood 

polycarpa:  many fruit, referring to the profusion of 

seed capsules 

ligans: to tie or bind. Meaning unclear; it might be a 

reference to being intermediate in form between  

C. polycarpa and C. clarksoniana 

Though both C. polycarpa in the narrow sense, and  

C. ligans, are reported from the study area, in the 

study area these comprise one somewhat variable 

species. The two species are recognised nationally and 

in EUCLID
1
, but they’re treated as one by the 

Queensland Herbarium. See Notes. 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Tree to 20 m tall 

(often larger than other species around it), 

developing a substantial upright trunk and crooked 

branches, often branching only in the upper 60% of 

its height. Bark Rough to the small branches, 

appearing grey (often leaden) from a distance, grey 

or grey-brown closer up with dull brown or 

somewhat reddish underbark, consisting of 

compact and often tightly held rectangular or 

oblong chunky tiles (often about 1.5–4 cm long by 

1.5 cm wide). Leaves Crown leaves held more or 

less pendant, in neat, well-formed clusters, 

appearing fresh, mid-green, a little darker and 

somewhat to quite glossy on one side, lance-

shaped, typically about 10–14 cm long by 1–1.6 cm 

wide. Sapling leaves are similar to crown leaves or 

may be broader. Inflorescence Terminal on 

branchlets, compound, large; perfect clusters 

(umbels) with seven (sometimes nine) flower buds. 

Flower buds Covered with whitish scales, without a 

cap scar, often 8–12 mm long by 4–7 mm wide 

when mature. Flowers white or creamy-white. Seed 

capsules Variable, typically barrel-shaped, widest 

below the middle with little or no expansion 

towards the opening, often 15–25 mm long (can be 

a deal longer) by 8–15 mm wide. Flowering March, 

April. 

 

 

Habitat Occurs mostly in woodlands, though in 

open forests on the plateau of the Newcastle 

Range. It is often in small discrete stands where 

there is more open-textured, moist but well-drained 

soil. Soils vary greatly in fertility, for example from 

pale colluvial sands and gritty disintegrated granites 

to alluvial loam and red kandsols. Occurs in a wide 

range of landscape positions on many parent 

materials, including: 

 minor creeklines and watercourse levees on 

fertile alluvial soils; 

 plains, plateaus and gentler slopes on granitic, 

colluvial (including red kandosol), alluvial, or 

sometimes basaltic or metamorphic geologies; 

 the base of large sandstone or granite 

outcrops where run-off is concentrated; and  

 sometimes on rocky rises.  

On levees and other alluvial sites it is often the sole 

eucalypt or occurs with Molloy Red Box (E. leptophleba) 

or Broad-leaved Carbeen (C. confertiflora). On gritty 

colluvium it often occurs with Queensland 

Woollybutt (E. chartaboma), whilst on red kandosol 

and basalt plains it occurs with Narrow-leaved 

Ironbark (E. crebra) and Common Red Bloodwood  

 

AT A GLANCE  A fully rough-barked 

bloodwood with barrel-shaped seed capsules 

and scaly flower-bud caps. It is an upright, well-

formed small to medium tree of south-western 

and far-western areas. It has compact chunky 

bark that is rough throughout (appearing grey 

and often leaden from a distance), and a neat 

canopy of narrow, fresh-looking mid-green 

leaves darker on one side. 

Corymbia polycarpa LONG-FRUITED BLOODWOOD 
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(C. erythrophloia). A range of other combinations 

also occur, for example it grows with Georgetown 

Box (E. microneura), Cullen’s Ironbark (E. cullenii) 

and Darwin Stringybark (E. tetrodonta). 

Distribution Widely dispersed in numerous usually 

small stands in south-western parts of the study 

area, north to Bellevue Stn (about 80 km NNW of 

Chillagoe), and east to Almaden, Forty Mile Scrub, 

Marionvale Stn in the western Valley of Lagoons, 

and Lynd Junction. The most extensive stand 

(intermingled with other eucalypts) is on the red 

kandosol plateau atop the Newcastle Range 

between Forsayth and Einasleigh. Elevation: 250 to 

about 900 m ASL, with the highest elevations just 

south of Forty Mile Scrub. 

 

Long-fruited Bloodwood occurs across monsoonal 

northern Australia to Broome in Western Australia. 

Short-fruited Bloodwood is reported only from the 

Newcastle Range south-east to Greenvale, with an 

outlier south-west of Charters Towers. 

Similar species Long-fruited Bloodwood tends to 

stand out amongst adjacent species because of its 

erect, robust trunk and leaden-grey bark which is 

rough to the small branches. It is closely related to 

Clarkson’s Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana), from 

which it can be distinguished by having more 

barrel-shaped seed capsules (urn-shaped and often 

quite bulbous and more “throated” in Clarkson’s 

Bloodwood). Flower buds in Long-fruited 

Bloodwood are more elongate and often have a 

whiter, more scaly surface. Typical occurrences are 

further distinguished as Clarkson’s Bloodwood is a  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

smaller, poorly formed tree with a sparse, untidy 

canopy. 

However, two circumstances can generate 

identification problems between them. The first is 

that on some inland floodplains Clarkson’s 

Bloodwood develops into a more substantial tree 

resembling Long-fruited Bloodwood in general 

appearance, for example on the floodplain of the 

Walsh River at Dimbulah, which had me fooled until 

I found seed capsules. The second is that there is 

little doubt that Long-fruited and Clarkson’s 

Bloodwoods intergrade. This is most obvious 

around and south of Forty Mile Scrub and,  

I suspect, occurs south to Lynd Junction, east to 

north of Greenvale, and west at least as far as the 

Einasleigh River. In one putative intergrade stand, 

bloodwoods were of two quite discrete growth 

habits (some tall and well-formed with a neat 

canopy like that of Long-fruited Bloodwood, others 

shorter and poorly formed with an untidy canopy  

 Undara  On either side of the entrance 

road at the very end where the road turns 

abruptly right into the Resort. This is part of 

a more extensive stand beside 100 Mile 

Swamp (accessible along walking tracks 

within the Resort). Here it grows on the 

floodplain upslope of River Red Gum  

(E. camaldulensis). There is also a stand on  

a rise on the right-hand side of the entrance 

road, 8.7 km from the Gulf Development 

Road, with Queensland Woollybutt  

(E. chartaboma) – see that species for  

more detail. 

 Chillagoe  Burke Development Road c. 15 km 

past Chillagoe, 1.35 km before reaching the 

turn into Mungana Gallery and The Archways. 

There is a small stand in the minor gully on 

the right. It is here that I photographed 

more elongate capsules that resemble ‘true’ 

C. polycarpa. 

 Newcastle Range  From 28.0 to 30.5 km 

from Forsayth towards Einasleigh (about  

37 km from Einasleigh). This eucalypt open 

forest on the red kandosol plateau, remark-

ably tall and dense for so far inland, fea-

tures numerous Long-fruited Bloodwood 

along with Narrow-leaved Ironbark (E. crebra), 

Dallachy’s Ghost Gum (C. dallachiana) and 

some red bloodwoods (both C. erythrophloia 

and C. pocillum). 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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like Clarkson’s Bloodwood) but I was unable to 

distinguish between their seed capsules. North of 

Greenvale, trees had tiny, bulbous capsules and a 

strongly upright form with a well-formed neat 

canopy of narrow leaves; bulbousness suggests 

they were Clarkson’s Bloodwood but they otherwise 

resembled trees south-east of Greenvale that are 

the type for Short-fruited Bloodwood. 

Notes Whereas Long-fruited Bloodwood in the 

narrower, classical sense as maintained nationally
1
 

is a species of alluvial and sandy flats in northern 

Australian savannas
1,2

, Short-fruited Bloodwood 

occurs mainly on stony or sandy hills and plateaus 

in north-central Queensland
3
. As shown in the table 

below, Short-fruited Bloodwood is shorter and 

narrower in a number of characters than Long-

fruited Bloodwood (narrow sense). 

The Queensland Herbarium makes no distinction 

between the two species, attributing all Queensland 

records to C. polycarpa. I have examined trees in 

and near the type location for Short-fruited 

Bloodwood just south of the study area ESE of 

Greenvale. Some of these stands have noticably 

shorter seed capsules than any I have seen in the 

study area, but this is not consistently so and there 

is no obvious overall separation in site preferences, 

though a few stands are on rockier rises than typical 

for the study area. 

In the study area, Long-fruited Bloodwood (in the 

broad sense presented here, with the two species 

combined) occupies sites consistent with that 

described for both species and also sites that are 

intermediate in nature. Morphologically, they are 

also intermediate (see points below). After 

numerous, often frustrating attempts to classify my 

observations as one species or the other, I gave up. 

A quantified analysis of seed capsule size and leaf 

width might be informative, my extensive 

observations in the study area suggesting that: 

 variation in seed capsule length within stands 

(and even on a single tree) is as great or 

greater than variation between stands. I have 

found capsules below a single isolated tree 

some of which, examined alone, would have 

been attributed to C. polycarpa (in the narrow 

sense) and some to C. ligans; 

 there is a weak relationship between landscape 

position and seed capsule size – longer on 

alluvial, smaller on elevated sites – with numer-

ous exceptions;  

 seed capsules are rarely if ever more than 2.5 cm 

long and thus shorter than the range 

described for C. polycarpa elsewhere; and 

 crown leaf width in the study area is fairly 

uniformly narrow and falls within the range of 

C. ligans. 

  

Dimensions (length x width) of the two bloodwoods here treated as the one species. 
Data are from EUCLID1. 

Trait 
Long-fruited Bloodwood  
C. polycarpa (narrow sense) 

Short-fruited Bloodwood  
C. ligans 

Crown (adult) leaves 7.8–20.8 x 1–3.8 cm 7.7–15(17.5) x 0.8–1.6(2) cm 

Sapling (juvenile) leaves to 25 x 1–4 cm (5.5)8–14 x 1.3–1.8 cm 

Mature flower buds 0.9–1.4 x 0.5–0.8 cm 0.7–0.9 x 0.4–0.5 cm 

Seed capsules 1.5–3.5 x 0.8–1.6 cm 1.1–2 x 0.7–1.2 cm 

  

Commonwealth – neither C. polycarpa or  

C. ligans is listed 

Queensland – C. polycarpa (incorporating C. 

ligans) is not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – both C. polycarpa and 

C. ligans are Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – both C. polycarpa and 

C. ligans are Least Concern 

Long-fruited Bloodwood is widespread and 

abundant across northern Australia. Short-

fruited Bloodwood has a limited range but not 

so limited as to be of concern in itself. Neither 

is currently exposed to widespread clearing, 

but the strong preference of Long-fruited 

Bloodwood for open-textured, moister soils 

may render it so in the face of further develop-

ment of northern Australia. In the study area, 

part of the most extensive stand of the species 

on the plateau of the Newcastle Range has 

been cleared, but part of the same stand is 

protected in the Canyon Resources Reserve. 

 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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My conclusion is that most or all of the populations 

in the study area, while containing a deal of 

variation in capsule size, are consistent with there 

being just one species which is intermediate 

between the species as described. However, a few 

trees of alluvial flats in the west might be consistent 

with C. polycarpa (see photo of capsules). Of note is 

that populations around Einasleigh and in the 

Newcastle Range that I was unable to attribute 

convincingly to either species have previously been 

attributed to C. ligans; I have often observed 

numerous seed capsules in these areas that are 

clearly greater than 2 cm long, placing them 

outside the range for C. ligans. The type location for 

C. ligans (40 km ESE from Greenvale) is just outside 

the study area. I have also noted evidence suggest-

ing intergradation in some places between  

C. polycarpa (as defined here) and C. clarksoniana.  

Perhaps not surprisingly then, Long- and Short-

fruited Bloodwood and related species have a 

convoluted nomenclatural and taxonomic history
1,3-6

 

since the original description of C. polycarpa (as 

Eucalyptus polycarpa) from the Northern Territory 

by Ferdinand von Mueller in 1856. Until 1987,  

C. polycarpa (then still known as E. polycarpa) was 

defined broadly to include C. ligans but also what is 

now know as C. clarksoniana and C. novoguinensis 

(from Cape York Peninsula). Corymbia clarksoniana 

and C. novoguinensis were described as distinct 

from C. polycarpa in 1987
5
. Hill & Johnson

3
 des-

cribed C. ligans in 1995 and also proposed recog-

nising three subspecies within it; to my knowledge 

the subspecies proposal has received no support. 

(This is a shortened version of a long story!) 

It would seem sensible to me to formalise C. ligans 

as a subspecies of C. polycarpa – which no one has 

done – with a broad zone of intergradation that 

includes most of the study area. 

Long-fruited Bloodwood is one of only about six 

species of eucalypt – all bloodwoods – recorded as 

having rhizomes
7
. Rhizomes are horizontal organs, 

in this case below-ground, which are capable of 

producing both leafy shoots and roots and thus of 

clonally developing into independent plants. 

Long-fruited Bloodwood (?leaves) were used by 

Aborigines to poison fish
8
. Its kino (resin) was eaten 

to treat dysentery
9
 and dissolved in water as a wash 

for sores, cuts, burns, ulcers and yaws
10

. Essential 

oils in its leaves are rich in beta-pinene (14-41%), 

globulol (20%), viridiflorol (23.4%), aromadendrene 

(8.3%) and gamma-terpinene (5%)
11

, and have been 

shown some potential for control of the bacterium 

Staphylococcus aureus (Golden Staph)
12

. Aborigines 

also used its timber to create a wide variety of 

implements
13

. 

Plantings of Long-fruited Bloodwood have been 

used in the rehabilitation of bauxite refinery 

residues at Gove in the Northern Territory because 

of its tolerance of alkaline and sodic (saline) soils
14

. 
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Most seed capsules in the study area resemble those illustrated at left from Newcastle Range, whereas those of typical  

Long-fruited Bloodwood across northern Australia are markedly longer (right; photo taken at Mungana). 

Long-fruited Bloodwood (top left) has compact, somewhat leaden bark (top centre).  

It holds its rather narrow leaves ± pendant (top right); they are darker on one side (left). 

Flower buds have a rough surface (below). Flowers can be showy (below right). 
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rhodops:  rose eye, referring to the red centre to the 

flowers 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright though 

often crooked-trunked tree to 10 m, sometimes to 

15 m, occasionally multi-trunked. Bark Rough on 

the trunk and main branches, transitioning to 

smooth bark on branches 1.5 to 5 or sometimes up 

to 8 cm diameter. Rough bark is grey to orange-

brown over dull red-brown, chunkily tiled, the tiles 

often 2–4 cm long by 1–2 cm wide. Smooth bark is 

pale with a hint of salmon. Leaves Crown leaves 

alternate along branchlets, held pendant, stalked, 

lance-shaped with a long tapered point, typically 

about 12.5 to 15 cm long by 1.5 to 2.3 cm wide, 

somewhat shiny and fairly-dark green on one side 

and markedly paler on the other, obscurely feather-

veined and with an intramarginal vein very close to 

the margin. Sapling leaves are similar to crown 

leaves but can be in pairs (opposite) along the 

stem. Inflorescence large, obviously terminal on 

branchlets, compound; individual clusters (umbels) 

well-spaced, with seven flower buds when perfect. 

Cluster stalks are somewhat flattened and angular. 

Flower buds notable for having long, slender stalks 

(usually 1–2 cm long) with the buds at an angle to 

the stalk giving an impression of curvature, variable 

in shape with the cap peaked markedly or only 

slightly, pale yellow or grey-green or appearing 

quite grey from a distance, 8–14 mm long and  

4–7 mm wide when mature, lacking a cap scar. 

Flowers fairly large; notable for their red centres  

– the cup and stigma – surrounded by clean white 

stamens. Seed capsules on individual stalks often 

1–2 cm long, elongated oval- or urn-shaped with a  

 

 

short neck-like extension to the opening, 17-32 mm 

long by 12–20 mm wide. Flowering late December 

to early February. 

Habitat Red-throated Bloodwood grows on infertile 

rocky hillsides (often steep) of granitic or rhyolitic 

origin, and on Hodgkinson formation metasedi-

ments. It forms woodlands or dry open forest with 

eucalypts such as Gympie Messmate (E. cloeziana), 

Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket (C. leichhardtii), Herberton 

Ironbark (E. atrata) and Pumpkin Gum (E. pachycalyx). 

Distribution Red-throated Bloodwood is known 

only from the study area. The main stands are from 

Watsonville (just west of Herberton) to Irvinebank, 

extending north to Stannary Hills and south along 

the Mt Misery ridge. It also occurs sparingly high on 

the southern and western slopes of the Windsor 

Tableland and the western slopes of the Mt Carbine 

Tableland. Collections (CANB 432831) reported 

from near Lappa have now been re-identified as 

Blotchy Bloodwood (C. stockeri subsp. stockeri)
1
. 

Elevation: mostly 750 to 1,050 m ASL but some-

times a little lower or higher. 

Similar species Two other bloodwoods sometimes 

have red-centred flowers – Blotchy Bloodwood  

(C. stockeri subsp. stockeri) and Range Bloodwood 

(C. abergiana) – so caution is needed in applying 

this otherwise distinctive trait. In my experience, the 

flowers of Red-throated Bloodwood have brighter 

red centres and exceptionally white stamens. 

AT A GLANCE  The large, showy flowers, 

white  with red centres, are a feature of the 

Watsonville–Irvinebank area in the Christmas  

– New Year period. Flower buds and seed 

capsules are larger than those of most 

bloodwoods, being long-stalked and the cluster 

stalk is some-what angular. This is a small 

bloodwood with rough bark on the trunk and 

main branches, smooth on the smaller branches, 

rather non-descript when there’s no 

reproductive parts. Leaves are long-tapered, 

often about 18 mm wide, and markedly darker 

green on one side than the other. 

Corymbia rhodops RED-THROATED BLOODWOOD 
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Red-throated Bloodwood is most likely to be 

confused with Blotchy Bloodwood regardless of 

flowers, with the latter species reported in many 

areas where Red-throated Bloodwood occurs; some 

populations appear to be intermediate between the 

two species (see Notes). Blotchy Bloodwood has 

smaller reproductive parts but with some overlap in 

dimensions, with key dimensions and other 

reproductive characters summarised in the table 

below. Blotchy Bloodwood generally has more 

extensive smooth bark and much redness in the 

transition zone, flakier rough bark, and shorter, 

narrower and glossier leaves. 

Other bloodwoods with smooth bark only on the 

smaller branches might be confused with Red-

throated Bloodwood, and two of these occur in 

similar areas and habitats, sometimes even growing 

with Red-throated Bloodwood. Range Bloodwood 

(C. abergiana) has broader leaves (often about 3 cm 

wide) that are stiff and quite leathery, flower buds 

and seed capsules that are stalkless or nearly so, 

and seed capsules that are thickly woody. Brown 

Bloodwood (C. trachyphloia) has markedly shorter 

leaves and much smaller flower buds and seed 

capsules, its small saplings have distinctive bristly 

foliage to which the leaf stalk is attached on the 

underside (peltate), and its seeds lack a wing. 

Notes Herbarium records show extensive overlap of 

occurrence between Red-throated Bloodwood and 

Blotchy Bloodwood (C. stockeri subsp. stockeri) 

evident at very local scales (e.g. a number of stands 

along the road from Herberton to Irvinebank). 

There has even been a case of duplicate collections 

from the one tree being identified at one herbarium 

as Red-throated Bloodwood and at another as 

Blotchy Bloodwood, apparently as the former solely 

on the basis of the flowers having red throats. There 

appears to be no recognition that this is a taxo-

nomic problem with important implications for the 

conservation status of Red-throated Bloodwood. It 

is unclear how closely related the two species are 

within the bloodwood group as studies have 

yielded contradictory results
7 cf 8

. 

I have examined trees at several locations along the 

road from Watsonville to Irvinebank variously 

attributed to either species; these appear uniform 

within stands – i.e. there are not two species 

present. I have also examined the stand at the 

junction of Silver Valley and Top Nettle Roads that  

Most useful reproductive characters to distinguish two similar bloodwood species. 
Most measurements and other character traits are drawn from EUCLID2. 

Character 
Red-throated Bloodwood 

C. rhodops 

Blotchy Bloodwood 

C. stockeri subsp. stockeri 

flower bud stalk – length usually 10–20 mm 4–13 mm 

bud cluster stalk cross-section angular slender, not angular 

flower bud length when mature 8–15 mm 7–8 mm 

flower bud covering no rubbery covering 
often whitish with a rubbery 

covering, though this wears off 

seed capsule length 17–32 mm 10–16(–19) mm 

seed capsule length:width ratio about 1.4 about 1.2 

seed length (with wing) 
usually 11–13 mm,  

sometimes less 
6–9 mm 
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has been attributed to Blotchy Bloodwood. I do not 

think any of these match either species well. They 

have the bark character of Red-throated 

Bloodwood and the flowers have a red throat, but 

flowers are often small, and seed capsule size and 

shape and seed length are often within or nearer 

the range for Blotchy Bloodwood. I suggest that the 

trees are intermediates between the two species. 

More tentatively, I also suggest that there might be 

an elevational differentiation, with ‘intermediate’ 

stands at lower elevation and ‘true’ Red-throated 

Bloodwood confined to ridges above about 900 m 

ASL. A gradation in capsule size with elevation is 

also possible; at the highest elevation (1,050 m ASL; 

near Watsonville) I have found capsules 32 mm 

long, which is even longer than the maximum of  

28 mm recorded for Red-throated Bloodwood
2
. 

This evident intergradation is in need of urgent 

investigation as it is quite possible that ‘true’ Red-

throated Bloodwood is considerably rarer than is 

currently factored into conservation assessments. 

REFERENCES  
1 Andrew Slee, Australian National Herbarium, personal 

communication to Don Franklin, 18 Sept. 2018. 
2 Slee AV et al. 2020. EUCLID. Eucalypts of Australia. 
Fourth Edition. Centre for Australian National Biodiversity 

Research: Canberra. 

https://apps.lucidcentral.org/euclid/text/intro/index.html 
3 Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment. 

2008. Approved Conservation Advice for Corymbia  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

rhodops. Canberra: Department of Agriculture, Water 

and the Environment. 
4 Gleed SJ, Franklin DC. 2018. Purple-flowered Wattle 

(Acacia purpureopetala): observations and surveys of a 

threatened plant found only in the Herberton-Irvinebank 

region. North Queensland Naturalist 48: 57-68. 

Commonwealth – Vulnerable 

Queensland – Vulnerable 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Near Threatened 

Red-throated Bloodwood has been assessed as 

threatened based on its very limited range and 

exposure to clearing by mining operations
3
. 

Both recent assessments of reduced level of 

threat are likely to be erroneous because they 

included an outlying mis-identified record (see 

Distribution above) which grossly inflates 

estimates of Extent of Occurrence, and likely 

also many other records are of C. stockeri 

subsp. stockeri or intermediates (see Notes). 

The taxonomic and conservation status of  

C. rhodops is in urgent need of reappraisal. 

Red-throated Bloodwood is exposed to clear-

ing for mining operations but not agriculture as 

its habitats are rocky and infertile. Franklin & 

Preece estimated a clearing index of only 1.6% 

but it is possible – and indeed quite likely – 

that this is an underestimate. I know of mines 

that are immediately adjacent to stands; some 

of these have, and others are likely to have 

resulted in past clearing of the species. Poten-

tial losses from future mining projects require 

careful evaluation.  

The main (Watsonville – Irvinebank) population 

of Red-throated Bloodwood is poorly represen-

ted in conservation reserves, a situation that 

requires prompt attention given plausible threats. 

Its occurrence there with other localised and 

threatened plant species
4
 such as the localised 

Pumpkin Gum (E. pachycalyx subsp. 

pachycalyx), threatened Purple-flowered Wattle 

(Acacia purpureopetala), and likely also the 

Vulnerable Irvinebank Cycad (Cycas platyphylla), 

as well as the isolated north Queensland popu-

lation of the Spotted Quail-thrush (Cinclosoma 

punctatum)
5,6

, further suggests a priority for 

creating conservation reserves that protect the 

species. Peripheral populations in the north are 

conserved in the Mount Windsor National Park 

and Brooklyn Wildlife Sanctuary. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

 Watsonville (W of Herberton)  7.5 km 

from Herberton; park with care in the gravel 

area on the right. Red-throated Bloodwood 

is fairly common between the road and Baal 

Gammon Mine on the right for the next 300 

m or more. It doesn’t stand out until it 

flowers (around Christmas time), but look 

out for the large seed capsules terminal on 

branchlets. Other eucalypts: the half-barked 

trees are Gympie Messmate (E. cloeziana) 

and the ironbark – often with bluish leaves 

– is Herberton Ironbark (E. atrata). Also pre-

sent are: Lemon-scented Gum (C. citriodora) 

and several Tindal’s Stringybark (E. tindaliae). 

 for a population that could be an inter-

grade with Blotchy Bloodwood (C. stockeri 

subsp. stockeri), examine trees around the 

junction of the Silver Valley and Top Nettle 

Roads (unsealed access) NE of Innot Hot 

Springs. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

https://apps.lucidcentral.org/euclid/text/intro/index.html
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5 Joseph L. 2021. Challenges for research on the 
Spotted Quail-thrush Cinclosoma punctatum in north 

Queensland. Austral Field Ornithology 38: 59-65. 
6 I have observed a Red-throated Bloodwood stand 
within a quail-thrush territory. 

7 Parra-O C et al. 2006. ETS sequences support the 
monophyly of the eucalypt genus Corymbia (Myrtaceae). 

Taxon 55: 653-663. 
8 Thornhill AH et al. 2019. A dated molecular perspective 
of eucalypt taxonomy, evolution and diversification. 

Australian Systematic Botany 32: 29-48. 

  

     

     

Bark transitions from rough to smooth on smaller branches (above left). 

Leaves are long-tapered (above centre), and darker on one side than the other (above right). 

Red-throated Bloodwood is a small, usually crooked-trunked tree (left), 

with chunkily tiled rough bark on the trunk (below centre and right). 
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Above: these flowers and seed capsules are from a stand at Jumna Creek (between Bakerville and Irvinebank) that I believe to 

be intermediate between Red-throated Bloodwood and Blotchy Bloodwood (C. stockeri subsp. stockeri). 

Flower buds of Red-throated 

Bloodwood are long-stalked  

and have a peaked cap (above). 

 

 

 

 

Seed capsules are quite large  

and have a well-defined ‘neck’:  

(top right, right). 
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In the study area this is a rare species of remote parts 

Short description An attractive, half-barked 

bloodwood that, with age, develops a robust but 

crooked trunk supporting substantial branches. It is 

large for the elevated, drier sites on which it occurs 

– sandstone and ironstone outcrops in the far 

south-west and west of the study area. The rough 

bark on the trunk is thinly scaly and reddish or grey, 

grading through a grey or fawn zone to notably 

smooth, pale, often whitish branches. The pendant, 

lance-shaped leaves are fine, about 10 by 1 cm,  

a little darker green on one side than the other. 

Flower buds and seed capsules are typical of 

bloodwoods but fairly small.  

Occurrence Rare in the study area and mostly on 

terrain that is hard to access, growing on sandstone 

and ironstone plateaus, and among sandstone 

boulders, mainly in the Newcastle Range between 

Einasleigh and Forsayth south to Oakleigh Station, 

and at Cobbold Gorge. There is a small outlying 

stand near Bolwarra, 50 km SW of Chillagoe. Often 

grows with Queensland Woollybutt (E. chartaboma), 

and with or in proximity to Gilbert River Ghost Gum 

(C. gilbertensis).  

 

 

 

Similar species It might be confused with the red 

bloodwoods (C. ellipsoidea, C. erythrophloia,  

C. pocillum) and also Desert Bloodwood  

(C. terminalis), but its leaves are darker and mid-

green on one side (non-shiny or grey-green on 

both sides in the alternate species), and with its 

robust trunk and finer foliage it presents as quite a 

different tree. Note also the distinctive habitat of 

Newcastle Range Bloodwood which, in the study 

area, is not shared with these other species  

– though some of them occur on the red kandosol 

plateau of the Newcastle Range. 

From a distance it bears a passing resemblance to 

Queensland Woollybutt with which it is often 

found, but that species has thick, flaky yellow bark 

on the lower trunk. Queensland Woollybutt also 

differs in having orange flowers (white or cream in 

Newcastle Range Bloodwood) and massive ribbed 

seed capsules (smooth and max. 15 x 10 mm in 

Newcastle Range Bloodwood). 

  

Corymbia serendipita NEWCASTLE RANGE BLOODWOOD 
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 between Einasleigh and Forsayth  

Junction of main road and turnoff to Wirra 

Wirra Station, and for 1.3 km from the 

turnoff towards Forsayth. The turnoff is 20.4 

km from main crossroad in Forsayth, and 

46.9 km from the Copperfield River bridge 

in Einasleigh. At the turnoff, most 

Newcastle Range Bloodwood are across the 

railway line. Other eucalypts present are 

Queensland Woollybutt (E. chartaboma) 

and Brown Bloodwood (C. trachyphloia).  

 at the time I took the Gorge Tour at 

Cobbold Gorge, several fine specimens 

could be observed on the walking section 

as one climbs on to the sandstone, with one 

Gilbert River Ghost Gum (C. gilbertensis) 

also present. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

   

   

Rough bark on the lower trunk transitions 

gradually to smooth bark on the branches (left). 

Slender leaves are a little darker on one side 

 and are held pendant (below left). 

Seed capsules have a ‘neck’  

and slightly flared rim (below right). 
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In the study area this is a rare species of remote parts 

Short description The crown leaves of Rough-

leaved Bloodwood are distinctively small, heart-

shaped, in stalkless pairs, and finely rough to touch 

like emery paper. An even more unusual feature is 

that flowers buds and fresh seed capsules are 

covered with soft spines which wear off on old 

capsules. Seed capsules are about 2 x 2 cm, 

globular with a short tapered neck, arranged in 

robust inflorescences terminal on branchlets. This is 

a very small tree of harsh sites in the far south of 

the study area, often multi-trunked and usually less 

than 4 m tall. Bark is thick, flaky or tiled, grey-

brown, rough to the small branches. 

Occurrence Known in the study area only from 
scattered small occurrences across the far southern 
fringe of the study area just north of Lynd Junction 
and in the Valley of Lagoons. There is also an historic 
record (probably 1870s) from the Robertson River in 
the far south-west of the study area, but the precise 
location is not known. 

 

Similar species At close quarters this species is 

highly distinctive with its small, paired, heart-

shaped leaves that are rough to touch, and its 

softly-spiny flower buds and fresh seed capsules. 

However, it can be easily overlooked amongst 

stands of Shirley’s Ironbark (E. shirleyi), in contrast 

with which it has smaller, greener leaves and larger, 

globular seed capsules. 

 

 

 

The crown leaves of Rustyjacket (C. peltata) are 

also rough to touch but differ in being larger and 

stalked. Rustyjacket has yellow or orange bark. 

Rustyjacket and Rough-leaved Bloodwood occur 

intermingled near Lynd Junction. 

  

Corymbia setosa ROUGH-LEAVED BLOODWOOD 

 Lynd Junction  Kennedy Development Road 

11.2 km north of Lynd Junction, 7.2 km south 

of the entrance road to Surveyor Mine. 

There’s a pull-off area on the west side  

(left as you head north). The Rough-leaved 

Bloodwoods are rather hidden among 

Shirley’s Ironbark (E. shirleyi). See C. peltata 

for more details of this site. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Seed capsules of Rough-leaved Bloodwood are covered with soft spines when fresh (left), but these wear off with age (right). 

Bark is  

rough 

throughout 

(left). 

 

Leaves are 

distinctive, 

heart-

shaped, 

paired  

and with  

a rough 

surface 

(right). 

Flower buds are 

unusual in being 

covered with soft 

spines (left , right). 
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stockeri: Dr Geoff Stocker (1941–2021), north Qld 

botanist 

The general caution that descriptions in this report 

apply only to the study area is particularly relevant 

here. This species is very different on Cape York 

Peninsula, where a different subspecies has been 

described. Blotchy Bloodwood in the study area is  

C. stockeri subsp. stockeri. 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Usually well formed 

and spreading with a single-trunk, becoming robust 

with age on favourable sites, 5–10 m tall on harsh 

sites but up to 15 m especially on the Laura 

sandstone. The smallest branchlets are often 

weeping. Bark is rough on at least the lower trunk, 

usually to the medium branches, and at times on 

branches as little as 3 cm diameter. Rough bark on 

mature trees is usually a thick layer of loosely held 

thin flakes but is sometimes finely tessellated, often 

grey or fawn-grey over a base that may be cream or 

reddish-brown lower down, often becoming quite 

reddish in the transition to smooth bark. Smooth 

bark is whitish, grey or tinged red. Large saplings 

have thicker, somewhat corky bark extending well 

up the trunk. Leaves Crown leaves are alternate 

along the branchlets, pendant, stalked, lance-

shaped, often long-tapered and 10–15 cm long, 

usually less than 2 cm wide (often about 1.2 cm 

wide or less), mid-green and slightly to quite glossy 

on one side, markedly paler on the other 

(glossiness most evident on new growth where it 

can be intense), finely and obscurely feather-veined. 

Leaves on larger saplings (generally those more 

than about 0.4 m tall) are similar to those of the 

crown but not pendant and can be a little wider  
 

 

 

(but less than 3 cm wide). Small saplings often have 

short leaves with a rounded tip and bristles on the 

underside of the central vein as well as on leaf 

stalks and branchlets. These leaves may have a 

disinct intramarginal vein and well-spaced lateral 

veins, quite different from most bloodwood leaves. 

Inflorescence terminal on branchlets, compound, 

typical of bloodwoods. Cluster (umbel) stalks are 

slender; perfect clusters contain seven flower buds. 

Flower buds are 7-8 mm long by 4-6 mm wide 

when mature, often partially covered by white 

rubbery or scurfy material which wears off; these 

buds are held on stalks 4-13 mm long. Lacks a cap 

scar. Flowers are creamy-white with the centre 

(nectary surface, ‘throat’) that is yellowish, or dark 

red in some stands and individuals*. Seed capsules 

are barrel- or urn-shaped, typically about 13–14 mm 

long by 11 mm wide but can be up to 18 mm long, 

tapered or somewhat flared, on stalks 2–13 mm 

long, often speckled. Flowering late January and 

February, perhaps also March and April. 

* red-throated flowers appear to be the norm in the 

Silver Valley and Irvinebank areas – and these may 

be hybrids with C. rhodops – and also on Brooklyn 

AT A GLANCE  A small or very small but 

usually well-formed bloodwood of boulderous, 

gravelly or sandstone hills, notable for its 

graceful, weeping crown of slender, fresh-

looking leaves darker green on one side and 

often glossy. Bark is rough and flaky below  

and smooth on the small and often medium 

branches. Small saplings have bristles on branch-

lets and the main vein on the leaf underside. 

Especially when developing, flower buds are 

often covered with a layer of white rubbery or 

scurfy material. Known from central and north-

western parts of the study area. 

Corymbia stockeri BLOTCHY BLOODWOOD 
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Station north-west of Mount Molloy; red-throated 

flowers have also been recorded from Lappa.  

At Bakerville, both colour forms are present. 

Habitat Occurs in seasonally dry woodlands mainly 

on sandstone (Laura, Mt Mulligan) or on rocky or 

stony slopes of granitic or metasedimentary origin, 

sometimes on alluvium or colluvium or other sub-

strates. On sandstone it mostly occurs in pure 

stands or with Sandstone Stringybark (E. megasepala) 

or Darwin Stringybark (E. tetrodonta); on other 

substrates it is often with Cullen’s Ironbark (E. cullenii). 

Distribution Occurs patchily in the centre, north 

and north-west of the study area south to Silver 

Valley, Mount Garnet and Barwidji Stn (45 km WSW 

of Mt Garnet). It is particularly abundant on the 

Laura sandstone and also around and south of 

Lappa. Easterly outlier stands occur at Davies Creek, 

Mt Molloy, the south-western slope of Mt Lewis, 

and the southern slopes of the Windsor Tableland. 

See C. rhodops for a caution about the identity of  

C. stockeri-like trees in the Silver Valley, Irvinebank 

and Watsonville areas and possibly also Mt Molloy 

to Windsor Tableland, though some in those areas 

are unequivocally Blotchy Bloodwood. Elevation: 

mostly 200–850 m above sea level, possibly to 

1,000 m near Watsonville. 

 

Blotchy Bloodwood occurs from the study area 

north through eastern and northern Cape York 

Peninsula to the Torres Strait Islands, and is thus 

endemic to north Queensland. The subspecies 

stockeri (see Notes) is almost endemic to the study  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

area. The subspecies further north on Cape York 

Peninsula is peninsularis. 

Similar species With slender shiny leaves, pendant 

branchlets, a graceful form, and at least some 

smooth bark on the branches, Blotchy Bloodwood 

is often distinctive in the field. Nevertheless, there 

has been much confusion between it and Hyland’s 

Bloodwood (C. hylandii) which has caused the 

former to be under-reported. Compared to Blotchy 

Bloodwood, Hyland’s Bloodwood generally has 

broader, less elongate and less shiny leaves, and 

more extensive and somewhat corky rough bark. 

Hyland’s Bloodwood also generally has smaller 

flower buds (5–7 mm long by 3–5 mm wide when 

mature) which lack the white scurfiness often 

present on buds of Blotchy Bloodwood. Seed 

capsules of Hyland’s Bloodwood are not speckled, 

and flowers are not known to have red throats. The 

two species may intergrade in places. 

In the Irvinebank and Watsonville areas including 

Silver Valley, and on the south/western slopes of 

the Windsor and Carbine Tablelands, Blotchy 

Bloodwood may be confused with Red-throated 

Bloodwood (C. rhodops) particularly as flowers of 

both species found there have or may have red 

throats. Blotchy Bloodwood has narrower, slender 

leaves and is distinctly smaller in all its reproductive 

parts – seed capsules of Blotchy Bloodwood are 

usually less than 18 mm long while those of Red-

throated Bloodwood are more than 20 mm long 

(see C. rhodops for a full table of comparative 

measurements and features). It is likely that many  

 

 Laura  Carpark at the Split Rock art site just 

off the Peninsula Development Road about 

12.5 km SW of Laura on the right hand side 

as you drive down from Laura. Blotchy 

Bloodwood is common there. The other 

eucalypt present, with fibrous bark and 

curved leaves, is Darwin Stringybark  

(E. tetrodonta). On the walk from to the 

rock-art galleries (entrance fee applies; 

fairly steep and quite rocky), you can see 

more Blotchy Bloodwood, growing there 

with Sandstone Stringybark (E. megasepala). 

 for a population that could be an intergrade 

with Red-throated Bloodwood (C. rhodops), 

examine trees around the junction of the 

Silver Valley and Top Nettle Roads (un-

sealed access) NE of Innot Hot Springs. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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trees in the Irvinebank, Watsonville and Silver Valley 

areas identified as both Blotchy and Red-throated 

Bloodwood are in fact intermediates – see C. rhodops 

for more detail. 

More superficially, redness in the rough bark giving 

way to smooth bark above may cause confusion 

with the red bloodwood group (C. erthrophloia,  

C. ellipsoidea, C. pocillum) and Desert Bloodwood 

(C. terminalis). Blotchy Bloodwood has leaves that 

are markedly darker on one side and are usually 

somewhat to quite glossy whereas the other 

species have non-shiny leaves of similar colour on 

both sides. The flower buds of Desert Bloodwood 

have a rough surface and none of the four species 

above have a white covering on the buds; the seed 

capsules of Desert Bloodwood are much larger than 

those of Blotchy Bloodwood. 

The capsules of one other bloodwood – Pink 

Bloodwood (C. intermedia) are often speckled. Pink 

Bloodwood is a taller tree of moister areas and 

sites, fully rough-barked and with broader leaves. 

Notes Blotchy Bloodwood has a complex 

taxonomic history relative to Hyland’s Bloodwood 

(C. hylandii)
2–5

 – see text for that species for more 

detail – and formal descriptions remain poor. This in 

part reflects reliance on herbarium collections 

rather than field examination – a situation corrected 

by Tony Bean
5
 – and perhaps also on the unreliable 

presence of a white covering to the buds of Blotchy 

Bloodwood. In the field, the two species are 

generally quite distinct. 

Currently, two subspecies of Blotchy Bloodwood are 

recognised. These are: 

 stockeri, which is a smaller, more spreading 

tree (to 15 m, often less). Flower buds may 

have a white rubbery coating (scurfy) and seed 

capsules are often freckled. Largely confined to 

rocky or stony hills in the study area; and 

 peninsularis, which is a taller, erect tree (to 20 m 

or more) often with more extensive smooth 

bark. It has non-scurfy flower buds, and its 

seed capsules lack freckles. It occurs on sandy 

or alluvial flats on Cape York Peninsula
5,6

. 

Though some herbarium collections from the study 

area have been identified as subsp. peninsularis, 

Tony Bean reported that all Blotchy Bloodwood 

south of Laura are subsp. stockeri (with 

intergradation north of Laura)
5
, and my observa-

tions in the study area are consistent with his 

interpretation. I question whether attribution to 

subspecies based on pressed collections is reliable, 

and suspect attempts to do so are the cause of 

misidentifications. 

Notwithstanding some intergradation, the two 

subspecies are so distinct in form and ecology that 

one must wonder at their being classed as the same 

species. Further, I note considerable variation within 

subsp. stockeri in growth form, bark traits, leaf gloss 

and possibly sapling leaves which appears to have a 

geographic basis, with a strong hint that trees on 

and around the Laura sandstone have more 

consistently glossy leaves, less red in the transi-

tional bark, and a more robust and more spreading 

form; this requires much more careful documen-

tation. Given that the type specimen of subsp. 

stockeri was collected in the Stannary Hills near 

Irvinebank, I think it plausible that the Laura 

sandstone population warrants recognition as a 

new subspecies. 

Blotchy Bloodwood is one of only about six species 

of eucalypt – all bloodwoods – recorded having 

rhizomes
2
. However, the record is for subsp. 

peninsularis (a specimen near Coen, reported under 

the name of E. hylandii var. campestris) so it is not 

certain that this applies to the subspecies in the 

study area. Rhizomes are horizontal organs, in this 

case below-ground, which are capable of producing 

both leafy shoots and roots and thus of clonally 

developing into independent plants. 

  

Commonwealth – species & subsp. stockeri, 

not listed 

Queensland – species & subsp. stockeri, not 

listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – species & subspecies, 

Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – species, Least Concern 

Subspecies stockeri has a limited range and is 

poorly represented in conservation reserves, 

but its distribution and soil type preference 

suggests that it is not much exposed to land 

clearing. The other subspecies is widespread  

on Cape York Peninsula and better represented 

in reserves, but is exposed to clearing for 

bauxite mining at Weipa
1
. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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Rough bark is often flaky (above centre); the transition to smooth bark is often reddish (above right). 

 

     

Canopy leaves of Blotchy Bloodwood are slender and often shiny, imparting a fresh, neat appearance to the canopy. 

Blotchy 

Bloodwood in  

contrasting 

settings:  

on gravelly 

metasediments 

(left, NNW of 

Chillagoe), and on 

a sandstone 

plateau (below 

left, near Laura). 

https://apps.lucidcentral.org/euclid/text/intro/index.html
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Leaves on small saplings are held horizontal and can be 

very glossy especially on new growth (left), be borne on 

bristly stems and be bristly underneath (centre), and lack 

the slender form of crown leaves (right). 

In the early stages of development, flower buds have a whitish rubbery coating 

(left), which may wear off as they develop (centre), or persist as they mature (right). 

Flowers may have 

yellow (left) or 

reddish centres. 

 

Seed capsules are 

often speckled.  

These (right) might 

be intermediate 

between Blotchy  

and Red-throated 

Bloodwood  

(C. rhodops),  

but have the 

speckling of the 

former. 
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Also known as Western Bloodwood, Corymbia opaca 

terminalis:  terminal, referring to inflorescences being 

at the end of leafy branchlets (a feature of bloodwoods) 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches A small tree 

developing a stout trunk with age, spreading and 

heavy-branched when growing in open situations. 

Branchlets often pendulous. Bark scaly pale grey or 

grey-brown, often with prominent reddish under-

bark on the trunk or at least on the lower part of it, 

often transitioning through a predominance of 

reddish underbark to smooth branches with 

patches of persistent rough bark. On saplings, the 

rough bark can be thicker, brown and corky. Leaves 

are held pendant, alternate along the branchlets, 

lance-shaped, usually non-shiny and pale green or 

yellow-green, the same colour on both sides, rather 

thick, coarsely feather-veined, of variable size 

averaging about 14 cm long by 2 cm wide. Sapling 

leaves are often wider (up to 5 cm), thick and 

leathery, non-shiny green as on crown leaves. 

Inflorescence terminal on branchlets, compound, 

on notably thick stalks (up to about 1 cm diameter); 

perfect clusters (umbels) with seven buds. Flower 

buds rough textured, about 8 mm wide when 

mature, lacking a cap scar, of variable colour. 

Flowers white. Seed capsules barrel-shaped and 

often elongate, lacking a neck, thickly woody, large 

but highly variable in size from 1.5–3.5 cm long and 

about 1.2–2.2 cm wide. Flowering May to July. 

Habitat Grows in open woodland on plains or 

lower slopes with a variety of other eucalypts but es-

pecially with Broad-leaved Carbeen (C. confertiflora). 

In the study area it is most frequent on the more 

elevated parts of alluvial plains, and on slopes 

immediately above creeklines. In the Chillagoe-

Almaden area it grows on limestone ‘aprons’ 

surrounding karsts, and on limestone plains. At Mt 

Surprise it is growing on a swampy basalt plain. 

 

 

Photo by Deb Bisa. 

Distribution Occurs in hotter, drier, south-western 

parts of the study area north-east to near Mt 

Carbine, and east to Mt Mulligan, Almaden, Undara 

and Conjuboy Station (north of Lynd Junction). It is 

locally common adjacent to creeklines from 

Georgetown south to beyond Forsayth, and on 

limestone around Chillagoe and Almaden, but is 

otherwise scarce, occurring as isolated individuals 

or in small patches. Elevation: 250-600 m ASL. 

Desert Bloodwood occurs widely in the hot 

northern deserts and drier monsoon tropics across 

northern Australia to Exmouth in Western Australia, 

extending as far south as central Australia and 

north-western New South Wales. 

Similar species Members of the Red Bloodwood 

complex (C. erythrophloia, C. pocillum, C. ellipsoidea) 

can be difficult to distinguish from Desert 

Bloodwood in the absence of flower buds or seed 

capsules. Compared to them, Desert Bloodwood is 

often shorter, with a stouter trunk and more 

spreading form, the crown sparser and more   

 

AT A GLANCE  A small tree of western plains 

with a robust infloresence, large flower buds 

that are rough to touch, and large seed capsules 

lacking a neck. The greyish or reddish bark on 

the trunk transitions haphazardly to pale 

smooth bark on the branches. Leaves are rather 

thick, non-shiny, pale green and the same 

colour on both sides. 

Corymbia terminalis DESERT BLOODWOOD 
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patchy, the bark often greyer, with leaves that tend 

to be longer, broader and thicker, but there is much 

overlap in these traits. The larger flower buds of 

Desert Bloodwood are rough (smooth and shiny in 

the Red Bloodwood complex), and the larger seed 

capsules of Desert Bloodwood are thickly woody 

without a distinct neck (capsules max. 21 mm long 

in the Red Bloodwood complex but often less than 

15 mm long); clusters are on thick, robust stalks. 

In the far west, it might be confused with 

Newcastle Range Bloodwood (C. serendipita). 

Desert Bloodwood is a smaller tree with coarser 

leaves the same colour on both sides, occupies 

quite different habitat, and has much larger flower 

buds that are rough to touch (smooth in Newcastle 

Range Bloodwood) and much larger seed capsules 

that lack a neck. 

Notes Desert Bloodwood is a deep-rooted species 

that draws on ground-water, continuing to photo-

synthesize and use water even during drought
1–3

. At 

a central Australian site, annual use of water was 

greater than the average rainfall
3
. This usage might 

account for its habitat within the study area being 

mainly stream banks and limestone plains where 

ground-water may be available. 

Desert Bloodwood flowers in the dry season, 

providing nectar for a wide variety of birds 

including many that do not normally feed on 

nectar
4–6

. It may thus be a keystone resource 

maintaining bird populations at a time and place 

when many other resources (e.g. insects, fruits) are 

relatively scarce
4
. 

In central Australia at least, Desert Bloodwood was 

among the most useful of all plants to Aborigines
7
. 

Nectar from flowers and water from roots was 

drunk
8,9

. Associated fauna provided food in the 

form of ‘bush coconuts’, witchetty grubs, lerp and 

sugarbag honey
7
. Gum (kino) mixed with water was 

used to treat sore eyes and lips, wounds, burns, 

sores and toothache pain, and drunk as a treatment 

for diaorhhoea and chest and heart pains, uses also 

adopted by early European settlers
7,8,10

. The 

medicinally active consistuent in gum is tannin
10

. 

When gum wasn’t available, bark was burnt and 

mixed with fat for the same purpose
7
. Gum mixed 

with kangaroo dung was used as cement to repair 

bowls and implements
7
. Sap was used as a tanning 

agent
7
. Timber was used for implements including 

bole wood to manufacture bowls, and dead wood 

was favoured as firewood
7
. Seed capsules and leafy 

sprigs were used decoratively
7
. 
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Bark is rough on the trunk, scaly pale grey or grey-brown often with prominent reddish underbark (left and centre).  

It transitions to smooth on the branches (right). 

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – not assessed 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Desert Bloodwood is very widespread across 

inland northern Australia. Its occurrence in 

remote districts suggests it is has had little 

exposure to land clearing thus far, and is 

unlikely to do so in the foreseeable future. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

 Chillagoe  Donna Caves carpark, Chillagoe-

Mungana National Park. Desert Bloodwood 

is the common reddish-barked bloodwood 

in this area. There is a fine small stand 40 m 

to the right of the walking track to Balancing 

Rock 40 m from the carpark. There are two 

growing within half a metre of the path up 

to the caves, 10 m before the information 

board, with more nearby. Other eucalypts 

near the carpark include Cullens Ironbark  

(E. cullenii) and Broad-leaved Carbeen  

(C. confertiflora). 

 Mount Surprise  0.8 km past the O’Brien’s 

Ck turnoff towards Georgetown (and con-

tinuing on for another kilometre), the 

bloodwoods on the swampy basalt plain 

are this species. With them, and especially 

on slight rises, are Dallachy’s Ghost Gum  

(C. dallachiana); also Narrow-leaved Ironbark 

(E. crebra) and Molloy Red Box (E. leptophleba). 

 Georgetown  1.3 km west (towards Croydon) 

of the main crossroads, on the fringe of 

town; there is a safe place to park on the 

left (south) side. The other eucalypt is 

Georgetown Box (E. microneura). 

 road from Lynd Junction to Einasleigh, 

unsealed. See E. coolabah. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

 

Leaves are held 

pendant, on 

branchlets that 

may also be 

pendant. 
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Seed capsules are large, held on thick stalks, and lack a distinct neck. 

Leaves are not shiny  

or only slightly so,  

the same colour  

on both sides (left). 

 

Flower buds are large  

and have a rough  

surface (right). 

Flowers can be 

showy (left) 

with reproduc-

tive parts in 

large terminal 

inflorescences 

(right). 
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Also known as Carbeen 

tessellaris:  tessellated, referring to the tiled rough 

bark at the base of the trunk 

Moreton Bay is offshore from Brisbane, Qld 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Most often 15–25 m 

tall, but can be shorter on harsh western sites, or 

taller to 35 m on sheltered, well-watered and fertile 

alluvial sites especially in the north. The trunk is 

often straight and rather slender, but becomes 

stout on very large trees and is crooked in coastal 

areas exposed to wind such as around Cooktown. 

Branches mostly arise from the upper half of the 

trunk but are lower and more spreading in wind-

blown coastal areas. Bark The strongly tiled 

stocking of rough bark can be blackish, grey or 

brown, and mostly extends over only the bottom 10 

to 20% (sometimes 50%) of tree height, often only 

1 to 2 m but can reach 10 m on large specimens. 

The stocking gives way abruptly to pale, smooth 

bark, though small patches or ribbons may be 

present particularly around knots a little higher up. 

Smooth bark appears white from a distance but 

often has patches of pale grey and pink evident on 

closer examination, sometimes pale dull green or 

pale yellow overall. Leaves From a distance the 

canopy appears neat, fresh and fine-leaved. Crown 

leaves are mostly of adult form, but sometimes 

resemble sapling leaves. Adult leaves are held 

pendant and alternating along the branchlets, and 

are stalked (5–15 mm long), thin, lance-shaped or 

with parallel margins (linear) and sometimes a little 

sickle-shaped, usually 10–20 cm long by 1–2.5 cm 

wide, light green (often with a hint of grey), non-

shiny (gloss has been reported though I have not 

seen it), the same colour on both sides, feather-

veined with the side veins at a wide angle to the 

mid-vein, intra-marginal vein close to or up to 1 mm 

from the margin. Sapling leaves shorter than crown 

leaves, stalkless or short-stalked and at times in 

pairs along the branchlets, slightly darker green on  

 

 

one side with the veins more obvious on the darker 

side; otherwise similar to crown leaves. 

Inflorescence In leaf axils, or on older, leafless 

branchlets, compound but small, complex because 

some buds have extended stalks so it is not 

necessarily obvious that perfect clusters (umbels) 

have three or seven flower buds. Flower buds are 

more-or-less pear-shaped with a rounded or 

slightly peaked cap, about 5 mm long by 4 mm 

wide when mature; cap scar present. Flowers white. 

Seed capsules are papery (thin-walled), cylindrical, 

barrel or urn-shaped with the disc and valves 

deeply enclosed below the rim, about 9 mm long 

by 8 mm wide. Flowering October to December. 

Habitat Wide-ranging, though the majority of 

occurrences are on alluvial or colluvial plains 

including river flats and the upper edge of riparian 

forest. It occurs from coastal flats, dunes and 

headlands and near-coastal alluvial and colluvial 

plains through foothill forests to basalt plains on 

the tablelands. It grows closer to the coast than any 

other eucalypt in north Queensland, including the 

upper fringe of mangroves and sites exposed to salt 

spray. In drier western areas it is mainly on fertile 

and/or deep-soil plains including alluvial, colluvial, 

basaltic, limestone and sometimes even granitic 

plains, often near watercourses. In higher rainfall, 

near-coastal ranges, and around Chillagoe and 

AT A GLANCE  An erect, medium tree with  

a striking and abrupt contrast between the 

strongly-tiled, dark stocking of rough bark on 

the trunk base, and pale smooth bark above. 

The canopy is neat and fresh-looking with 

pendant, narrow, non-shiny, pale-green leaves. 

Seed capsules are papery. 

Corymbia tessellaris MORETON BAY ASH 
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Palmer River and occasionally elsewhere, it occurs 

on hillsides mainly of metasedimentary and granitic 

parent materials. 

Occurs in woodland, open forest or as an emergent 

over gallery vine-thicket or rainforest. It is most 

often in small stands or scattered individuals 

dispersed among a wide variety of other eucalypts 

but it sometimes forms pure stands on river flats. 

On drier metasedimentary hills NW of Chillagoe it is 

a minor component of Cullen’s Ironbark (E. cullenii) 

and Common Red Bloodwood (C. erythophloia) 

woodlands. 

Distribution Moreton Bay Ash is common near the 

coast and on the coastal plain (evidently absent 

only from the Innisfail area) and is present on many 

continental islands including all larger islands (e.g. 

Fitzroy, Dunk, Goold, Hinchinbrook, Palm group) 

and some smaller ones (e.g. Wheeler, Middle). It is 

fairly common in lower parts of the Atherton 

Tablelands and in the northern part of the Valley of 

Lagoons but is absent from the higher ranges.  

In western areas it is moderately common in the 

Chillagoe area and parts of north-west, and is 

widely but sparingly scattered in the far south-west. 

Elevation: 0 to 950 m ASL but mostly below 750 m. 

 

Moreton Bay Ash occurs from northern New South 

Wales through the eastern half of Queensland to 

the Torres Strait Islands and southern New Guinea. 

Similar species One other ghost gum present in 

the study area has a tiled stocking of rough bark, 

Broad-leaved Carbeen (C. confertiflora). Broad-

leaved Carbeen has broad, more-or-less stalkless 

leaves that are rough to touch, very different to 

those of Moreton Bay Ash. In the Chillagoe district, 

occasional hybrids between these two (see Notes) 

have intermediate leaf characters. 

Dallachy’s Ghost Gum (C. dallachiana) very 

occasionally has a tiled stocking of rough bark. 

Compared to Moreton Bay Ash, Dallachy’s Ghost 

Gum has darker green, somewhat shiny leaves, very 

much wider sapling leaves, and crown leaves with 

more widely-spaced veins. 

In the far north of the study area and especially 

around Cooktown, Moreton Bay Ash bears a strong 

but superficial resemblance to Cape York Red Gum 

(E. brassiana), with which it can co-occur. Flower 

buds and seed capsules of these species are very 

different. The stocking of rough bark on Cape York 

Red Gum usually extends further up the trunk and 

is highly variable in nature but is never strongly tiled; 

its leaves are darker green and may be slightly shiny. 

From Forty Mile Scrub south, and near Cashmere 

Crossing on the Herbert River, Mountain Coolabah 

(E. orgadophila) also has a stocking of rough bark 

below whitish upper trunk and/or branches and 

non-shiny leaves. The rough bark of Mountain 

Coolabah is not strongly tiled, it has ribbons of bark 

atop the stocking and often elsewhere, leaves are 

non-shiny grey-green (not fresh-looking), and 

flower buds and seed capsules are very different. 

Just to the north of the study area on the floodplain 

of the Normanby River in and around Lakefield 

National Park, young trees of Lakeland Coolabah 

(E. acroleuca) bear a remarkable resemblance to 

Moreton Bay Ash, with both species present on the 

floodplain. Lakeland Coolabah is not known from 

the study area. Older Lakeland Coolabah are less 

likely to be confused because the trunk is rarely 

straight, the rough bark often extends to the larger 

branches, and the crown is sparse and untidy. The 

leaves of Lakeland Coolabah are shorter – mostly 

less than 12 cm long; often more than 12 cm long 

in Moreton Bay Ash. The two species are not closely 

related and flower buds and seed capsules differ 

markedly. The seed capsules of Lakeland Coolabah 

are amongst the tiniest of all eucalypts, being less 

than 3 mm long by 3 mm wide. 

Notes Moreton Bay Ash is closely related to Broad-

leaved Carbeen (C. confertiflora) though they have 

very different foliage. In general these species 

replace each other ecologically, with Moreton Bay 

Ash mostly in higher rainfall districts or on more 

fertile sites in drier districts. However, extensive co- 
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occurrence in the Chillagoe district yields occasional 

hybrids. The hybrids were described as a species in 

their own right as C. chillagoensis
1
 but are now 

acknowledged as hybrids and known as  

C. x chillagoensis. This is the only formally named 

hybrid eucalypt in the study area. 

Given the abundance of Moreton Bay Ash in settled 

districts along much of the east coast, there is 

remarkably little biological and ecological literature 

about the species. Though the timber is occasion-

ally used for construction, it doesn’t feature in 

international forestry and the wood is not 

particularly durable
2,3 

with numerous gum veins
4
. 

Though its tolerance of occasional exposure to salt 

spray has also been noted by others
e.g. 5

, trials 

conducted near Ayr just to the south of the study 

area showed it to be only moderately tolerant of 

saline soils, much less so than River Red Gum  

(E. camaldulensis)
6
. It is reported that “Aborigines 

soaked the bark in water and drank the infusion for 

dysentery”
7
 and that the wood burns without 

producing smoke
8
. 

Compared to co-existing Clarkson’s Bloodwood  

(C. clarksoniana), saplings of Moreton Bay Ash grew 

faster with the absence of fire
9
. 
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 Cairns  The species is common in remnants 

of lowland forest, for example near the 

northern beaches coast. There are many 

around Ellis Beach (about 3 km north of 

Palm Cove). There also a few along the JCU 

Campus Halfmoon Creek Walk, Smithfield, 

including one 10 m into the forest not far 

from the basketball court, and one labelled 

about 100 m past the bus stop; see  

E. tereticornis for site details. 

 Tolga  The most common eucalypt in the 

small park at the corner of Kennedy Hwy 

and Tate Road is this species. Others are 

Pink Bloodwood (C. intermedia) and Forest 

Red Gum (E. tereticornis). 

 Cooktown  Abundant around the fringe of 

town (e.g. in grounds of Botanic Garden), 

but take care not to confuse it with the 

common and superficially similar Cape York 

Red Gum (E. brassiana). See E. platphylla for 

a specific location. 

 between Ravenshoe and Innot Hot Springs  

Archer Creek roadside rest stop on the 

Kennedy Hwy. The other common eucalypt 

here is Forest Red Gum (E. tereticornis). 

 Tully  Bilyana Rest Area, Bruce Hwy 20 km  

S of Tully. The most obvious eucalypt in the 

central of the rest area is Moreton Bay Ash. 

Close by at the Tully end there are a num-

ber of Clarkson’s Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana), 

whilst the tall tree at the Cardwell end is 

Pink Bloodwood (C. intermedia), providing  

a good chance to compare the canopies of 

these two bloodwoods. Also present are 

one large Forest Red Gum (E. tereticornis) 

and, but less obviously, Large-fruited Red 

Mahogany (E. pellita). 

 other locations  Cardwell – walking trail to 

Attie Ck Falls – see E. cloeziana; Cardwell – 

Five Mile Ck day use area – see E. 

acmenoides complex; Ingham district – 

upper carpark at Jourama Falls – see E. 

platyphylla; Mary Farms, NW of Mount 

Molloy – see E. leptophleba. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industries/farms-fishing-forestry/forests-wood/properties-timbers/carbeen
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industries/farms-fishing-forestry/forests-wood/properties-timbers/carbeen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corymbia_tessellaris
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The crown of appears neat and dense (left), and consists mostly of narrow leaves held pendant (centre and right). 

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – not assessed 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Near Threatened 

Moreton Bay Ash is widespread and abundant. 

However, its frequent occurrence on fertile 

alluvial soils suggests exposure to land clearing, 

and it has often been cleared in coastal parts of 

the study area, For its entire range, Fensham et 

al. estimated a decline of 28% which rates it as 

Near Threatened and is close to the threshold 

(30%) for listing as Vulnerable. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

Though often a 

large tree, here 

Moreton Bay Ash 

 is a small tree 

growing on a 

harsh hillside near 

Chillagoe. 

Bark of Moreton Bay Ash is distinctive with  

its strongly tiled stocking (far left) and abrupt 

transition on the trunk to smooth bark  

(near left). 
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Seed capsules (developing in left photo) are thin-walled (right), typical of the ghost gum group to which the species belongs. 

Sapling leaves such as these (far left) are sometimes 

also present in the crown. 

The small but complex 

inflorescences may arise from 

leaf axils (above centre, above 

right) or from old wood (left). 

 

 

Flowers of Moreton Bay Ash  

are delicate (right). 
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torelliana:  Count Luigi Torelli (1810-1877), Italian 

politican who planted eucalypts to drain swamps 

Cadaghi (also Cadagi, Cadargi, Cadaga):  this appears 

to be an Aboriginal name for the species
1
. 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Often grows 20 to 

25 m tall with an erect but slightly-kinked trunk, or 

fairly often two trunks, but it is at times very 

straight-trunked and as much as 40 m tall growing 

as a canopy-emergent in rainforest, or as little as 10 m 

tall with a spreading crown in open, harsher 

situations. Bark Smooth above a stocking of rough 

bark, but sometimes smooth to the ground on 

younger trees. The stocking is often 1–3 m high but 

can be more or less, and there are often remnants 

of peeling bark just above the stocking, on branch 

knurls and sometimes along much of the trunk. The 

rough bark is scaly and mid-brown to grey-brown. 

Fresh smooth bark exposed after annual bark shed 

(early in the wet season?) is strikingly lime green 

with a silky appearance, but this fades to a pale 

dusky green or olive-green and sometimes to off-

white. Leaves Crown sometimes full and shady but 

often patchy; usually appearing coarse, with broad, 

stiffly-held leaves. Crown leaves can be of two 

forms, intermediate and adult, with some 

intergrades; most canopies consist entirely of inter-

mediate leaves (giving the canopy its coarse 

appearance), but some contain a mix of forms. 

Intermediate leaves are often 5 to 8 cm wide and 

about twice as long as broad, with a rounded or 

indented base and broad but tapered tip, mid-

green above (non-shiny or shiny) and markedly 

paler below, covered with short, slightly bristly hairs 

especially on the stalk and underside of the mid- 

 

                 

vein (often very bristly on young leafy shoots), held 

more or less horizontally or facing outwards. Side 

veins are obvious, widely-spaced and raised on the 

underside of the leaf. Adult leaves are lance-shaped 

and often more than five times as long as broad, 

smooth, held pendant, mid-green on both sides 

and only slightly paler on one side than the other. 

Sapling leaves are similar to intermediate-form 

crown leaves but can be broader. Inflorescence 

robust, with thick stalks, terminal on branchlets, 

compound, perfect clusters (umbels) with 3 or 7 

flower buds. Flower buds are stalkless or short-

stalked, about 7.5 mm long by 6 mm wide when 

mature, green or yellow or creamy, smooth, approx-

imately egg-shaped with a rounded or slighly 

peaked cap; cap scar present. Flowers white or 

creamy white. Seed capsules are more or less glob-

ular with or without a short neck, about 12 mm 

long by 11 mm wide, the opening considerably 

smaller than the capsule diameter, the disc and valves 

‘hidden’ below the rim. Flowering often in October, 

but there are records at other times of the year. 

AT A GLANCE  Notable for its lime-green 

smooth bark (though this fades seasonally) and 

a short stocking of rough bark at the trunk base. 

Cadaghi is usually a medium to tall tree that 

occurs in rainforests and nearby eucalypt forests. 

The crown often appears coarse and consists of 

broad, stiffly held leaves with bristly hairs espe-

cially along the stalk and underside of the mid-

vein; however, some crown leaves may be lance-

shaped and held pendant. Flower buds are in 

robust compound inflorescences at the end of 

branchlets, and the rounded seed capsules have 

a small opening and no obvious disc or valves. 

Corymbia torelliana CADAGHI 
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Habitat Occurs in and near rainforest, often along 

rainforest edges or in transitional forest or linear 

bands of rainforest along stream banks (gallery 

forest), sometimes deeper within rainforest. Also 

occurs in nearby but often quite dry open forest, or 

sometimes in montane wet sclerophyll forest. At 

lowland sites it is mostly on alluvial soils, whilst at 

more elevated sites it is most often on granite or 

metasedimentary parent materials and sometimes 

on rhyolite (Wallaman Falls area) or basalt 

(Goldsborough Valley). 

Distribution Cadaghi occurs intermittently and 

sparingly but with local abundance along the near-

coastal ranges and coast along most of the north-

south length of the study area from Shiptons Flat 

just south of Cooktown in the north to the Seaview 

Range near the village of Mt Fox south-west of 

Ingham in the south. There’s a major gap in records 

between Goldsborough Valley and Kirrama Range 

(northern and southern ends of the gap, 

respectively). Within its range it is most abundant at 

mid-elevations especially around Kuranda; also the 

Kirrama and Seaview Ranges and near Julatten. It 

reaches the coastal and sub-coastal lowlands in 

only a few locations, most commonly in the 

Abergowrie area inland from Ingham; also in the 

Mulgrave River valley south-west of Gordonvale, 

around Kennedy and Bilyana (between Tully and 

Cardwell), near Wujal Wujal (Bloomfield River), and 

very rarely near Cairns, Port Douglas and Ingham. It 

occurs at elevations above 750 m apparently only 

on the southern edge of the Windsor Tableland. 

Elevation: near sea level to 1,000 m ASL, though 

mostly between 200 and 600 m. 

 

Cadaghi has been widely planted in the study area 

and has established small volunteer populations in 

places, e.g. Mt Molloy and Herberton (these have 

not been included on the map) but doubtless other 

locations. It is possible that some of the locations 

described in the previous paragraph, particularly 

Cairns, Port Douglas and Ingham in the lowlands, 

are also volunteer populations. See Notes about the 

species’ propensity to establish such populations. 

However, a number of outlier locations, e.g. Windsor 

Tableland in the north and Abergowrie and the 

Seaview Range in the south, contain substantial and 

well-established populations that are unlikely to be 

feral. On the Windsor Tableland, although there are 

quite a few younger trees along the disturbed 

roadside, larger trees are set back from the road 

which perhaps suggests that the species was 

present before the access road was established in 

the 1970s. 

Cadaghi only occurs naturally within the study area 

but has established feral populations elsewhere. 

Similar species With its greenish smooth bark, 

broad, more-or-less horizontally-held leaves and 

association with rainforest, Cadaghi is distinctive. 

Even when the bark fades to off-white, the broad 

crown leaves are a give-away especially in being 

bristly hairy. Occasionally (esp. Kirrama Range), 

Cadaghi grows exceptionally tall and straight, co-

occurring with similarly tall and straight Rose Gum 

(E. grandis), but if the bark colour doesn’t give it 

away, the leaves will, even when viewed from ground 

level. The two species also have very different flower 

buds and seed capsules. 

  

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Vulnerable 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Cadaghi has a limited natural range within 

which it has been subject to some clearing. 

Franklin & Preece estimated a decline of 34%, 

warranting listing as Vulnerable under IUCN 

criterion A2b. Fensham et al. did not assess its 

decline. Fortunately, the species is reasonably 

well represented in conservation reserves and 

its frequent occurrence in some rainforests 

provides additional legal protection against 

further clearing. Further, the species is widely 

planted and has established feral populations 

both within the study area and beyond it. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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Notes Cadaghi is a most unusual and interesting 

eucalypt. It is the only species in the taxonomic 

section Torellianae (formerly Cadagaria)
2
 and may 

be most closely related to the spotted gum group 

of which Lemon-scented Gum (C. citriodora) is a 

north Queensland member. Cadaghi occurs 

naturally only in high-rainfall areas in north 

Queensland and is the eucalypt most closely 

associated with rainforest anywhere in Australia. 

Cadaghi is also one of the few eucalypts in the 

study area whose seedlings do not develop a 

lignotuber; in consequence, seedlings are assumed 

to be unable to reshoot after being burnt. Its ability 

to cope with competition from rainforest trees is 

enhanced by its rapid growth and broad crown 

leaves that are usually held with the darker side 

facing up or out. (Observation suggests that the 

development of pendant, slender crown leaves 

occurs when the species grows in more open 

situations.) Also, its seed dispersal mechanism (next 

paragraph) is remarkable and obviously adaptive to 

life in rainforest. 

Unlike most and perhaps all other eucalypts, 

Cadaghi has a highly-evolved adaptation for seed 

dispersal. After dropping most of its seed like other 

eucalypts, it develops resin in the seed capsule in 

which the remaining seeds are embedded
3,4

. The 

resin attracts native stingless bees and they carry it 

(with the seed) up to 300 m back to the hive, where 

the resin is evidently fed to larvae
5
 and may also be 

used in hive construction. Worker bees remove the 

seed from the resin and discard it near the hive. As 

seeds remain viable, Cadaghi seedlings are often 

numerous around the hives of stingless bees. So 

specific is the relationship that bees are only 

attracted to ‘raw’ Cadaghi resin and not individual 

constituents or concentrations of it
6
. Seed dispersal 

by bees – mellitochory – is rare anywhere in the 

plant world. 

Mellitochory by Cadaghi is likely to be an 

adaptation to life in rainforest, where low light 

generally prevents eucalypts from surviving as 

seedlings. Many rainforest trees regenerate in 

temporary gaps in the rainforest canopy, but 

eucalypts other than Cadaghi have poor seed 

dispersal
7
 which makes it difficult to disperse to 

gaps distant from the parent plant. It is noteworthy 

that the stingless bee nests that contained Cadaghi 

seed were mostly in disturbed locations
4
. 

Cadaghi is widely planted as an attractive specimen 

tree in north Queensland and elsewhere; it can 

thrive in somewhat drier conditions than pertain its 

natural environment; in these situations it grows 

shorter (often no more than 15 m) and more 

spreading. In sub-tropical Australia and overseas, 

hybrids between it and Lemon-scented Gum are 

grown for timber in plantations, and are being 

assessed as a potential source of biofuels. Locally, 

Cadaghi was harvested from native forests for use 

in “general construction, wagon building, scantlings 

and bridge decking”, the timber being hard and 

strong although not durable in the ground and 

prone to gum veins
8
. Where it occurs in rainforest it 

now has legal protection. 

The species is prone to establishing from seed well 

beyond its natural range and environment. It is 

regarded as a weed in sub-tropical Australia
9
, is 

apparently established as a weed in the Brazilian 

Atlantic rainforest
10

, has been rated as plant at high 

risk of becoming weedy in the United States of 

America
11

 and Brazil
12

, and seedlings have appeared 

and thrived in drier parts of the study area 

consequent to plantings there. The hybrids used in 

forestry appear to be much less invasive
13

. 

The seed capsule resin of Cadaghi shows promise 

for its anti-bacterial properties
14

, and its leaves have 

been investigated for their anti-viral properties
15

. 
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 Kuranda  Boardwalk to Barron Falls look-

out, 4.5 km from Kuranda. The smooth 

trunks, often lime-green, are obvious. The 

other eucalypt here is Large-fruited Red 

Mahogany (E. pellita), which is rough-barked. 

 Julatten area  Along Black Mountain Road, 

for example near the start of the Bump 

Track and west thereof (back towards 

Julatten), and along the Bump Track itself. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Cadaghi often grows within rainforest. 

 

Freshly exposed smooth bark of Cadaghi is lime green 

(below left), fading with age (below centre) until a new 

generation of bark is exposed (below right). 

https://weeds.brisbane.qld.gov.au/weeds/cadaghi
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Above left: crown leaves are of two types, intermediate form (left pair) and adult form (right pair), each shown as upper and 

lower surface respectively. Intermediate form leaves are much more common, are held more stiffly, and the contrast between 

upper and lower surface is greater.                                                        Above right: young shoots can be bristly and colourful . 

   

    

 Above: Flower buds are held in robust inflorescences at the end of branchlets. 

 

   

Flowers (below left) and seed capsules (right). 
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trachyphloia:  rough, shaggy bark 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Tree to 15 m, 

sometimes taller, usually upright. Bark Rough on 

the trunk and main branches, peeling or smooth on 

small branches often up to 5 cm diameter and 

sometimes to 10 cm diameter. Rough bark is extra-

ordinarily variable in colour and texture, taking the 

appearance of a yellowjacket or a bloodwood, or 

in-between; it is mostly consistent within stands of 

trees but variable between stands even within a 

district. Colour ranges from orange-yellow through 

brown to grey with scattered red-brown tiles, and 

even tinged purple. It is most often in layered soft 

flakes, but is sometimes thinly tiled and occasionally 

chunky. Leaves Crown leaves pendant, alternating 

or sub-opposite along the branchlets, lance-

shaped, often 10–12 cm long by 1–1.5 cm wide but 

can be up to 18 by 2 cm, mid-green and sometimes 

a little glossy above, paler below, finely feather-

veined, intramarginal vein very close to the margin. 

On saplings mostly less than 1 m tall, leaves are 

lance-shaped or narrowly oval or with parallel sides 

(linear), usually about 10 cm long by 1.5 cm wide or 

less, rather stiff, with a rounded or notched base, 

and attached to the stalk from below either in the 

notch or up to 1.5 mm from the base (peltate), mid-

green above and paler below, the underside and 

especially the mid-vein covered with bristles; 

bristles are also prominent on the stalk and 

branchlets. Inflorescence terminal on branchlets, 

with some also arising in outer leaf axils, 

compound; perfect clusters (umbels) with seven 

flower buds. Flower buds are about 4.5 mm long 

by 3 mm wide when mature (small for a blood- 

 

 

wood), pear-shaped, smooth, with a rounded or 

sometimes peaked cap; cap scar absent. Flowers 

white, small. Seed capsules typical bloodwood 

shape (urn-shaped, with something of a neck, the 

disc and valves ‘hidden’ below the rim), but small 

for a bloodwood – about 8 mm long by 6.5 mm wide. 

Seed lacks a wing. Flowering January, February. 

Habitat Occurs in eucalypt woodlands on a variety 

of infertile, well-drained substrates including sand-

stone (especially in the Newcastle Range and at Mt 

Mulligan), and metasediments, rhyolite, granite and 

sometimes alluvium elsewhere. Grows with a wide 

variety of other eucalypt species. 

Distribution Brown Bloodwood is most abundant 

in the Irvinebank to Mount Garnet area, and on the 

Newcastle Range west of Einasleigh, though even in 

these districts its occurrence is limited to scattered 

patches that are often small. It also occurs sparingly 

through the Valley of Lagoons south from Yourka 

Reserve and east to near Blencoe Falls, and there 

are outlying stands in the north on Mt Mulligan and 

in the south at Hidden Valley. Elevation: mostly 500 

to 800 m ASL. 

AT A GLANCE  A bloodwood notable for the 

small size of its flower buds and seed capsules, 

wingless seeds, and distinctive leaves on smaller 

saplings – the latter are narrow, bristly on the 

underside especially along the mid-vein and 

stalk and also branchlets. Sapling leaves are 

attached to the stalk at a notched base or on the 

underside (peltate). Bark is smooth on smaller 

branches and rough elsewhere, the rough bark 

highly variable but often flaky orange-yellow 

suggestive of a yellowjacket. The crown consists 

of fine, pendant leaves. A small or medium tree 

of scattered occurrence in western woodlands. 

Corymbia trachyphloia BROWN BLOODWOOD 
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Our study area is the northern limit for this species. 

It occurs widely through the eastern half of Queensland 

and into north-eastern New South Wales. 

Similar species When the bark is of yellowjacket 

form, Brown Bloodwood might be confused with 

Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket (C. leichhardtii) and 

these species can occur together. The leaves of 

Brown Bloodwood are darker on one side than the 

other (same colour both sides in Leichhardt’s 

Yellowjacket), are finer (usually narrower and 

shorter), branches of more than 2 cm diameter (up 

to 5 cm) are smooth-barked (rough in Leichhardt’s 

Yellowjacket), leaves on small saplings are narrower, 

and the flower buds and seed capsules are much 

smaller. 

Brown Bloodwood has the smallest flower buds, 

flowers and seed capsules of any bloodwood in the 

study area. It is the only bloodwood whose seeds 

lack a wing. In the absence of reproductive parts, 

Brown Bloodwood could be confused with other 

bloodwoods that have leaves darker green on one 

side than the other and smooth bark on the smaller 

branches only. The leaves on small saplings of 

Brown Bloodwood are distinctive in shape and with 

bristles below (but note the bristly sapling leaves of 

Blotchy Bloodwood [C. stockeri subsp. stockeri]), 

and it generally has a finer crown (leaves shorter 

and narrower) than other bloodwoods. Note 

geographic range as there is strong overlap with 

Red-throated Bloodwood (C. rhodops) in the 

Watsonville – Irvinebank area, but little or no  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

overlap with other somewhat similar species such 

as Hyland’s Bloodwood (C. hylandii). 

 Mount Garnet  By the Kennedy Hwy 8.5 km 

past the town (Return Ck) towards Mount 

Surprise; pull off highway with care. Look 

for the trees with yellow-brown scaly-flaky 

bark (smooth on smaller branches), not to 

be confused with Clarkson’s Bloodwood  

(C. clarksoniana; tighter bark, rough through-

out) which is also present. Other eucalypts 

present are Lemon-scented Gum  

(C. citriodora), White Mahogany  

(E. acmenoides complex) and Narrow-

leaved Ironbark (E. crebra). 

 Silver Valley (requires extended driving on 

an unsealed, narrow and winding road with 

rough patches; passable to 2WD with care 

except after heavy rain)  From Herberton 

take the road to Irvinebank for 3.4 km then 

turn left onto the Silver Valley Road. Follow 

this for 9.4 km, at which point there are 

parking opportunities on both sides. Brown 

Bloodwood is common here, and stands 

out with its yellowjacket or brownish bark. 

The most frequent associated eucalypt is the 

half-barked Gympie Messmate (E. cloeziana) 

and there is also White Mahogany  

(E. acmenoides complex) and Lemon-

scented Gum (C. citriodora). For a yellow-

jacket contrast, Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket  

(C. leichhardtii) is present 400 m back 

towards Herberton. 

 between Forsayth and Einasleigh  Wúndu 

Lookout (near Wúndu camping area), 

Canyon Resources Reserve; turn off main 

road about 29 km from Einasleigh or about 

38 km from Forsayth; requires extended 

driving on unsealed roads, not accessible in 

the wet season. The fairly large trees with 

yellow-brown scaly-flaky bark right on the 

edge of the escarpment are Brown 

Bloodwood. The smaller, greyer-barked 

trees with them are Newcastle Range Box 

(E. provecta), whilst nearby, back a little 

from the edge, there is one stunted Gilbert 

River Ghost Gum (C. gilbertensis), numerous 

Queensland Woollybutt (E. chartaboma), 

and some Long-fruited Bloodwood  

(C. polycarpa). For a location on the main 

road, see C. serendipita. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Notes Brown Bloodwood is a true bloodwood 

(Corymbia subgenus Corymbia
sensu 1

), not closely 

related to other yellowjackets in spite of its bark. It 

has long been thought of as an aberrant blood-

wood because of its wingless seeds and 

yellowjacket bark, and has been treated as a single-

species group (Section Apteria; the name meaning 

not winged), a sister to other bloodwoods. However, 

analysis of both genetic and morphological traits 

shows it to be phylogenetically embedded among 

bloodwoods and closely related to Pink Bloodwood 

(C. intermedia)
1
. 

In New South Wales, Brown Bloodwood is an im-

portant nectar source for bee-keepers
2
. 

Brown Bloodwood is the sole known host to a 

species of bug (Cystococcus campanidorsalis, 

Hemiptera) which produces galls on this tree
3
. The 

galls are known as Coconut Apples (or Bloodwood 

Apples or Bush Coconuts) and are said to resemble 

the bark of young trees. 

In the Pilliga area of New South Wales, the 

susceptibility of Brown Bloodwood to death of 

above-ground parts as a result of fire declined with 

increase in stem diameter from about 80% of plants 

in young saplings, to 20% in those with 20 cm 

diameter and zero in those that had attained 40 cm 

diameter
4
. 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – not assessed 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Brown Bloodwood has a wide distribution. 

Within the study area it is not much exposed to 

land clearing, but is not well represented in 

conservation reserves with the exception that it 

is reasonably common in the Canyon Resources 

Reserve west of Einasleigh. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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Rough bark on Brown Bloodwood trunks is remarkably variable (left three photos). Bark is smooth on small branches (right). 

     

Crown foliage is fine (above left), with leaves held pendant (above centre) and being a little darker on one side (above right). 

   

Leaves on smaller saplings (left) are shorter than crown leaves. They are bristly on 

the underside, stalks and branchlets, and attached via their underside (below). 
undersidewith bristles 
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Above: inflorescences are terminal or near terminal on branchlets. 

 

   

Above: flower buds, flowers and seed capsules are smaller than other bloodwoods in the study area. 




